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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
A  decentralized controller structure may be tbe natural one for a large dynamical system. 
First, maintaining constant communication among all parts of a large system may be difficult or 
costly. Thus, only a subset of the sensor outputs may be readily available at each actuator input, 
making a decentralized controller structure the natural choice. Second, a decentralized design 
may permit the enhancement of overall system reliability. In a centralized controller structure, 
loss of the lone microprocessor is generally catastrophic. Redundancy of processors may permit 
reliability to controller outages if proper consideration is given in the design to reliability. This 
thesis deals specifically with reliability to controller sensor and actuator channel outages for both 
centralized and decentralized controller structures. For the decentralized controller structure, loss 
of a controller processor would be modelled as the loss of the controller actuator channel associated 
with the processor if the processor failure resulted in a zero output.
Controllers are generally designed for the nominal system, the system as modelled with all 
components functional. Robust designs have been developed that guarantee performance for both 
the nominal system and the system with a “small” amount of unmodelled dynamics, as measured by 
some norm. Sensor or actuator outages, however, create large structural perturbations in the system 
dynamical model, not small ones. A  controller that has been designed for the nominal system, or 
for the nominal system with a small amount of unmodelled dynamics, may lead to catastrophic 
performance such as instability in the system with outages in the sensors and actuators.
In designs that must be reliable to sensor and actuator outages, individual controller designs 
are generally found for each possible outage, and a fault detection and reconfiguration system is 
employed to switch among controller designs when an outage is detected. Detection and reconfig­
uration may be expensive, and in some cases it may be more difficult to detect on-line the exact 
failure that has occurred than to design a single controller that guarantees performance for an 
entire set of possible failures.
In this thesis, observer-based controller designs are presented that axe robust to failures from a 
preselected set of sensors or actuators for both centralized and decentralized systems. The designs 
guarantee stability and an i?c©-norm bound on the closed-loop system despite failures in any subset 
of that preselected set of sensors or actuators.
2The discrete-time divided-difference operator formulation facilitates the solution of three prob­
lems: the unification of discrete- and continuous-time results for sampled-data systems, provid­
ing a numerical method for solving the decentralized discrete-time design equation; the design of 
sampled-data decentralized controllers that bound the continuous-time closed-loop system norm; 
and the design of multirate decentralized digital controllers for systems with sensors and actuators
operating at different sampling and zero-order-hold rates.
This chapter begins with a discussion on the “reliable” control problem, a description of the 
problems solved in this thesis, and a summary of background results and contributions of this thesis 
in each of those problem areas. An introduction to the divided-difference operator formulation for 
sampled-data systems follows, and the chapter concludes with an outline of the body of the thesis.
i o l  R e lia b le  C o n tr o l : R o b u s tn e s s  to  S e n so r  a n d  A c t u a t o r  F a ilu re
Until recently, fault recovery depended entirely on the detection of system failures and recon­
figuration of the system, or on the duplication of system components or subsystems and a voting 
scheme to determine which component or subsystem was operational and should be used. The 
overhead for each of these schemes is relatively high. Furthermore, they may not efficiently take 
advantage of redundancy in non-co-located sensors and actuators.
Additional sensors and actuators in a system may be redundant, even when they are not co­
located, in the sense that the system may perform satisfactorily with only a subset of them function­
ing. Whether immediate detection of a particular fault and reconfiguration are required depends 
on whether a single controller may be designed that will function satisfactorily for the system while 
both fully functional and in the presence of that fault. This problem has been addressed recently 
for prespecified sets of sensor or actuator outages by Veillette, Paz, Medanic and Perkins in their
development of “reliable” controller designs [1], [2], [3].
Since the term “reliable” is already used to refer to those schemes involving highly redun­
dant component and controller placement, these new controller designs might more accurately be 
described as “fault-tolerant” since they produce controllers that are insensitive to certain faults 
occurring in the system. These controllers could also be described as robust to sensor and actuator
failures.
More specifically, Veillette, Paz, Medanic and Perkins have developed observer-based controller 
designs that guarantee stability and an ¿Toe-norm bound on the closed-loop system despite outage 
failures in any subset of a preselected set of sensors or actuators. The continuous-time reliable, or
3fault-tolerant, controller designs for both centralized and decentralized controllers were presented 
by Veillette, Medanic and Perkins in [1]. Discrete-time reliable controller designs were given by 
Paz and Medamc in [2], [3]. Paz and Medanic, however, encountered numerical difficulties in the 
solution of the decentralized design equations.
Other “reliable” controller designs of this type have been considered for decentralized-system 
interconnections not involving sensors and actuators by Unyelioglu and Ozgiiler in [4]. They con­
sider controllers that stabilize the closed-loop system despite outages of feedforward and feedback 
interconnections.
1.2 Problems Solved in This Thesis
In this thesis, reliable controller designs, in the sense of Veillette, Paz, Medanic and Perkins, 
are developed for three new problem setups.
There are, in fact, two control design problems that are solved in each case: the basic norm- 
bounding control problem and the reliable control problem. For the ffoo-norm-bounding control 
problem, a controller is designed that guarantees that the closed-loop system is stable and that 
the ffco norm of the closed-loop system, measured from the vector of all disturbances and noises 
entering the system to the regulated-output variable, is bounded by a prespecified value a .
For the reliable control problem, a controller is designed that guarantees both closed-loop sta­
bility and the closed-loop JToo-norm bound for both the original system and for the system with 
a certain prespecified class of sensor, or actuator, outages. The outages are restricted to be a 
subset, any subset, of a prespecified set of sensors, or actuators. Further, sensors, or actuators, 
experiencing an outage are assumed to have output signal zero.
In Chapter 2, the discrete- and continuous-time reliable controller designs of Veillette, Paz, 
Medanic and Perkins are unified using the techniques advocated by Middleton and Goodwin in [5]. 
Both centralized and decentralized observer-based controller designs are given that solve the 
norm-bounding and reliable control problems. Both sensor- and actuator-outage reliable problems 
are treated. In addition, a unified notion of degree of stability for continuous-time and sampled- 
data systems is presented, and a decentralized iZoo-norm-bounding controller design is given that 
provides a prescribed degree of stability for the closed-loop system. Finally, a new numerical 
method is presented that permits the solution of the discrete-time decentralized design equation.
In Chapter 3, reliable controller designs are developed for sampled-data decentralized con­
trollers that explicitly bound the continuous-time closed-loop system norm. State-feedback and
4decentralized controller designs are obtained that solve the ^ -n o rm -b ou n d in g  problem, and de­
centralized controller designs are developed that solve the sensor-outage reliable control problem. 
Explicit design equations are obtained in each case. A  new approach of intrinsic interest is used to 
develop these sampled-data controller designs.
In Chapter 4, Hoo-norm-bounding and sensor-outage reliable decentralized controller designs are 
developed for multirate digital systems with sensors and actuators operating at different sampling 
and zero-order-hold rates. A  simplifying assumption is required for the reliable controller design, 
resulting in a slightly more conservative bound on the controller. The norm for the multirate system 
is selected to correspond to the underlying continuous-time norm so that the design norm need not 
be redesigned for the multirate system.
1.3 Background and Methodology
In this section, the divided-difference operator formulation for sampled-data systems, the prob­
lem of designing sampled-data controllers that explicitly bound the continuous-time norm, 
the lifting technique used to solve multirate control problems, and the design methodology tor 
ifoo-norm-bounding and reliable controller design are discussed. Prior results in these areas are 
discussed, and new developments in the approach taken are noted. The section concludes with 
a discussion of the solution method used in this thesis to obtain ^ -n o rm -b ou n d in g  and reliable
controller designs.
1.3.1 D ivid ed -d ifferen ce  op erator form u lation
Recently, Middleton and Goodwin formalized in [5] the divided-difference operator and unified 
approaches for dealing with continuous-time linear systems and their sampled-data zero-order-hold
equivalents.
Previously, sampled-data dynamical systems had been written as general discrete-time dynam­
ical systems in difference-equation form, with the state at the next sampling instance expressed 
in terms of the state at the current sampling instance. The frequency-domain analogue of the 
difference-equation form was the z-transform description. One difficulty with the use of this form 
for implementation purposes is that system dynamics information is lost in the round-off errors 
for fast sampling, resulting in loss of numerical precision. This occurs because the state transi­
tion matrix approaches the identity matrix I  as the sampling interval T  tends to zero. While 
numerical methods have been developed for computing discrete-time Riccati equation solutions,
5et cetera, Goodwin, Middleton, Poor, Vijayan, Moore, and others have shown that the use of the 
divided-difference operator approach permits improved numerical results [5], [6], [7]. Another diffi­
culty with the difference-equation form for sampled-data systems is that the relationship between 
the sampled-data system and the underlying continuous-time system is obscured. The divided- 
difference formulation makes this relationship more explicit, which can prove useful.
The divided-difference formulation is the treatment of sampled-data dynamical systems as they 
are treated in an introduction to calculus. The state equation is written as the difference between 
the state at successive sampling instances, normalized by the time between sampling instances, 
called the sampling interval. In the limit as the sampling interval approaches zero, this normalized 
difference approaches the derivative of the state variable. Similarly, summations are rewritten, 
for regular sampling, as the sampling interval multiplied by the summation, which is a particular 
Riemann sum. If all of the variables in the summation are Riemann integrable^ this converges to 
an integral as the sampling interval approaches zero.
Since the matrices and variables in the divided-difference formulation are close, and converge, to 
the corresponding continuous-time matrices and variables, the information losses experienced when 
implementing the difference-equation formulation for fast sampling are avoided. This property is 
also utilized in Chapter 2 to develop an iterative numerical scheme for solving the decentralized 
design equation by starting the iteration at the continuous-time solution.
The Riemann sums in the divided-difference formulation can be seen from a second viewpoint. 
They are precisely the integral of a piecewise-constant variable. Thus, they are exact integrals of 
signals that are the outputs of zero-order holds. This is useful in the development of the norms for 
the sample-data and multirate cases.
Previous publications on the divided-difference formulation relating directly to the results in 
this thesis include the work of Lee, Middleton, Goodwin, and Kolodziej, who published the solution 
to the state-feedback -optimal control problem in the unified form and related it to the dynamic 
game problem [5], [8].
1 .3 .2  S am p led -d ata  controller design : con tin u ou s-tim e norm  p rob lem s
Traditionally, digital controllers have been designed for continuous-time plants either by de­
signing an appropriate continuous-time controller and discretizing it, or by discretizing the plant 
and designing a discrete-time controller for the resulting discrete-time system. The first approach 
neglects the resulting errors in the implementation, which may compound over time. The second
6approach guarantees performance at the sampling times but disregards performance between sam- 
pling times.
It is generally supposed that, if sampling is “fast enough," either of these approaches wiU result 
in satisfactory performance. However, fast sampling is not always convenient since many actuators 
and sensors have limited time-response characteristics.
Recent breakthroughs yield sampled-data controller designs that optimize closed-loop system 
behavior over all time, not just at sampling instances. This has sparked renewed interest in the 
problem and prompted a number of solutions to the basic problem. A  new approach is presented 
in this thesis that provides more insight into the development of these new design methods as well 
as demonstrating which signal norm should be considered for the mixed continuous and piecewise-
constant signal space.
Ba§ar [9] derives the optimal time-varying controller design that minimizes the Hao norm of 
a continuous-time plant with sampled measurements, using a game-theoretic approach. Toivonen 
treats the -optimal finite-horizon control problem for time-varying continuous-time systems 
with sampled-data controllers, piecewise constant on each sampling interval, using a game-theoretic 
approach, resulting in a series of Riccati equations that must be solved in reverse time [10], or in 
a finite time-horizon discrete-time filtering problem of a different form from that of the original
problem [11].
Bamieh and Pearson [12] and Toivonen [11] also treat the -optimal control problem for 
continuous-time systems with sampled-data controllers, piecewise constant on each sampling in­
terval, in the frequency domain by using a lifting of the continuous-time signals into an infinite- 
dimensional signal space and then by showing that the part of the signal of interest is actually finite­
dimensional. Their infinite-dimensional problem then reduces to a finite-dimensional discrete-time
Hoo problem of a different form from the original problem.
In Chapter 3, Hoo - norm- b ounding state-feedback and decentralized sampled-data controller 
designs, and reliable decentralized sampled-data controller designs, piecewise constant on each 
control sampling interval, are found as the limit of a convergent sequence of decentralized two-rate 
controller designs as the sampling rate on the disturbance and regulated-output variables tends 
to infinity. The sampling rate on the disturbance and regulated-output variables is chosen to be 
a multiple of the zero-order-hold rate on the control variable so that performance is measured, in 
the limit, over all time. The norm for the two-rate problems is chosen to converge in the limit 
to the continuous-time norm using an approximation of the continuous-time norm as the quotient
7of Riemann sums. Design equations are then derived for the two-rate controller, and the limiting 
controller is found as the sampling interval on the disturbance and regulated-output variables tends 
to zero.
1 .3 .3  M u ltir a te  controller design
Systems often need to be controlled in practice using sensors and actuators with different time 
constants. If the slowest sensor or actuator determines the sampling interval of the system, certain 
performance goals may not be attainable. As a result, sensors and actuators are permitted to 
function at different, rationally related, rates, resulting in a multirate sampled-data system.
A  lifting of the multirate digital system to a single-rate equivalent digital system was proposed 
by Meyer and Burrus [13] and generalized by Buescher and Grizzle [14], [15], and D. G . Meyer [16]. 
A  problem encountered when using the lifted system for controller design was that the norm of the 
lifted system did not correlate with the norm of the underlying continuous-time system. Recently, 
Al-Rahmani and Franklin proposed a new lifting for multirate sampled-data systems [17]. This 
new lifting is not considered in this thesis but encounters the same problem in the choice of an 
appropriate norm for the lifted system.
In Chapter 4, controller designs are developed for multirate decentralized digital controllers for 
systems with sensors and actuators operating at different sampling and zero-order-hold rates. The 
norm for the multirate system is chosen to correspond to the underlying continuous-time norm in 
the same sense as in Chapter 3. The resulting multirate problem is then solved using a lifting 
to a single-rate problem. The advantage is that a good design norm need not be redesigned for 
the multirate problem. If a suitable design norm is selected for the continuous-time system, the 
corresponding norm for use with the multirate system follows.
One cautionary note is raised, however, on the use of Riemann sums as approximations to 
integrals when not taking the limit. Chen and Francis [18] point out that the sequence generated 
from sampling a continuous £ 2 signal is not necessarily in ¿2. Thus, for any fixed sampling interval 
T , the Riemann sum may not be close to the integral for every signal in £ 2.
1 .3 .4  Solu tion  m eth od  to  ifoo-n orm -bou nd in g and reliable control prob lem s
The basic approach to the solution of the fZoo-norm-bounding and reliable controller design 
problems is the application of a bounded real lemma, which was adapted by Veillette for the 
continuous-time case from a result of Willems [19]. The bounded real lemma in the unified
8formulation for the cases discussed in Chapter 2 combines the lemmas of Veillette and Paz, adapting 
the basic approach of Paz’s proof to the divided-difference/unified formulation. A  modification to 
the lemma provides a prescribed degree of stability for the system, and a more general bounded 
real lemma is proved in Chapter 3 to handle the throughput disturbance terms in the regulated- 
output equation that appear in a lifted “two-rate” system, which arises if the disturbance and 
regulated-output variables are sampled at a faster rate than the measured-output variable and the 
zero-order-hold rate of the control variable. It is applied again in Chapter 4 to find controller 
designs for multirate control systems.
The form of the closed-loop system is found for selected forms of the controller, and conditions 
are found on the controller gains to guarantee that the hypotheses of the bounded real lemma 
hold. The consequence of the lemma is that the closed-loop system is stable and has the desired 
Hop-norm bound. For the reliable control problems, conditions are found that guarantee that the 
hypotheses of the bounded real lemma hold for all combinations of failures in the prespecified set.
In Chapters 3 and 4, a single-rate form of the discrete-time system is first obtained, with the 
appropriate regulated-output variable derived by finding a form of the ffoo norm corresponding to 
the Hoo norm of the underlying continuous-time system. Then the controller form is selected to 
guarantee causality of the controller, and the bounded real lemma’s hypotheses are considered, as
before.
Other design methodologies have been used to design tfoo-norm-bounding centralized and de­
centralized controllers. For instance, the optimal (Hoo-norm-minimizing) stabilizing state-feedback 
and centralized output-feedback controllers have been found by posing the problems as dynamic 
game problems. References to this work may be found in [20]. The optimal decentralized con­
trollers have also been found by Didinsky and Ba§ar by posing the problems as dynamic game 
problems [21], [22]. The resulting conditions for the state-feedback case have been presented in the 
unified formulation in [5] and [8]. However, the methodology of this thesis, and of Veillette, Paz, 
Medanic and Perkins’s publications [1], [3], [2], permits the achievement of more general design 
goals including reliability to sensor and actuator failures.
1 .4  I n tr o d u c t io n  t o  D iv id e d -d iffe r e n c e  O p e r a to r  a n d  U n ifie d  F o r m u la tio n s
This section provides an introduction to the divided-difference operator formulation for sampled- 
data systems and its connection to the underlying continuous-time system, resulting in a unified 
formulation for sampled-data and continuous-time systems.
9The relations between the state equation of a continuous-time linear time-invariant control 
system and its various sampled-data representations are discussed, and the notation of the divided- 
difference and unified formulations is introduced.
Consider the continuous-time linear time-invariant control system
x =  Acx +  Bcu
y = Ccx.
In the traditional difference-equation formulation, the corresponding sampled-data system with 
zero-order hold and sampling interval T is then
sjfe+i =  (eAcT) Xk +  ^ j i  eAct dt Bc j  uk =: Aqxk +  Bquk
lIk —  C cXk = :  LtqXfi.
Note that Aq —► I  and Bq —*■ 0 as T —* 0. For small T, Aq «  /  and information on the dynamics 
of the system is lost if there are round-off errors in the precision with which Aq is determined or 
stored. Thus, numerical difficulties arise from the use of the difference-equation formulation for 
implementation of fast sampling.
The corresponding divided-difference operator formulation for the sampled-data system is 
«**  == **  =  *»  +  ( ^ )  « * = :  Asxk +  Bsuk,
Vk —  —  (^c^k =  ' CsXk*
Note that Sxk —► Ag A c, and Bg —* Bcy as T —► 0, eliminating the numerical difficulties
associated with use of the difference-equation formulation for small T .
For a unified notation for continuous-time and sampled-data linear systems, Middleton and 
Goodwin [5] define
px :=
x
6xk
T =  0 (continuous time) 
T 0 (sampled data)
s l: m  dt.=  <
Í 1 f{t)dt T  =  0 
Jto
r--1
T j 2 f ( kT) T ¿ °
k-\ f
Note that $ tQf(t)dt is a Riemann sum for T ^  0 whenever / ( f )  is Riemann integrable. Note 
that continuous functions are Riemann integrable, as are piecewise-continuous functions that have
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jumps only at uniformly spaced intervals. Thus, S / 0f(t) dt is a Riemann sum if f(t) is the output 
of a uniformly sampled linear system. In this unified formulation, the system becomes
px =  Ax +  Bu
y - C x
A :=  <
Ac T  =  0
a s r # o
B C =  Cc VT (since =  Cc).
where
T = 0
2V 0
In the divided-difference operator formulation, the stability region for the poles of the system is 
the disc Dt of radius 1/T  centered at - l / T  in the complex plane. This is derived as follows. The 
transform variable for the divided-difference operator form is 7 =  (z -  1) /T ,  where z refers here to 
the standard shift-operator transform variable. (This is the notation used in [5]. In this thesis, 7 
is used for the unified transform variable and a is used for the i f00 norm bound.) Then, \z\ <  1 if 
and only if 7 satisfies
||7|2 +  K(7) < 0
where £ ( 7 ) is the real part of 7 , or, equivalently, 7 G Dt -
I f  t  =  0, this reduces to » ( 7) <  0, and D0 is the left half-plane, the stability region for the 
continuous-time transform variable s. In fact, 7 —* $• Thus, this definition of the stability region is 
also compatible with continuous-time stability.
Next, the 5o© norm of a system is defined. Consider the specific form of the system equations
px =  Fx +  Gw, z(0 ) =  0, 
z =  Hx,
where w is an unknown disturbance entering the system and z is the regulated-output variable, 
which the designer wishes to keep small. The Boo norm of the system is then defined as
sup a — F)~lGS\ ,
7 £dDT K '
where d(-) denotes the largest singular value of a matrix and 8Dt denotes the boundary oi the 
stability region DT. Equivalently, the norm of the system is the induced £ 2/^2 norm of the 
system, depending on whether the continuous- or discrete-time system is considered:
Mk
JZ*M b ’
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where v G £ 2/^2 if
IMI2 :=  <  ° ° -
For continuous-time systems, the set of square-integrable signals £ 2 is considered. For discrete-time 
systems, the set of square-summable signals ¿2 is considered since
E f=0 zjkTMkT)
<J, E ”=o w(kT)'w(kT) JS, T E f=0 w(kT)'w(kT) '
Discussion on the continuous-time ^  norm for sampled-data systems is presented in Chapter 3.
1.5 Organization
This introduction was intended to provide the requisite overview, motivation, and background 
for the following chapters. In Chapter 2, the unified continuous- and discrete-time results are 
presented. In Chapter 3, the sampled-data results are derived that bound the continuous-time 
norm. In Chapter 4, controller designs are given for multirate control systems. Finally, Chapter 5 
concludes the thesis with a summary of the ideas developed in the thesis. Each chapter contains a 
discussion of numerical issues relating to the solution of the design equations and examples of the 
application of the controller designs developed. The proofs of the lemmas and derivations of most 
of the controller designs in Chapters 2 -4  are in Appendices A -C , respectively.
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CHAPTER 2
UNIFIED FORMULATION FOR DISCRETE- AND 
CONTINUOUS-TIME CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this chapter, the continuous- and discrete-time centralized and decentralized ^ - n o r m -  
bounding controller designs and reliable controller designs are unified using tbe divided-difference 
operator/unified formulation. In addition, a unified notion of the degree of stability of a linear 
system is introduced, and a decentralized fToo-norm-bounding controller design that guarantees a 
prescribed degree of stability for the closed-loop system is presented in the unified formulation.
The divided-difference operator formulation of the design equation for the decentralized con­
troller permits the development of a numerical algorithm for its solution in Section 2.6.
2 .1  D e s ig n  G o a ls
This chapter contains results for two systems— a centralized system in which the entire output 
can be used to compute the controller and a decentralized system for which only the local part of 
the system output is available at each subsystem controller. In either case, the control engineer is 
assumed to have access to a complete description of the system for use in the controller design.
Consider first the unified formulation for the centralized system
where wq and w are unknown disturbances, u is the control variable, x is the state of the system, 
and y is the observed output. The disturbances are assumed to be continuous if T =  0 and piecewise 
constant on the sampling intervals if T ^  0. (The problem in which the disturbances are continuous 
but T £  0 is not treated in this chapter.) Further, assume that
is the regulated output variable, which the designer wishes to keep small.
Consider controllers of two types for the centralized system— a state-feedback controller
px — Ax +  Bu +  Gwq, ar(0) — 0* (2. 1)
y =  Cx -f w (2.2)
(2.3)
u =  K cx (2.4)
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and an observer-based feedback controller:
u =  K %  =  4 2 . ^
pi =  A£ +  Bu +  Gwq +  K°{y -  C£). (2.6)
The feedback form of the disturbance term in the observer is justified by comparison with the 
soft-constraint game problem derivation. The soft-constraint problem solution has a feedback form 
for the disturbance. The actual problem discussed here is a disturbance-attenuation problem, a 
hard-constraint problem, rather than the soft-constraint problem. The disturbance-attenuation 
problem solution has a mixed policy for the disturbance: the least-favorable disturbance is a linear 
function of a variable recursively defined, the recursion having a random variable as its initial 
condition [23]. Such a form would be very hard to implement in the observer, thus the disturbance 
is approximated in the observer by a linear feedback of the observer state, as is the worst-case in 
the soft-constraint problem.
Next, consider the unified formulation for a decentralized system
p
px =  A x +  J2 Bim +  Gw0, x (0) =  0, (2.7)
*=i
Vi =  CiX + Wi, i e { l ,2 , . . . ,p } ,  (2.8)
where
z —
f  Hx \ 
«1
(2.9)
\ up )
is the regulated output variable. The controller for Ui can not depend on j/j, for j  ^  i. Consider 
dynamic controllers of the form
pb =  ¿ 6  +  E  + G<  + KKvi -  C .i .)
J=1
«.* =  KUi, u) =  Kj£i, w'Q = K % ,
for i G { 1, 2, . . . ,p } .
Denote the transfer function from the disturbance we to z by TWcZ(j), where we denotes
(2.10)
(2.11)
wo,
Wo
w or
W\
\ WP
depending on whether state feedback, observer feedback, or the decentralized case is considered.
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The Hoo norm of the closed-loop system is then
H a llo o  :=  sup ¿(TwezM)’ *
eJ0-l
T
where ct(*) denotes the largest singular value of a matrix, or, equivalently,
j £ k  
«..€?* I K I h ’
where v 6 £2 if j
|K i) ||j:=  (SZo«(t)'v(t)dty < 00,
as discussed in Chapter 1.
The goal in this chapter is to unify the continuous- and discrete-time approaches to the design 
of controllers of the above forms that solve the 5 oo-norm-bounding and reliable control problems 
for sampled-data linear systems and the underlying continuous-time systems.
2.2 Bounded Real Lemma
The crucial lemma in the development of all of the designs in this chapter is the following 
bounded real lemma, which is a variation of Willems’ result from [19].
L em m a  2 .2 .1  Consider a linear system Twz with a detectable realization
px — Fx +  Gw, r (0 ) =  0,
z =  Hx.
If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a real a >  0 such that
(i) F*XL-1 +  X L -'F  +  T F 'X L -'F  +  jsX G G 'X L -1 +  H ' H < 0
(ii) a21 — TG'XG >  0 
where L : = I  — T-¿jGG'X, then
(a) the eigenvalues of F lie in DT, the stability region for sampling interval T
(b) \\TWZ||oo <  «•
Note that the term jpXGG’X L '1 is symmetric since it can be rearranged as
XG G 'X(I +  TGG,X )~1 -  X (I  +  TGG,X )~1GG,X  =  (I +  T X G G '^ X G G 'X , 
which is its transpose if X  is symmetric.
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2 .3  C e n tr a liz e d  D is c r e te -  a n d  C o n tin u o u s -t im e  C o n tr o lle r  D e s ig n
In this section, the centralized designs are presented for the state-feedback and observer-feedback 
controllers for both the fZ^-norm-bounding and reliable problems. The derivations are given in 
Appendix A .2.
2 .3 .1  State  feedback
The most direct result to follow from the bounded real lemma is the state-feedback result for 
the centralized system.
T h e o re m  2 .3 .1  For the centralized system (2.1), (2.3), with (A ,H ) detectable and with state- 
feedback (2.4), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and that 
U^ ti/o-zlloo — Û Ì&
K c =  -B 'X A -\ I + T A )
where
A := I  +  T(BB' - -^ G G ')X  
or
and X  >  0 satisfies
(i) A 'X A *1 +  XA~XA +  T A 'X A -'A  -  X(BB' -  £ G G ')X A **1 +  H’H =  0
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG  >  0.
The term X(BBf — -pGG^XA -1 is also symmetric.
P r o o f  The proof is provided in Appendix A .2. □
2 .3 .2  O b server-b ased  feedback
Now consider the full centralized system with output y (2 .1), (2 .2), (2 .3), together with the 
proposed form of output observer (2.5), (2.6). The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for 
stability and disturbance attenuation for this case.
T h e o re m  2 .3 .2  For the centralized system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), with (A ,H ) detectable and with 
observer-based feedback (2.5), (2.6), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is 
stable and that ||rw.,||oo <  a is
K C =  -B 'X A -\ I  +  TA ), K d =  ± G 'X A - \ l  +  TA),
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k ° =  (I -  - V x r V  +  t a )y t 1y C ,a1
where
A  :=  /  +  T{BB' -  i  G')X, II :=  /  +  TY(C'C -  
and X  >  0 and Y >  0 satisfy
A 'X A " 1 +  XA~'A +  TA'XA~lA -  X(BB' -  -^GG')XA~l +  H'H =  01 — -f/\ v » -1 I IIIa4
1 ZX/A li-'Y  +  JL-lYA' 4- TAIL^YÄ  -  TL~lY(C'C  -  - ^ H >H)Y +  GG = 0
such that
p(YX) <  c?
and the eigenvalues of A +  (> A ’ — K°C lie in Dt f a no
_  /  a21 -  TG’a2Y~^GTG'(a2Y ~l -  X )K °  
H ( X ,y )  :=  I TKO,[alY^  _  X)G a2X _  T K °’(aiY - '  -  X ) A ‘
(or
X > 0 ,  a21 -  TG'XG  >  0,
\L-\I +  TA )-T K °C \  ¿ 0 ,
>  0
and
a2Y~l >  ( /  +  TA )'X L -\I  +  TA) +  TH(H ).
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16) 
(2.17)
2 .3 .3  R eliab ility  to  sensor and actu ator outages  
2 .3 .3 .1  R eliab ility  to  sensor outages
Now we alter the basic observer-based design to guarantee reliability in the presence of sensor 
outages. This design will perform with stability and a given -floo-norm bound even when any 
number of sensors from a prespeciiied set fail. Clearly, there may be some sensors that are essential 
to the operation of the controller. No design can be reliable to failures of those sensors. Designers 
should consider adding redundancy of sensors for those that are critical for operation. There ma> 
also be conservatism in any design that aims at performance in the presence of sensor failures.
Now assume that stability and a given tf^-norm  bound are required despite subsets of failures 
in a given set of susceptible sensors. Suppose that the sensors corresponding to certain yj are sus­
ceptible. Let H C {1 ,2 , ...,d im (y)} be the index set of the susceptible y f  s. W e require performance,
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i.e., stability and disturbance attenuation, during the failure of any subset of susceptible sensors, 
w C 0 .  We assume here that failed sensors have zero output with no noise or bias. Given the 
system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), with the observer (2.5), (2.6), define the following matrices:
• C(i as C with the rows not in fi set equal to zero
• as C with the rows not in u set equal to zero
• K°  as K°  with the columns not in w set equal to zero
• C f i : = e - C 0 •CQ: = C - C W • K ^ : = K ° - K Z .
Thus, CJCU <  C q 'C o , and K°C  =  K*CW +  K&Ca.
The following theorem gives the design equations for the reliable centralized case, for possible 
sensor outages.
T h e o re m  2 .3 .3  For the centralized system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), with (A,H) detectable and with 
output feedback (2.5), (2.6),a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable 
and that HT^^IJoo <  a for all sensor failures u; C ii is
K c =  -B'XA-> ( /  +  TA),Kd =  i  + TA),
k ° =  (i -  J j K  + t a )tl- xy c
where
A : = /  +  T(BB' -  ^¡GG')X, n  :=  /  +  T y (C fl'C fl -  ^ H ' H )  
and X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A'XA" 1 +  XA~lA +  TA 'XA-lA -  X(BB'  -  ^ G G ')X A ~ x +  H'H +  a2Ca'Ca =  0 (2.18)
A n _1y  +  n - ' y A '  +  i\ 4 n - 1 y  a '-  B.-xY (ca'Cn -  +  g g ' =  o (2.19)
such that
p(YX)< c? 
and the eigenvalues of A +  GKd -  K°C lie in Dt , and
= ( X , Y ) > 0
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and, for all u C 0 ,
/  a2I -T G 'c P Y ^ G  TG'{c? Y - 1 -  X)K°q
E(* ’ y ) :=  T K o,{a2Y - i  _ X)G  a2 /  _  TK q {c? Y ~ x -  X )K l
(or, instead of the conditions on —(X , T ) ant/ — ( X ,T ) ,
X  >  0, a 2/  -  TG'XG  >  0,
| I -1( /  +  T A ) - T i r oC | ^ 0i
and
a 2 y - i  >  ( j  +  +  TA) +  TH'H +  Ta2Cn'Cn).
Note that the definition of II and the two Riccati equations are different from the standard case.
2.3.3.2 Reliability to actuator outages
Now suppose that a controller design is required that achieves stability and a given tf^-norm  
bound even when actuators in a given susceptible subset fail. Assume that failed actuators have
zero output. Let
H C { 1 ,2 , . . . ,  dim (u)}
be the index set of susceptible actuator inputs Uj, and define
• Bn as B with the columns not in Q set equal to zero
• B& as B with the columns not in uj set equal to zero
• Kfr as K  with the rows not in 0  set equal to zero
• as K  with the rows not in w set equal to zero
• Bq :=  B — Bq • Bq i—B — Bu
• :=  K C- K CQ • K% :=  K c -  K c„.
Thus, BWBJ  <  BUBQ', and B K C =  BnK^ +  B^K^.
The following theorem gives the design equations for the reliable centralized case, for possible 
actuator outages. A  modification to the observer form has been made to account for possible
j  >  0 (2.20)
actuator outages.
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T h e o re m  2 .3 .4  For the centralized system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), with (A ,H ) detectable and with 
■output feedback
u =  K c£, w0 = K d£, un =  (2.21)
p€ — +  Bu +  Gwq -  +  K°(y -  C£), (2.22)
a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and that <  a for all
actuator failures lj C Q is
K c =  —B' X  K~x([ +  TA), K d =  ^ G 'X A ~ \ l  +  TA),
K a =  - B a'X K -\ l  +  T A),
K° =  (I — ± Y X ) " ' ( /  +  TA)U-lY C
where
A  :=  /  +  T(BWbBa' -  ^ G G ')X , n  :=  /  +  TY(C'C -  (¿H 'H )
and X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A 'X IC 1 +  XAT'A  +  TA 'X tC 'A  -  X(BaBa' -  -¿¡GG')XA " 1 + H'H =  0
A ir 'r  + n-1y  a ' + t a e - ' y a ' -  n ~'y {c- ) ^ h 'h )y  + g g ' + a2BnBa' = o
such that
p(YX) < a2
and the eigenvalues of A +  G K d -  K°C  +  B K C lie in Dt and
( or
>  o
X  > O, X  1 — T-^GG' — >  0,
\{L -  TBnBn'X ) - ' ( I  +  TA) -  TK°C\ £  0,
and
a 2y - '  >  {I + TA)'X(L -  TBnBa'X)-\l  +  +  TH'H ) .
(2.23)
(2.24)
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2 .4  D e c e n tr a liz e d  D is c r e te -  a n d  C o n tin u o u s -t im e  C o n tr o lle r  D e s ig n
Now consider the decentralized system (2 .7), (2 .8), with the dynamic controller structure (2.10), 
(2.11). We first give a control design that will guarantee stability and an ^oo-norm bound for the 
closed-loop system. Then, we modify the basic decentralized results to guarantee performance 
despite outages in the subsystem controllers.
2 .4 .1  B asic  decentralized  results
The decentralized system can be written in the shorthand notation
px — Ax +  Bu +  Gwq, #(0) ~  0,
1 Hx
y = Cx + W, Z =
\ "
where
m  \ f yi }  ^ Wi ^
“2 V2 W2
u := 2 2T= I :
UP ) Vp ) \ w p )
B:=(Bx Bi C :=
Ci \
C2
\ Cp J
Further, define the following composite matrices:
{ Bx 0 ... 0 ^ '  Cx 0 ... o  N
Bd : = 0 b 2 •*. 0 ,  Cd •—
0 c 2
* • . 0 »
0 . . . 0 Bv J V 0 0 c p
(  K •x 0 ... 0 ^ f G \ B >
k °d -.=
c*o*© ••• 0 , Gc • =
G
Ì Be  : = B
0 . . . 0 K% J U J K B  J
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XD :=
X  0 • • • 0
0 X  :
: 0 
0 0 X
and
A- :=
where X  :=  X A ~ \ l +  TA),
A -  (BB' -  -¿¡GG')X 0
0
0
••• 0 A -  (BB' -  )^
f BiB\X B2B'2X  ••• BPB'PX  N
^  BxB[X  :
< B1B[X  ••• B ^ B '^ X  BpB'pX  J
Then the following theorem gives the design conditions for the decentralized system.
T h e o re m  2 .4 .1  For the decentralized system (2.7), (2.8), with (A , H) detectable and with observer- 
based feedback (2.10), (2.11), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable 
and that \\TWeZ\ oo < ct is
where
K f ^ - B ' i X ,  ¿ € { 1 , 2 , . . . , ? } ,  K d=A rG 'X ,
œ (2.25)
X : = X A ~ \ I  + TA), A -.= 1 + T(BB' -  \ g G')X, (2.26)
or otz
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
A'XA " 1 +  XA~lA +  TA'XA~lA -  X(BB'  -  )~G G ')X A “ 1 +  H'H  =  0 (2.27)
AjW  +  WA) + TAjWA'j + AjGc{I -  + A,K°DK%
+  (7 +  TAj)WX'dBd ((/ +  T B 'X L - 'B ) -1 -  TB'DXDWX'DBD)~l
■ B'dXd W (I +  T A ,)’
+ TK°DCD(W-1 -  TX'dBd (I + T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd ) - xC'd K% 2 '28^
-  K°DCD(W ~' -  TX'd Bd {I  +  TB'XL-1B)B'dXd) - \ I  +  TA,)'
-  (7 +  TA,)(W~l -  TX'dBd {I + T B 'X L -1B)B'DXD) - lC'DK ÿ  =  0
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where
Aj(X) := Ac + T-^GcG'XL-'BB'oXd ,
such that the eigenvalues of Ac -  K°DCD are in the stability region and either
' c?I -  TG'XG -  TG'cW-'Gc TG'cW -lK°D 
, TK%W-lGc a*!-TK% W ~lK°D
>  0 (2.30)
(2.29)
or
X > 0 ,  a2I -T G 'X G  >  0, \I +  TA / -  TK°dCd \ Î  0,
W - 1 > TX'DBD(I + T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd .
Tlie choice of K°D =  ot2WDC'D, where WD is the block diagonal part of W , results in one
It is not known yet whether conditions can be found that guarantee the existence of a solution 
to the design equations for large enough a.
2.4.2 Reliable decentralized results
Now we will modify the basic decentralized design to produce a design that is reliable to sub­
system outages. The subsystems can fail in a variety of ways. W e will consider failures of two 
types: y< =  0 or =  0 for each susceptible subsystem i. Let Q C {1 ,2 , be the set of indices 
of the susceptible subsystems, and let u Q 0  be the set of indices of the subsystems that actually
experience failures.
Define the following matrices:
• Cq as C with the blocks not in H set equal to zero
• Cu> as C with the blocks not in u set equal to zero
• K b n ™  Kb  with diagonal blocks not in ii set equal to zero
• K°D uj 35 %b with diagonal blocks not in u set equal to zero
• Bn as B with the blocks not in O set equal to zero
• as B with the blocks not in u set equal to zero
• BD>n as Bd with the diagonal blocks not in Q, set equal to zero
• Bd ,u> as b D w»th the diagonal blocks not in u> set equal to zero
solution.
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• Bc,n as Be with, the columns of blocks not in 12 set equal to zero
• Bc,u> as Be with the columns of blocks not in u set equal to zero
• := ~ K°D tjJ • Bd ,q -= Bd — Bd,u
• :=  B — Bq • Bq :=  B — Bu.
The following theorem gives the controller design for the case in which subsystem sensor failures 
may occur (i.e., when y, — 0 Vi 6 u C 12).
T h e o re m  2 .4 .2  For the decentralized system (2.7), (2.8), with (A,H) detectable and with observer- 
based feedback (2.10), (2.11), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable 
and that \\Tw<tZ\ oo ^  Qf for all subsystem sensor failures u C 12 is
Kt =  -B [X , i 6 { l ,2 , . . . ,p } ,  K i =  ^ G 'X ,  (2.31)
where
A :=  /  +  T(BB' -  i  G')X, L : = I -  T -^G G 'X  (2.32) 
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  > 0 satisfy
A 'X A " 1 +  X k ~ lA +  T A' X  k~l A -  X(BB' -  A " 1
+  H'H  +  a2C'aCn =  0
(2.33)
AfW  + WA) + TAjWA', + ¿ G c ( / -  T^G'XG)~lG'c + ¿¡K°DK%
+  ( /  +  TA,)WX'dBd ( ( /  +  T B 'X L -'B )-' -  TB'DXDW X ’DBD)~1
■B'dXd W (I +  T A ,y
, (2.34)
+  TK°dCd {W-1 -  TX'dBd (I +  TB‘X L -lB)B'DXD) - lC'DK%
-  K°dCd{W - 1 -  TX'dBd(I  +  T B 'X L -1B)B'd Xd ) - \ I  +  T A ,y
-  ( /  +  TAj)(W ~l -  TX'dBd(I  +  T B 'X L -lB)B'DXD) - lC'DK% =  0
where
A ,{X )  :=  A, +  T ^ G cG 'X L ~ lBB'DXD, (2.35)
such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  K°dCd are in the stability region and either both Ed (X, W) >  0 
and, Vu> C 12,
Ed (X ,W ):=
' a2I -  TG'XG -  TG'cW~lGc TG'cW -lK°DQ
TK£-W-'Gc a2I -T K % r-W -'K °D'Q
> 0 (2.36)
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X > 0 ,  a21 — TG'XG  >  0, \I +  TAj -  TK°DCD\ i  0,
w - 1 > TX'DBD(I +  TB,XL~1B)B'dXd .
As before, the choice of Kf, =  a2WDC'D, where WD is the block diagonal part of W , results in 
one solution.
The next theorem provides the controller design for the decentralized case with subsystem 
actuator outages of the form =  0 Vi 6 «  C ft.
Theorem 2.4.3 For the decentralized system (2.7), (2.8), with (A, H ) detectable and with observer- 
based feedback
p£i = A£i + ^  BjUlj + Gwq +  K°i(yi — Ci£i) (2.37)
j€Q
Vi =  Kf£i, u) =  Kj€i, w'q — K d£i»
for i 6 { l , 2, . . . ,p } ,  a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and that 
\\TWeZ\\oo <  a  for all u C Q is
Kf =  -B\X, i €  {1 ,2 , .. . ,p } , K d =  ^ G 'X ,
where
A := I  +  T{BaB'a - ± G G ') X ,  L := I - T ± G G 'X  
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
A'X A-1 + X A ~ l A + TA 'X A - 'A  -  -  A "1 + H 'H  = 0
A ,W  +  WA'j +  TAjWA'j +  £ K 'dK g
+  ¿ i (G c  o : 5 c , n ) ( / - T 4 r(0,gji) X ( G  “ -Bn))_ 1(0s ? n)
+  ( /  +  TA,)WX'DBD {{I +  T B 'X L -'B )-1 -  TB'DXDWX'DBD)~l
■B'DXDW {I +  TA,)'
+  T K IC D{W -2 -  TX'DBD{I +  T B 'X L -1B)B'DXD) - 1C'DK%
-  K°dCd (W -1 -  TX'DBD(I +  TB'XL-'B)B'DXD) -\ I  +  TAj)'
-  (I + TAJ)(W -1 -T X i ,B D(I +  T B 'X L - 1B)B'DXD)-1C'DKg  =  0
where
A f(X ) :=  A e +  T-^(Gc -  TBqBqX ) lBB'd Xd
+  Bd^B'd^X d +  FBc,qBqX(L  — TB^BqX ) 1BBdXd
(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)
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such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  Bc B'dXd -  K qCd are in Dt and
I -T (B 'a -B 'c,0 )X 'L '-l \ Ba I >  0
V -B a ft  )
or
X - 1 -  T -^G G ' -  TBnB'a >0, |I +  T A / -  TK°DCD\ ji 0,
W ~x > TX'dBd[I + TB'X(L -  TBnB'nX )~1B]B'DXD.
Again, the choice of Kf, =  c^ W dCq , where Wu is the block diagonal part of W , results in one 
solution.
2.5 ifco-norm-bounding Control with a Prescribed Degree of Stability
In this section, a unified definition for the degree of stability of continuous- and sampled-data 
systems is given, and an Hoo-norm-bounding decentralized controller design is developed, in the 
unified formulation, that guarantees a prescribed degree of stability.
2.5.1 Unified notion of degree of stability
A  continuous-time linear system is said to have degree of stability tj if all of the poles of the 
system satisfy 3i(s) <  —17 [24].
Discrete-time systems could be defined to have degree of stability /x, where /x <  1, if all of the 
poles of the discrete-time system are inside the disk of radius 1 -  /x centered at 0 in the z-plane. 
However, for sampled-data systems with sampling period 1 /T , that corresponds to having poles in 
the 7-transform plane in a disc of radius (1 -  /x )/T  centered at - 1 /T . This is equivalent to the 
condition
| l 7 l2 +  » ( 7 ) < ^ 2 F i i < 0 .
Tf —► 0, this approaches ^ ( 7 ) <  —00 <  0. Thus, as the sampling rate increases, the required
degree of stability on the underlying system increases.
To avoid this inconsistency, we define the degree of stability for a sampled-data system based 
on the degree of stability of the underlying continuous-time system as follows.
Definition 2.5.1 The linear system px =  Fx is said to have degree of stability 7 7 , where 0 <  
7? <  i / r ,  if
fl7|2 + K (7 )< -7  + f  72-
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Note that, if T =  0, this reduces to the condition 3R(s) <  —rj, which is the definition for continuous- 
time systems. If T /  0, this definition is equivalent to requiring that the poles lie in D j ,  a disc of 
radius ( 1/T )  -  p >  0 centered at - 1 / T  in the 7-transform plane.
2 .5 .2  M od ified  bou n d ed  real lem m a— prescribed degree o f  stab ility
First, Lemma 2.2.1 is modified to guarantee an tf^-n orm  bound and a prescribed degree of 
stability if the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, as follows.
L em m a 2 .5 .1  Consider a linear system Twz with a realization
px — Fx *f* Gw, z(0 ) =  0,
z =  Hx
with all unobservable modes of F in DnT. If there exist a real, symmetric matrix >  0 real
a >  0 such that
(i) F'XL~l +  X L -'F  +  T F 'X L -'F  +  ^¡X G G 'X L -1 +  H'H  <  - ( 2  -  TV)r,X
(ii) a21 — TG'XG > 0 
where L : = /  — T-¡¡GG'X, then
(a) the eigenvalues of F lie in D?
(b) I I T J oo <  a-
Note that no extra restrictions are required on the disturbances since the derivations of the 
controllers with a degree of stability are based on Lemma 2.5.1, not on a direct modification of the 
controller designs derived before, and the proof of Lemma 2.5.1 does not require any restrictions 
on the disturbances within the set of £ 2/^2 signals.
2 .5 .3  D ecen tralized  control w ith  a prescribed degree o f  stability
Theorem 2.4.1 is modified in the following theorem to guarantee a prescribed degree of stability 
for the resulting closed-loop system.
T h e o re m  2 .5 .1  For the decentralized system (2.7), (2.8), with (A ,H ) having all unobservable 
modes in D\ and with observer-based feedback (2.10), (2.11), a sufficient condition to guarantee 
that the closed-loop plant has degree of stability rj and that ||TWe3:||oo <  a  w
K f =  -B\X, ¿6  { 1 , 2 , =
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where
X-.= X \ ~ \ I  +  TA),A :=  /  +  T(BB' -  4 jG G ')X ,or a1
and K q block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
A'XA-1 +  ATA-1 A  +  T A 'Jf A -1 A -  X(BB' -  ^ G G ')X A ~ l +  H'H =  - ( 2  -  Tn)r]X (2.42)
W  =  [ ( /  +  TAf ) -  TK°dCd]((1 -  T r ifW -1 -  TX'DBD(I  +  
■{(I + TA,)-TK°DCD]'
+  T ^ G c d  ~ T ^ G 'X G )-lG'c  +  T^K°DK%.
where
Af (X) := A e +  T ^ G c G 'X L -lBB'DXD,
such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  K°dCd are in D? and either
a21 -  TG'XG -  TG'c W ~lGc TG'c W ~lK°D N
TK%W~lGc
Ed (X ,W ):=
a21 -  TK%W~lK°D
>  0
or
X > 0, a21 -  TG'X>  0, \I +  TA{ -  TK°DCD\ /  0,
(1 -  TrtfVT1 >  TX'dBd (I  +  T B 'X L -lB)B'DXD.
(2.43)
P r o o f The differences from Theorem 2.4.1 axe found by setting X c =  (J ^  ) , as.before, and requiring 
condition (i) of Lemma 2.5.1 to hold with equality. □
2.6 Numerical Issues
The centralized theorem’s design equations are simply the unified form of algebraic Riccati 
equations. Each can be solved in a single step by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
appropriate Hamiltonian matrix.
The associated Hamiltonian [5] for the state algebraic Riccati equation is
MX =
f A +  T (B B ' -  ^ G G 'X I  + T A y - 'H 'H  ~(BB ' -  £ G G ') ( I  + T A ) '" 1 
- (/  +  T  A y - 1 H ’H  - (/  +  T A y ^ A '
If
MX
Vi
V2
\Vi
V 2 )
S.
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where £ s is a diagonal matrix containing the stable eigenvalues of M x, then the solution to the 
Riccati equation is X  =  V2V1“  .
The Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to the output algebraic Riccati equation is
/  A' +  T (C 'C - ^ H 'H )( I+ T A Y lGG' ~{C'C  -  X,H’H)(I +  TA)~X \
- ( /  +  TA)~1GG' - A i l  +  T A )-1 J
The reliable centralized canes can be solved by making the appropriate changes to the Hamil- 
tonians.
The decentralized case, on the other hand, does not result in an algebraic Riccati equation 
form. For the continuous-time decentralized case, Veillette [25] solves for W  by treating the design 
Equation (A .4) as a Riccati equation with an extra nonnegative definite term added to it. He 
iteratively solves for W , first evaluating the final term and then solving for a new value of W  from 
the appropriate Hamiltonian, viewing the last term as fixed.
Paz [2] was not able to solve numerically the discrete-time design equations for a positive-definite
(stabilizing) solution.
The decentralized equations in this thesis differ from his and are amenable to solution because 
the direction of the iteration is reversed. Note that the Riccati difference equations that arise from 
the finite-horizon centralized problem, or from the Unear quadratic regulator problem, progress 
backward in time for the state Riccati equation and forward in time for the output Riccati equation. 
Following this sort of development for the decentralized case, we discover that the X x equation is 
backward in time and that only by performing the inversion do we arrive at the forward equation 
in terms of X\~x, or W.
Furthermore, since the divided-difference design equations have solutions close to the continuous­
time solutions for small T , the logical initial value for the iteration is the continuous-time solution.
Numerical experience shows that, starting at the continuous-time solution for W , the difference
equation
pW =  A fW  +  WA'j +  TAfW A’j +  £ G C(I  -  T ^ G 'X G )-lG'c 
+  (I +  TAi )WX'dBd ( ( /  +  T B 'X L -'B )-1 -  TB'dXd W  X^Bd )-1 
■ B'dXdW (I  +  TAf)1 +  £ K°dK%
-  K°dCd {W-1 -  TX'dBd{I +  T B 'X L -1B)B'DXD) - 1(I +  TAf)'
-  (I +  T  A ,)(W -1 -  TX'DBD(I +  T B 'X L -1B)B'DXD) -1C'DK'H 
+  TK°dCd {W ~x -  TX'DBD(I +  TB'XL~1B)B'dXd )~1C'd K q 
converges to a positive-definite stabilizing solution. There is a limited region of initial solutions for
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which the difference equation converges, but for small T the continuous-time solution lies in the 
region of convergence. Increasing T by small steps, the solution can be obtained for larger T.
The resulting error from the numerical algorithm in the solution is small but indefinite, and thus 
the expression (i) in Lemma 2.2.1 is indefinite, rather than negative semi-definite. A  modification 
was made for computational purposes to the algorithms to guarantee that the resulting values 
satisfy the inequality (i) strictly (setting the left-hand side equal to -e l ) :
A'XA" 1 + XA~lA  + T A'XK~l A  -  X{BB' -  -^-GG^XA- 1 + H 'H  =
pW = AfW + WA's +  TAjWA'j +  e(I + TAf)W{I -  eTW)~lW(I +  TAj)'
+  ( /  +  TAf )(W +  eTW(I -  eTW)~lW)X'DBD
■ (( I + T B 'X L -1B) -*  -  TB'dXd(W  +  eTW (I -  e T W r 1W)X'DBD)) -1
■ B'DXD(W  +  e T W ( I -  eTW)~lW )(I +
+  ¿ G C(I  -  G'XG)~'G'C +  4 ,  K°DK%
-  K ^ C o iW -1 -  eTI-  TX'd Bd (I  +  +  TA,)'
-  (I  +  TAjX W -1 -  eTI -  TX'dBd (I +  TB'XL-'B)B'DXD) - lC'DK%
+  TK°dCd (W -'1 -  eTI -  TX'DBD{I +  T B 'X L -1B)B'DXD)-^C'DK%.
The reliable decentralized cases can be solved similarly using the appropriate Riccati difference 
equations.
2.7 Theorems in Continuous-time and Difference-equation Form
The continuous-time results of Medanic et al. [26], Veillette et al. [27], [1] and Veillette [25] 
can be obtained from the unified conditions by taking T =  0. Note that then X A “1 =  X  and
n ^ y  =  y .
Consider Theorem 2.3.3. The resulting continuous-time conditions are
u =  K CZ, ¿ = +  B(Kc0  +  G(KdO  +  K°(y -  C £),
K e =  -B 'X , K d =  \ g 'X , K ° = ( I -  - 1
or a2
where X  > 0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A'X +  X A -  X(BB' -  ^ G G ')X  +  H'H +  a2Ca'Ca =  0 
AY  +  YA '-  y (C n 'C fi -  +  =  0
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such that p(YX) < a2 and the eigenvalues of A  +  G K d -  K°C  He in the left half complex plane. 
The remaining conditions reduce to a21 >  0, which is always satisfied.
The divided-difference operator discrete-time conditions are as written in the theorem with the
p-operator replaced by the divided-difference operator.
To see the relationship between the divided-difference operator discrete form of the system and 
conditions and the difference-equation form, rewrite the divided-difference operator equations to 
express Xk+i and £jc+i in terms of xk and £fc.
xfc+1 =  ( /  +  TA)xk +  TBuk +  TGw0
£k+l =  ( /  +  TA)ik + TBuk +  TGwotk + TK°(yk — C£k)
„  ( Hx*\ yk = Cxk +  wk, zk =  l Uk 1*
Since we would like to retain xk and &  as the state and observer variables, uk, ™k and w0,k 
as inputs, and yk and zk as outputs, we choose Aq : = /  +  TA, Bq :=T B , Gq : -T G , K% := T K °, 
Cq :=  C , and Hq :=  H to obtain the difference-equation form:
Xfc+1 = A qXk + B qUk +  G qwotk
Cjb+l = A qtk + B qUk +  G qWQ^ k +  K°q{yk  “  C q tk )
yk = CqXk + W k> z k =  \ Uk ) ’
We make these substitutions into the divided-difference operator form of the conditions to get the 
difference-equation form. First note that
uk =  -B 'X A -'i l  + TA^k =  
w0 ,k =  \ g 'X K -\ I  +  TA)(k =
A  =  /  +  -  ¿ G , G ' , ) ( ± X ) ,  n  =  /  +  (2T ) ( C Si,'C n i,  -  ¿ W
where Cn,g : = Ca- A  choice of X g, Yg, Ag, and IIg that will give us a form similar in appearance 
to the divided-difference operator form, and which will be analogous to that given in [2], is thus 
Xq : = 4 x ,  Yq :=  T Y , Aq :=  A, and IIg :=  n . (Note, for T > 0, that X g >  0 whenever X  >  0, and
Yq > 0 whenever Y  >  0.) Then we have
K% =  TK° = ( /  -
p(YqX , ) <  a 2,
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i a21 -  G'qa2Yq- 'G , G'JctY,-1 -  X q)K ‘
\ K ^ o tY ç -1 -  X q)G, a2I -  K °q(a2Yq~1 -  X q)K%
> 0 ,
and, for all u Ç ÎÎ,
f  a2I - G 'qa2Yq- lG, G'^
[  K % q(a2Yq- '  -  X q)Gq a2I  -  K °'a ,q>
where K °¿>)g \—TK%. To arrange the Riccati equations in this form, we multiply (or divide) the 
equations by T . Equation (2.19) can be rearranged as
( /  +  7 \ 4 ) i r 1Y  ( /  +  TA)' +  TGG' =  Y,
which becomes, on multiplying by X ,
A,H + =
and Equation (2.18) can be rearranged as
(I +  T A )'X h r\l  +  TA) +  TH'H +  Ta2Ca'Ca =  X,
which becomes, on dividing by T ,
AqXqAq lAq +  SqHq +  =  X q
where Cn,q := C n . The stability condition A +  T jpGG' X  A~X{I +  T A) -  K°C  €  Dt becomes
f ( Aq +  ^2 GqGlqXqkq~lAq -  K °qCq) -  “ I  € DT
or, equivalently, the eigenvalues of Aq +  -^GqGqX qAq~lAq -  K °qCq lie in the unit disc. The 
detectability condition, (A,H) detectable becomes (^ f^ ,H q) detectable, which is equivalent to 
(Aq,H q) detectable.
Now consider Theorem 2.3.4. The resulting continuous-time conditions are
u =  K ci
f  =  M  +  B(KcO +  G(KdO -  Ba(K nO +  K°(y -  C f)
K c =  -B 'X , K d =  \ g K a =  - B n'X,
a1
K° = ( I - ^ Y X ) - ' lYC' a1
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where X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A'X +  X A -  -  -¿¡GG')X  +  =  0
AY  +  YA' -  Y(C'C  -  X;H 'H )Y  +  GG' +  c?BnBa' =  0
cr
such that p(YX) < a2 and the eigenvalues of A  +  G Kd — K°C  +  B K C lie in the left half complex
plane. The remaining condition (I  >  0) is always satisfied.
The divided-difference operator discrete-time results are as stated in the theorem with p replaced
by 6. Thus, the observer is
6i  = + B(KC() + G(KdO -  Ba(K*t) + K°(y -  CO-
Now consider Theorem 2.4.1. The resulting continuous-time conditions are
6  = A& + £  Bi{K%i) + G(K*ti) + K°i(yi -  C&)
j= i
«,• =  * % ,  Kf =  -B 'lX, 6 { l , 2 , . . . ,p } ,  =  ¿ G 'X
where i f f , block diagonal, X  >  0 and W  >  0 satisfy
A'X  +  XA- -  -¿G G ')Xœ
WA'e +  +  ^ C c C 'c  +  ~^K°DK% -  K°dCd W  -  WC*DK% -  0
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — K qCd lie in the left half complex plane. Here,
V
X 0 ... 0
0 X •
; *•- 0
0 0 X /
The remaining conditions reduce to a21 >  0, which is always satisfied.
The divided-difference operator discrete-time conditions are as written in the theorem with the 
p-operator replaced by the divided-difference operator.
To see the relationship between the divided-difference operator discrete form of the system and 
conditions and the difference-equation form, rewrite the divided-difference operator equations to 
express and £¿,¿+1 in terms of Xk and £*,*.
=  (J +  TA)xk +  Y,TBiUi,k TGwQ'k-) — 0?
t=i
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&,*+» =  ( /  +  TA)fi,k +  £ T B jij j .  +  +  T K 0i(yitk -  Ctf,-,*)
j= 1
/
Viyk =  CiXk +  Wgfc, Zjfc =
Hxk
« 1,/k
\
\ uP,k
Since we would like to retain xk and as the state and observer variables, u*- k
and w'o k a  ^ inputs, and yiqk and zk as outputs, we choose Aq : = /  +  TA, Bifq \=TB{, Gq :=TG , 
K°i,q l—rBK°i, Ci,q :=  Ci, and jyg :=  H to obtain the difference-equation form:
p
xk+i =  Aqxk +  £  Bi,qu%,k +  Gqw0tk, #0 =  0,
¿=i
p
&,£+l — +  y  J Bj,qV’jfk "b GqWQk +  K  i,q(yi,k ~ Oitq£i,k)
i= i
/
Vi,k — Gifqxk +  Wij5, zk —
S qxk 
«1 ,k
\
\ uP,k /
We make these substitutions into the divided-difference operator form of the conditions to find the 
difference-equation form. First note that
Ui,h =  -B [ X A -\ l  + TA)it,k =
< k  =  ¿ G ' X A  - ' ( I + T A f t j ,  =  ¿ G ' , ( I x ) A - 1A ,f i,i
A =  J +
t = l  Z
A  choice of X g and A g that will give us a form similar in appearance to the divided-difference 
operator form, and which will be analogous to that given in [2], is thus X q := ± X  and A g := A .  
(Note, for T >  0, that X q >  0 whenever X  >  0.) Also, since
K°i,q =  TK°i =  a  2{TWi)CU
define Wq := TW. Then we have
ED(A„ W') = (  “2 / - W  -  G'o,Wr O c „  G 'cW '-'K 'ot
K°'D,qWq^ G c ,q a 2/  -  K°'D<qW ^
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To arrange the design equations in this form, we divide (or multiply) the equations by T. Thus,
( I  +  TA)'XhT\l +  TA) +  TH'H = X  * %
becomes, on dividing by T ,
A'qX qAq- lAq +  HqHq =  X q, 
and (A .12) becomes, on multiplying by T,
[Ae,q -  K°DiqCD,q}(Wql -  +  B^XqL-'B^B'^XDaY'lA^  -  K °d*Cd«]'
+  jpGc,q(I -  -¿¡GqX qGq)~lGcjq +  ^sK°D,qK°D,q — Wq, 
where A e,g and the other matrices are defined in an appropriate manner, substituting for all matrices 
in terms of their difference-equation counterparts.
The stability condition Ae — K qCd €  Dt becomes
or, equivalently, the eigenvalues of Ae,, -K ° D,qCD,qlie in the unit disc. The detectability condition, 
(A , H) detectable becomes detectable, which is equivalent to the condition that (A g, Hq)
be detectable.
2.8 Example
Consider the following example: 
E x a m p le  2 .8 .1
x =
f -2 1 1 i ) f  o ) f  ° )
3 0 0 2 i 0 0
X + U\ + u2 +
-1 0 —2 - 3 0 0 1
V - 2 -1 2 -1 U  j 1 U  J
z =
y1 =  (1 0 0 0) +  w\ 
y2 =  (0 0 1 0) +  w2
^(10  - 10 )® ^  
ui
\
Wo
u2 y
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First, a comparison of the performance of the basic centralized and decentralized controller 
designs is given in Table 2.1 for the discretized system with sampling interval T =  0.1.
If the basic decentralized design is implemented, then stability is lost when sensor y\ fails. A  
reliable decentralized controller was found, reliable to failures in sensor yi, using the conservative 
design norm bound a =  23. W ith this controller, the actual closed-loop norm was less than 7 
despite failures of either sensor. This was determined by calculating the ^  norm of the closed- 
loop system by finding the smallest value a for which the Hamiltonian matrix had no eigenvalues 
on the boundary of the stability region. Table 2.2 shows how the reliable decentralized controller 
design compares with the basic decentralized design when either sensor fails.
For the reliable design, we chose the sampling period, T =  0.01, to be about l /2 0 th  of the 
unstable plant pole value of 0.19. The basic controller designs were found for slow sampling of 
T =  0.1, but convergence becomes a problem for the reliable design with the minimum design a  
growing rapidly as T increases.
Table 2.1: Closed-loop spectra and Hoo norms for varying a .
Discrete-time, T = 0 .1  (Spectra in z-plane) ______
Centralized 0  
Spectrum
bserver Controller
i m u
Decentralized Coni 
Spectrum
roller
i m u
a  =  20
0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .8 4 ± j0 .2 5  
0.98 0.94 
0.78 0.76
3.17
0.98 0 .8 2 ± j0 .2 5  
0.96 0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0.89 0 .8 5 ± i0 .2 5  
0.78 0.78 0.76
3.64
a  =  16
0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .8 4 ± j0 .2 5  
0.98 0.94 
0.78 0.76
3.16
0.98 0 .8 2 ± j0 .2 5  
0.96 0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0.89 0 .8 5 ± i0 .2 5  
0.78 0.78 0.76
3.63
a  =  12
0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .8 4 ± i0 .2 5  
0.98 0.94 
0.78 0.76
3.13
0.98 0 .8 2 ± j0 .2 5  
0.96 0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0.89 0 .8 5 ± j0 .2 5  
0.78 0.78 0.76
3.59
a  =  8
0.83±j'0 .25  
0 .8 4 ± j0 .2 5  
0.98 0.94  
0.78 0.76
3.07
0.97 0 .8 2 ± j0 .2 5  
0.96 0 .8 3 ± i0 .2 5  
0.89 0 .8 5 ± i0 .2 5  
0.78 0.78 0.76
3.49
a =  4
0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .8 4 ± j0 .2 5  
0.97 0.94 
0.78 0.76
2.77
0.88 0 .8 2 ± j0 .2 5  
0.78 0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0.78 0 .8 5 ± j0 .2 5  
0.76 0 .9 6 ± j0 .0 1
3.05
a  =  2
0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .8 4 ± j0 .2 5  
0.93 0.90 
0.78 0.75
1.959
0.95 0 .8 2 ± i0 .2 5  
0.85 0 .8 3 ± j0 .2 5  
0.78 0 .8 5 ± j0 .2 6  
0.74 0 .7 6 ± j0 .0 9
1.994
a  =  1.7
0 .8 2 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .8 4 ± j0 .2 5  
0 .7 7 ± j0 .0 0 3  
0.94 0.59
1.696 none none
Table 2.2: norms for basic and reliable decentralized designs.
Discrete-time, T =  0.01
Basic Controller Reliable Controller (to y\ =  0)
£ no failure 2/i =  0 oIIIS £ no failure Vi =  o
oIIIS
a =  29 0.006 3.57 unstable 5.17 0.0001 6.34 5.96 6.35
a  =  26 0.005 3.58 unstable 5.19 0.0001 6.52 6.04 6.54
a  =  23 0.003 3.60 unstable 5.25 0.0001 6.76 6.13 6.80
a  =  1.83 0.0001 1.8291 unstable 2.22 No solution found.
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLED-DATA CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR 
CONTINUOUS-TIME NORM BOUNDING
3.1 Introduction
Traditionally, digital controllers have been designed for continuous-time plants either by de­
signing an appropriate continuous-time controller and discretizing it, or by discretizing the plant 
and ^«igning a discrete-time controller for the resulting discrete-time system. The first approach 
neglects the resulting errors in the implementation, which may compound over time. The sec­
ond approach guarantees performance at the sampling times but disregards performance between
sampling times.
It is generally supposed that, if sampling is “fast enough,” either of these approaches will result 
in satisfactory performance. However, fast sampling is not always convenient since many actuators
and sensors have limited time-response characteristics.
Recent breakthroughs yield sampled-data controller designs that optimize closed-loop system 
behavior over all time, not just at sampling instances. W e describe some of those results and then 
present a new approach, which we believe provides more insight into the development of these new 
design methods as well as demonstrating which signal norm should be considered for the mixed
continuous and piecewise-cons taut signal space.
Ba§ar [9] derives the optimal time-varying controller design that minimizes the #oo norm of 
a continuous-time plant with sampled measurements, using a game-theoretic approach. Toivonen
[10] treats the ifoo-optimal finite-horizon control problem for time-varying continuous-time systems 
with sampled-data controllers, piecewise constant on each sampling interval, using a game-theoretic 
approach, resulting in a series of Riccati equations that must be solved in reverse time.
Bamieh and Pearson [12] and Toivonen [11] also treat the tf^-optim al control problem for 
continuous-time systems with sampled-data controllers, piecewise constant on each sampling inter­
val. They treat it in the frequency domain by using a lifting of the continuous-time signals into 
an infinite-dimensional signal space and then by showing that the part of the signal of interest is 
actually finite-dimensional. Their infinite-dimensional problem then reduces to a finite-dimensional 
discrete-time tfoo problem of a different form from that of the original problem.
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We take a new look at the infinite-horizon, time-invariant problem using a different state-space 
method, resulting in a single closed-form design equation for the ITco-norm-bounding state-feedback 
controller, by taking the limit as a parameter tends to infinity. Taking the same approach, we 
derive design equations for decentralized iZoo-norm-bounding controllers for the same sampled-data 
problem.
The sampled-data design problem is posed as the limit of a sequence of two-rate digital control 
design problems in the following sense. The desired sampling rate 1 /T  is used for the control 
variable. However, to measure continuous-time performance, the disturbance and regulated-output 
variables are uniformly sampled N times in each sampling interval T of the controller. The norm 
of the two-rate problems is selected so that, when the limit is taken of this problem as N —► oo, 
the continuous-time norm is recovered. The two-rate problem is expressed using the divided- 
difference operator approach of Middleton and Goodwin [5], extended to multirate systems (see 
also [28]). This is done to make the limiting process more transparent. The lifting technique of 
Meyer and Burrus [13], Buescher and Grizzle [14], [15], and D. G . Meyer [29], [16], is then used 
to find a single-rate form of the two-rate system. A  new bounded real lemma is developed, an 
extension of the bounded real lemma in [30], that guarantees stability and an Hoc-norm bound if 
certain conditions are satisfied. This is applied to the closed-loop system equations, yielding design 
equations for the controller gain in the two-rate case. The limit is then taken as the sampling period 
on the disturbance and performance variable tends to zero. Closed-form design equations for the 
controller are thus found. A  proof is then given that this limiting controller guarantees stability 
and an iZoo-aorm bound for the limiting closed-loop continuous-time system. A  restriction to the 
method is that the class of disturbances considered is assumed to be Riemann integrable as well as 
in £ 2*
For technical reasons in the proof, the controller designs for the two-rate problems must guar­
antee a degree of stability for the resulting closed-loop systems so that the limiting controller will 
stabilize the closed-loop system. Modifications to the theorems that guarantee a degree of stability 
for the closed-loop system are indicated. The definition chosen for the degree of stability of a 
sampled-data system is chosen to be Definition 2.5.1, which is based on the degree of stability of 
the underlying continuous-time system, so that the limiting behavior will make sense.
In Section 3.2, the problem setup is given, and the appropriate two-rate problems are defined 
and transformed into single-rate forms. In Section 3.3, the required bounded real lemma is pre­
sented, and the design equations for the two-rate state-feedback controller gains and the two-rate
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decentralized controller gains are given. In Section 3.4, the limit is taken, and the desired design 
equations are found for each case. A  proof is then given that the limiting controllers satisfy the 
performance criteria in the original sampled-data problems. In Section 3.5, the sensor-outage re­
liable decentralized controller design is found. In Section 3.6, numerical methods for the solution 
of the design equations are discussed. In Section 3.7, an example is presented for comparison of 
the decentralized sampled-data controller design to that of the discrete-time controller design of 
Section 2.4. A  performance measure is derived to compare the performance of the two controllers. 
The proof of the bounded real lemma and the derivations of the two-rate design equations are 
relegated to Appendix B since they axe not central to the development.
3 .2  P r o b le m  F o r m u la tio n
We first discuss the problem setup and related two-rate problem for the state-feedback control 
problem and then generalize the approach to the decentralized controller design problem.
3 .2 .1  State -feed back  p rob lem
P ro b le m  3 .2 .1  Given the continuous-time plant
x =  Acx +  Bcu +  Gcw o, z (0 ) =  0, (3-1)
with the performance-output variable
design a linear time-invariant zero-order hold controller of the state-feedback form
u(t) =  K cx(kT), t e [kT, (k +  1)T ); ¿  =  0, 1, 2, . . . ,  (3.3)
for which the closed-loop continuous-time system is exponentially stable and has norm from w0 
to z less than a given value a.
As a result of the approach taken in this thesis, the problem solved herein bounds the following 
norm:
D efin ition  3 .2 .1  The R iem an n  JT«, norm  of a linear system with input v and output z is defined 
to be
,lin M i
F ib
(3.2)
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where v £ 71Z if v is Riemann integrable and v £ £2 if
IKOII: :=  (^J v(t)'v(t) dtj <  oo.
This is different from the standard definition, which involves the supremum over all Lebesgue- 
integrable signals.
To develop such a design method, we first develop a design method for controllers of the 
form (3.3) that guarantee closed-loop stability and the Hqq-uotjr bound a  for the closed-loop 
synchronously sampled two-rate discrete-time system where u>o(Z) and z{t) axe sampled every 
time units. By sampling the disturbance and regulated output between control sampling instances, 
performance is regulated between sampling instances. As N -*■ oo, a bound on the continuous-time 
performance measure is obtained. We utilize the divided-difference equation form of Middleton 
and Goodwin [5], generalized to multirate systems. The discrete-time norm must also be chosen 
appropriately to agree with the continuous-time norm in the limit as N -*> oo. As noted by Chen 
and Francis [18], not all sampled C2 signals are in £2j and the discrete-time norm is defined
for disturbances in t2. However, Riemann-integrable signals in C2 are shown to be the limit as the 
sampling interval approaches zero of sampled sequences in l2.
First, we find the divided-difference form for the two-rate system. Suppose that the control 
u(f) is constant on each time interval [kT, (k +  1 )T ), k =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  the disturbance u;o(t) is constant 
on each interval [* ^ ,(*  +  1)-^ ), a>nd the performance variable z(t) is sampled at ijf, i — 0, 1, . . .  . 
Then the overall two-rate system is periodic with period T. Thus, we require, the update equation 
for x((k +  1)T ) in terms of x(kT):
i((fc +  l )T )  =  (eA‘ T)x (k T )+
+  ( e - M V i r / S  eActdi Gc . . .  j n  eAct d tG \ w o(jb T ))
where
/
w°(kT) :=
This can be rewritten in divided difference form to obtain
w0(kT)
Sx :=  * ( w r o - « ( * n
=  ( ^ T ^ )  x(kT) +  (t  fo ^  dtBc) u(kT)
+  (e '4«<nf1>Tl  f f  eAc‘ d } j f  „ )  w°(kT),
= :  Asx(kT) +  Biu(kT) +  Gsw°(kT).
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Notice that, as N oo, this expression reduces to
Sz =  A 5x + Bsu + ±
T JkT
and, in the limit as T - »  0, this reduces to the continuous-time equation.
Compare the Riemann Hoc norm of the continuous-time system with the -floo norm of a single-
rate discrete-time system:
Rewriting
obtain
too
f¿°z(t)'z(t)dt .
/¿n h i  JS° too(t)'t»o(*) * ; E,“ o M j T Y M J T ) '
the discrete-time S '«, norm by multiplying the numerator and denominator by T, we
T Z f^^U T Y zU T )  
™ i,T Y ?=o  M jT Y M J T )
Consider
In the limit as T
T E S o ^ i r N i ^ 1)
T Z % o M jT ) 'M jT y
0, this converges, if z(t) and iü0(í ) are Riemann integrable, to
f ~ z ( t y z ( t ) d t
/o°° wo(t)fwo(t)dt‘
We choose the discrete-time norm based on this observation so that the ratio approximates the in­
tegral and converges to the integral as N -  oo. However, in the discrete-time norm, the supremum 
is taken over the set of l2 disturbances and we would like to bound the supremum over C2 signals. 
Not all sampled C2 signals are in t2, but a Riemann-integrable C2 signal is the limit, as N -*  oo,
of 12 signals, as shown next.
Suppose the sequence {u)0( j T ) } j =0,i,... is obtained by sampling a Riemann-integrable C2 signal 
w0(t). Then there exists c >  0 such that
w(t)'w(t) dt < c.
Since w(t)'w(t) is Riemann integrable, the Riemann sums
rp OO rp rp /“OO
j i £  M - f l Y M - f i )  — I  M Y M ) d t
t=0
as JV -*• oo. Let C > c. Then there exists Ni >  0, such that, for all IV >  Nu
<  C-N ■
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Thus, for all N > N\,
{ w(i^ } , . =0il,...6
Thus, for N sufficiently large, the resulting sampled sequences are in ¿2.
Now we find the ratio for the norm in the two-rate problems. As N —* 00,
f0°°z(tyz(t)dt
W E S o  Jo°
j  Ego *(»•&)'*(»•j )  j  E,” o x(i%yH'cBex(i%) + r  E £ o u(kT)'u(kT)
T v ' ”  —
even though z(t) is not continuous in time. But also
N E S o  ^ o (* ^ y ^ o (* ^ )
since u(i) is piecewise constant on t € [fcT,(& +  1)T ), & =  0 ,1 , . . .  . (Note that, as IV -»■ 00, this 
approaches
JQ°° x{t)>H'cHcx{t) dt +  T E gL o u(kT)fu(kT)
/o°° teo(f)#w0(i) ’
To express the multirate problem as a single-rate problem, we need the following expression for 
Hcx(ijr), i =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  in terms of x(kT), u(kT)t and w°(kT):
( S cx(kT) ' f S c > (
Hcx(kT +  (j,)T)
=
HceMj?)T
x(kT) +
K Hcx(kT +  j V
0 \ 
He fo^)T eAct dt Bc
•0(^ 1)T e*.t dt Bc )
u(kT)
+
S c f "  eA‘ ‘ dtGc i
HceA^ ^ T eA‘‘ dtGc 0
w°(kT)
= : Hsx{kT) +  DBHu(kT) +  DoHW°(kT).
Then,
U S o ^ y a i H M ^ )
=  7712T=o(Hsx(kT) + DsHu(kT) +  Danw0{kT))'(lIsx(kT) +  Dgfju(kT) +  DGHw°(kT)). 
Then, the H00 norm can be expanded as
—  TT.V=aHkT)'z(kT)
u^>€<2 T E£=o w ’
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where
w(kT):=-^=w°(kT)
and
-^-(H$x(kT) +  DBHu(kT) +  DGHW°(kT)) 
u(kT)
-^—(Hsx(kT) +  DßHu{kT)) +  DGHw(kT) 
u(kT)
W e have the following single-rate formulation for the two-rate problem.
Problem 3.2.2 Given the discrete-time plant
Sx =  Asx +  B$u +  (VNGs)w , z (0 ) _  0, (3.4)
with the performance-output variable
(3.5)
design a linear time-invariant controller of the state-feedback form u =  K cx, for which the closed- 
loop system is stable and has H n o r m  from w to z less than a given value a .
3.2.2 Decentralized control problem
Consider now the decentralized continuous-time plant
where ut- is the control input at the ith subsystem and wQ is an unknown disturbance. Suppose 
further that only the measurements
are available at the ith subsystem, where Wi(kT) is the measurement noise at the ith subsystem’s 
sensors at time kT. The controller at each subsystem may depend only on the measurement and 
input information at that subsystem.
We would like to design a sampled-data decentralized controller that guarantees closed-loop 
stability and a prespecified H^-norm  bound for the continuous-time closed-loop system from the
p
x = Acx +  ^2 B\ui +  G cu?o, s (0 ) — 0
i=l
Vi(kT) =  Cix(kT) +  Wi(kT), k =  0 ,1
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disturbance and noise inputs
wK :=
to the performance-output variable
f  Wo \
Wi
\ w p  J
(  Hcx \
Ui
z =
\  UP
Such designs were presented for continuous-time decentralized controllers by Veillette, Medanic, and 
Perkins in [1]. Similar sampled-data decentralized controller designs were presented in Chapter 2; 
however, those designs guarantee a bound on the norm of the corresponding discrete-time 
system, not of the continuous-time system. We extend those results using the approach of this 
chapter to the sampled-data problem with the continuous-time Jioo-norm bound.
A  specific form is chosen for the full-order observers to match the divided-difference form of 
the sampled-data decentralized plant. The divided-difference form update for the sampled-data 
decentralized plant, with samples taken at i =  i T ,  k =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  is
Sx =  Asx(kT) +  £  Biuj(kT) +  i  f iM)T eA^ k+1^ G cw0(t) z(0 ) =  0,
j- 1 1 JkT
where As is defined as before and BJS, j  =  1, ...,p , is defined as
^ : = f  Jo eA‘ ‘ d tB ‘ -
The sampled-data controller is of the form
< t )  =  KfZdkT), t € [kT,(k +  1 )T ); k =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,
for i =  1 ,2 , ...,p , where the observer at the ¿th subsystem is chosen to have the form
%  =  Asii(kT) +  BiudkT) +  £  B{u)(kT) +  &0io(kT) +  K?(yi(kT) -  i ,(0 )  =  0.
i*i
Let the estimates for the other subsystems’ control inputs and the disturbance, u^{kT) and GwQ(kT), 
be based on the local subsystem’s state estimate as follows:
u)(kT) :=Kj£i(kT), G^o(kT) :=GK%(kT).
Now, we can formally state the sampled-data decentralized controller design problem.
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Problem 3.2.3 Given the decentralized continuous-time plant
p
x — Acx +  Bcui +  Gcwq, a:(0) =  0
»'=i
yi(kT) =  Cix(kT) 4- Wi(kT), k =  0 , 1 , *  € {1 ,2 , •••*p}>
(3.6)
(3.7)
with the performance-output variable
H, \
z —
«1 (3.8)
V “ p /
design a decentralized discrete-time controller of the form
(3.9)Ui(t) =  Kfii(kT), t 6  [kT, (k +  1 )T ); k =  0 , 1 ,2 , ..., 
for i =  1 ,2 , ...,p, where h(kT) is the state of the full-state observer at the ith subsystem
if, = (.AS + B'sK f + £  B ’ K;f + GK*J 6(fcT) + K°(y,(kT) -  C16(*T)), 6(0) = 0,
ai izme kT, for which the closed-loop continuous-time system is exponentially stable and has 
norm from we to z less than a given value a.
Since yi(t) is sampled only at times t =  kT, k -  0 ,1 , . . . ,  only the values of the noise Wi(t) at t =  kT, 
k =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  affect the system. For purposes of computing the continuous-time JEfoo norm of the 
system, we assume that Wi(t) is piecewise constant on the intervals [kT,(k +  1 )T ), k =  0 , 1 , . . . .
Consider the synchronously sampled two-rate discrete-time system where wo(t), w\(t),.,.,wp(t), 
and z(t) are sampled every jj time units. The state equation for this two-rate system can be
written as
6x =  Asx(kT) +  J2 Bsui(kT) +  G$w°(kT),
¿=i
where Gs and w°(kT) are defined as before. The JT«, norm is then
j E S o  x(i%)'H’cHcx(i%) +  T E f = o utkTymjkT)
"cSi I£?=o ®°(M>°(fcT) + Till £f=oM k f y M k T )
Again, expanding Hcx(ij,), i =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  in terms of x(kT), Ui(kT), i — 1, ...,p , and in (kT), we
obtain
( 5 cx(ÄT) > 
H 0x(fcT +  ( ^ ) T )
( J 0x(fcT +  ( ^ i ) T ) y
Sgx(kT) +  D*gffUi(kT) +  DGHw°(kT),
i= 1
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where
d B H :~
o \
Hcf ^ iTe ^ ‘ dtBi
Bc >T eAct dt B‘c 
and ffs and Dqh are defined as before. Then, the Hqo norm can be expanded as
TZZLot(kT)%kT)
\
sup • 
ui°e^ 2
T £ ? = (
w(kT)\
Wi(kT)
w(kT)
wi(kT)
\wp(kT)/ \wv(kT)j
where
and
z(kT) :=
w{kT) :=-±=w°(kT)
^ (S sx (k T )  +  £ f = i  D'BHUi{kT)) +  DaHw(kT) \ 
til (kT)
\
The observer form for two-rate system can be written as
7
S(i =  Asti(kT) +  Blui(kT) +  J2 BÌù){kT) +  +  K°(yx(kT) -  C ^ k T )) ,
w‘(kT) := K d^ (kT),
where a specific form is now given for the estimate Gw^kT).
Then we have the following single-rate formulation for the two-rate problem.
P ro b le m  3 .2 .4  Given the discrete-time decentralized plant
p
Sx =  A&x +  y :  BgUj +  (VNGs)w, x(0) =  0,
i=i
Vi =  Cìx +  wì, k =  0 ,1 , . . .  i e  { l ,2 , . . . ,p }  
with the performance-output variable
(  f a  (H6x +  £ ¿= 1  D*BHUÌ) +  DGHW ^
z = «1
Ur
6 (0 )  =  0,
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
\
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design a decentralized discrete-time controller of the form U{ — Kf£i, where
Sti =  ( a s +  B‘sKf +  £  Bi Ki +  ( ^ G s ) K dj  i , +  K f{yi -  C,•{,•), «¡(0) =  0, (3.13)
for which the closed-loop system is stable and has Hqq norm from
(  ® ^
W\
\ w p
to z less than a given value a.
3.3 Solutions to Two-rate Problems
The two-rate problems, Problems 3.2.2 and 3.2.4, are solved by applying the conditions in the 
following generalized bounded real lemma to the closed-loop system equations and then finding 
formulas for the controller gains that satisfy those conditions.
The extension to the bounded real lemma derived in [30] is as follows.
L em m a  3 .3 .1  Consider a linear system Twz with a detectable realization
px =  Fx +  Gw, x(0) =  0,
z =  Hx -f Ew.
If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a real ot >  0 such that
(i) F 'X  +  X F  +  TF 'X F  +  H'H
+ (H'E + ( I  +  TFyXG){a2I -  TG'XG -  E’E y ^ E 'H  +  G'X(I  +  TF)) <  0
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG -  E'E >  0,
then
(a) the eigenvalues of F lie in Dt > the stability region for sampling interval T
(b) H T jo o  <  a .
The stability region for the divided-difference form of discrete-time equations with sampling period 
T is a disk of radius \  centered at - j  in the 7- transform plane (see Middleton and Goodwin [5]).
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P r o o f See Appendix B .l . □
If, in addition, we require the system to have degree of stability 77, as defined in Definition 2.5.1, 
the generalized bounded real lemma is modified as follows:
Lemma 3.3.2 Consider a linear system Twz with a realization
px = Fx +  Gw, x(0) =  0,
z — Hx +  Ew
with all unobservable modes of (F, H) in D^. If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a 
real a >  0 such that
(i) F 'X  +  X F  + TF 'X F  +  W E
+  {W E  +  (J +  TF)'XG)(a2I  -  TG'XG -  E'E)~1{E'E  +  G'X(I  +  TF)) < -(2  -  T ^ tjX
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG -  E'E > 0,
then
(a) the eigenvalues of F lie in Dj>
(b) HTJoo < a.
P r o o f See Appendix B .l . □
Returning to Problem 3.2.2, we choose u =  K cx and solve for the closed-ioop system matrices 
in terms of the controller gain K c. We find conditions guaranteeing conditions (i), (ii), and de­
tectability in the bounded real lemma, resulting in the following theorem. The full derivation is 
given in Appendix B.2.
Theorem 3.3.1 For the discrete-time plant
6x =  A$x +  Bsu -h {VÏVG$)w, ar(0) =  0,
with the performance-output variable
.  _  +  Dbhu) +  Dghw ^
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with (As, Bs) detectable and with state feedback u =  K cx, a sufficient condition to guarantee that 
the closed-loop discrete-time system is stable and has norm from w to z less than a given value
a is
K c =  - [ /  +  TB'gXBs +  j}D'BHDBH
+ [^ ¡D 'b h D Gh  + V N TB 'sXG s)T- 1 (-jfiD 'aHD BH +  s)] 1 ^  ^
■[B'sX(I + TAs) + jfD 'BHH s
+  {^ ¡D 'bhDgh +  VNTB'sXGs)  T -1  { ^ D 'aHEs +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAsj)},
where
T  \=o?I -  TNG'gXGs -  D'aHDaH,
and X  >0 satisfies
0 =  A'SX  +  XAs +  TA'sXAs +  j, H'SBS
+ { ^ H ' sD a„  + V N {I  + TA sYXG ,) T _1 {^ ;D 'g hH s + +  ))
- [B 'sX ( I  +  TA s) +  j i D'BHH s
+  ( j -D 'BHDGH +  VNTB'sXGs) T - 1 ( :j%D'GHHs +  VN G'sX (I  +  TAsj)}'
■ [I +  TB'sXBe +  jjD'BHDBH
+  ( - j t .D'BHDGH + VNTB'SX G S) T_1 t i *  D'gi1Dbh +  VNTG'sX B s) ] - 1 
■[B'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j;D lBHHs
+  {■JZD'bhDgh +  VNTB'sXGs) T _1 (j%D'aHHs +  VNG'sX ( l  +  T A S))]
(3.15)
and
X - 1 -  TNGs(a2I  -  D'aijDGHY'G's >  0.
If, in addition, the closed-loop system and observer are required to have degree of stability 77, 
where the degree of stability of a system is defined as in Definition 2.5.1, we obtain the following
controller design.
Theorem 3.3.2 For the discrete-time plant
6x =  A$x +  B5U +  (VNG$)w , x (0) =  0,
with the performance-output variable
_ _  (  -fyiHsx  + D b h u ) + D g h w  j
u
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with all unobservable modes of (A$,Hs) in and with state feedback u =  K cx, a sufficient 
condition to guarantee that the closed-loop discrete-time system is stable with degree of stability ij 
and has H00 norm from w to z less than a given value a is
Kc =  - [ /  +  TB'SX B S +  jj D'bhDbh
+  (777 D'bhDgh +  VNTB'SX G S) T - 1 (jf;D 'aHDBH +  ■»
■{B'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j,D'BHHs
+ (v n ^ bhDgh +  VNTB'SX G S) T - 1 ( ^ L  +  VNG'SX { I +
where
T := a 2/  -  TNG'gXs-  D'aHDa„ ,
and X  >  0 satisfies
- ( 2  -  Trj)r]X =  A', X  +  X A S +  TA'sXAg +  j,
+  {7 n H'sD° h +  v ^ ( /  + TAsYXGs) T " 1 ( ^ D 'a„ E s + VNG'SX(I + TAsj) 
-[B'sX(I + TAs) + jrD'BHE s
+  U n D'bhDgh +  VNTB'gXGg) T _1 +  VNG'SX ( I +  TAS))}'
• [ /  +  TBgXBs +  j^ D,bhDbh
+  ( v n O'bhDgh +  VNTB'gXGs) T - 1 ( j -D 'aHDB„  +  VNTG'SX  Bg)]'1 
■\B'sX {I +  TAs) +  j,D'BHHs
+ 0 'BHDGH + VNTB'gXGs) T- 1 + VNG'SX (I  + ))]
(3.17)
and
X ~ l -  TNGs{c?I -  D'aHD a „ r xG>  0.
P r o o f This follows from Lemma 3.3.2. The derivation is the same as for Theorem 3.3.1. □
Now consider Problem 3.2.4. Given the form chosen for the controllers and observers, we can 
find the closed-loop system matrices in terms of the controller and observer gains. We then find 
conditions guaranteeing conditions (i), (ii), and detectability in the bounded real lemma, resulting 
in Theorem 3.3.3. The complete derivation is given in Appendix B.3.
The following notation is required to write the design equations in a manageable form.
M f w t ) f K \  ^
u := , w : = • , K c := ; > G s , c  :=
“» J l WP / \ K l ) v >
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f Cx 0 . . .  0 ^ 1 K \f 0 . . .  0 ^  ^ A ?  0 . . .  0 ^
Cd :=
0 c 2
*•. 0
, K b -
0 K\
0
, * & • =
o ir2°
0
0 CPJ k 0 0 Kp j l  0 •**
0 k ; }
and
A - :=
Bs :=(B] Bg- - -  Bps), Dbh -=(Dbh d bh '* * &bh)’
« \
A s +  B s iT  +  VNGsK d 0
0
+
- B]K\ -BgK%
- B ] K {
0 As +  BSK C +  VNGsK d )
-B gK ‘
—B$Kp
- B } K f  • ••
T h e o re m  3 .3 .3  For the discrete-time decentralized plant
8x =  A$x +  J2 B'sui +  ( v ^ Gs)w, * (0 )  =  0 ,
»=i
with the performance-output variable
f  ( + 25=1 D B H ul )  + D GH<°
z =
u
with (AgyHs) detectable and with observer-based decentralized discrete-time controller u< =  Kf$i, 
where
fft =  ( As +  B\Kf +  £  Bj-fi'j +  (V iV G s)ird j  ft +  -  Gift), ft(0) =  0,
a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop system is stable and has #<*> norm from ©  
to z less than a given value a is
K c =  —[I +  TB'sXBs +  jjD'BHDBH
+  ( ^ D 'BHDaH + VNTB'gXGs) T - 1 {-^ D 'ghDbh +  VNTG'SX B s)]'1 
• [B'SX {I  +  TAg) +  jjD'BBHs
+  (^ j -D'bhDgh + '/NTB'sXGsj T _1 +  \/NTG'sX (I  +  T A s))] ,
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K d = T -1 [ ~ D ' aH(Hs + D BHK C) + VNG'SX ( I  + +  , (3.18)
where
T  :=a2I-  TNG'sXGs -  D'GHD a„ ,  
and K°d  block diagonal, X  > 0, and W  > 0 satisfy 
0 = A'tX  + X A S + TA'sXAs + j jH ’Hs
+ (7 n S 'sD g«  + /^jV(J•+ TA S)'XGS) T - 1 + + TA S))
~ [BgX(I + TAs) + jfD 'gjjHs
+ (-^D 'buDgh + VNTB'sXGs) T- 1 D'aHHs + VNG'SX (I  + TAS))]'
• [I + TB 'sX Bs  + j?D'BHDBH
+ (>7n ^ b h ^ gh + VNTBgXGg'j T “1 { ^ D g hD Bh  + v/NTG'sX B s'j]~1 
•[■B'sX ( I  + TA s) +  j r D'BHH 6
+ {'7n D b h d gh + y/NTBfiXGs) T " 1 ( fy D 'GHHs + VNG'sX ( I  + TAs)J]
and
W  = TN G s fiT - 'G ’t'C + T± ,K °d K%
+ [/ + T (A ' -  G s,c t-l D'GHD BHK% -  TNGs,cX~1G'sX B sK f} ) -  TK°DCD]
■ (W -1 -  TK % [I + TB'gXBs + jjD 'BHD BH
+ ~ d 'bhd oh + VNTB'sXGs)T" 1 { ^ D ’ghDbh + •/NTG'sXBs)]K °d)~'1
■ [ I  + T(A e -  Gs,c~t-l D'aHD gHKcD -  TNGs^X^G'gXBgKb) -  TK°DCD)>,
(3.19)
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — K qCd  are in the stability region and
X - 1 -  TNG s(c?I -  D'g hD g h)-'G's > 0, 
W -l - T K % [ I+ T B ‘sX B s + j,D 'BHD BH
+ D'b h Dgh + s/NTB'gXG s)X-\^-D'aHD BH + > 0,
and
11 + T(A C -  G6,cT - 1D'aHD BHKb -  T  IVGs.cT-1 G'gX BgKB ) -  TK°DCD\ ?  0.
Note that the state-feedback gain K c and the design equation for X  have the same form as in 
the state-feedback case.
The choice of K q =  ot2Wi)CG, where WB is the block diagonal part of W, results in one solution. 
The theorem can be modified as follows to guarantee a given degree of stability for the resulting 
closed-loop system:
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T h e o re m  3 .3 .4  For the discrete-time decentralized plant
P <?> «
Sx =  Asx +  ^2 Bsui +  ( v ^ Gs)w, « (0 ) =  0,
¿=i
with the performance-output variable
. = / { h sx + EUD^gUj) +  D a„ w  ^  ^
with all unobservable modes of(As,H s) in D j and with observer-based decentralized discrete-time 
controller u; =  Kffa where
Si, =  ( a s +  B\Kf +  J2 B’sKi +  (V N G s^  ii +  '(»i: -  {,•)> «¡(0) =  0,
a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop system has degree of stability tj and 
norm from Q  to z less than a given value a is
K c = - [/  + TB 'sX Bs  + jjD 'BHD BH
+  (J z b bh d gh +  VNTB'SX G S) T - 1 +
■ [B'sX {I  +  TAs) +  jfD'BltHs
+  ( ^ L D'b h D g h +  VXTB'sXGs) T " 1 ( ^ D ' g h H s +  VNTG'SX (I  +  T A «))] ,
K d =  T “ 1 - L d 'gh(Hs +  Dbh K c) +  VNG'SX (I  +  T{AS +  
y/N
(3.20)
where
T  := a 2/  -  TNG'sXGs -  D'GHDGH,
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, andW >  0 satisfy
—(2 — Tt])t]X =  A'SX  +  XA$ +  TA'sXAs +
+  ( - j L H'6DGh +  VN (I A T A sfX G s) T “ 1 (jjjDghHs +  y/~NG'sX (I  +
-  [B‘5X (I  +  TAs) +
+ {-^ D 'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s)T - 1 { ^ D 'ghHs +  VN G'sX (I  +  T A S))] ' 
■ [I +  TB'sXBs +  jjD'bhDbh
+  {-j-D 'b„D gh +  VNTB'SX G S) T “ 1 +
• +  TA$) +  jjb bhb s
+  { ^ D 'bhDGh +  VNTB'sXGs) T -1  +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAs) j^]
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W  = TNGS'Ct-'G's'C +  TA,K°dK%
+ [I + T{At-  G6lCr -'iD'aHDB„K'D -  TNGs^T-'G'sXBsKb) -  TK°DCD]
• ((1 -  TVf W ~ 2 -  TKq [I +  TB'gXBg +  j,D'BHDBH
+ {t n P'bhDgh + VNTB'gXGs) T -1 +  )">
• [I + T(Ae -  Gs, c r - 1D'aHDBHKf} -  TNGs, c ? - lG'sXBsK °D) -  TK°DCD]\
(3.21)
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — K°dCd are in D? and
X - 1 -  TNGs(a2I-  D'aHDa„)-'G>  0,
(1 -  Tn)2W -l -TK%[I+TB'6XBs+j;D>BHDBH
+  (7jfiD'BilDaH +  VNTB'sXGs)T~1(-fyD'aHDBH +  >  0,
and
I I  + T(Ae-  Gs,c T-'D'aHD BHK'D-  T NGgcT -'G ’sXBiKI)) -  TK°DCD\ /  0.
Proof This follows from Lemma 3.3.2. The derivation is the same a& for Theorem 3.3.3. □
3.4 Design Equations for Sampled-data Systems
Some of the matrices that were defined for the two-rate problems increase in dimension as N 
increases. However, the elements of interest are the values of the products of matrices in the design 
equations, not the individual matrices themselves. To reduce these designs to the sampled-data 
designs for Problems 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, we first evaluate the limit of the matrix products in the design 
equations.
Note first that A$ and Bs are not functions of N . Now consider the other terms:
XH'sHs =  i  ( $  E i io 1 .  j, e < ‘H'cBceA‘ ‘
since the expression in parentheses is a Riemann sum.
TtD'bhB s =  $ (% E & 1 B'c
—  T fo B'c (/o' ^  )  H'cHceA‘ > dt=: M2.
jjD'BHDBH = $ ( %  £ & »  B'c ( #  eAi‘  ds) H'CHC eA'° do) Bc 
—  7 foT B'c ( / 0‘ tA>  ds) H'CHC ( / 0‘ da )  Bc M3.
OO
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To find the limits of the remaining terms, we first examine
T(JV)-1 =  {a2IN -  NTG'sXGs -  D'aHDaH)~\
a a  iV X iV dimensional matrix that appears in the middle of the remaining products. First, note 
that
T (N) =  a2IN -  NTG'sXGs -  D'GHDGH 
=  a2 In
The second and third matrix terms are 0( 77) and 0(777), respectively, uniformly in the elements of 
the matrices, as long as X  is 0 (1 ) .  Thus, the inverse T(N)-1 will equal ¿ I jv plus terms that are 
0(jj)  and 0( 777). The 0( 777) terms do not affect the resulting products: the products will tend to 
zero as N —> 00. However, the 0(jj)  terms do have an impact on the products.
We invert T (N) to isolate the 0 (77) terms as follows:
T (jV ) -1 =  (ol2In -  D'ghDgh -  NTG'sXGs)~l
=  (a2!^  -  D'ghDgh)~ 1 +  {(*2In -  DghDgh ) _1
The inverse of a2In — DqjjDgh is plus 0( ^ 7) terms, so it can be treated in products as
0
• NTG's (.X - 1 -  NTGs{cl2In -  D^h Dgh^ G 's) 1 Gs(a2IN -  D'GHDGH)
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The following products with the 0 (1) and O (^ ) terms in the expansion converge to finite limits:
jjH^DG„D'GHHs = 1 %  E f t 1 (jr  E f t 1 eA‘ ( ^ Tff 'f fce M iy i )T ( i f  f t  eAcC d a )  G 0)
■ ( #  E f t 1 G'c ( f  #  ^  # )  eA‘ (LHt )TH'cHce M b )T^
— ► £ f t  ( j ?  e ^ ’H 'cH ce^’-VGcda) ( f t  G'ceA‘l‘,- ,)H'cH ceA‘<’ da) dt=:M 4.
H'sDghG's =  j ,  $ E f t 1 & E f t 1 eA‘ (i!)THlcHceM 'Jni )T ( j f t  d a )  G e
•G'0 ( f f t e ^ ) e < ^ ) r
— ► £ f t  f t  e < ’ H'cHceA^ - ,)GcG'ceA^ T-^dsdt=:M s.
NGsG'g =  j. ( $  E f t  e-4^ ^ ) 3, ( f  f t  e'4“ ’  d a )  G CG'C ( f  f t  # )  )
— ♦ }  fo eA‘P - t'>GcG'ceA'lT- t'> dt=: M s.
=  7  $  E f t 1 ( #  E f t 1 B'c ( / f t  eA'<° d a )  H'cHceA^ ) T ( i f  f t  eA‘ > dp)  G e)
• ( w  E f t 1 G ' ( f  f t  e ^ *  d * )  eA‘^ ) TH'cHc ( / f t  eA^  d</>) B c)
—  7 ft(-B 'c f t  (fo # )  H'cH ce M - ‘)Gc ds) ( f t  G'ceA'^ - ‘)E'CH C ( / f  e-4«* dtf)da Bc) di 
= :M 7.
1<D'bhDghD’Gh Hs
=  U  E f t 1 ( w  E f t 1 B[ ( / f t  d * )  ( f  f t  e'4^  d p ) G c)
■ ( w  E f t 1 G ; ( f  f t  dV>) eice ^ ( » ) r )
— • 7 f t  ( f t  B'c ( f 'e A'^d^)H'cH ceA‘(‘- ‘)Gcds) ( /,r  G'ceA' ^ - ‘) H'cH ceA^  da) d i=:M 8.
D'bhDghG's =  H  E f t 1 $  E f t 1 B'c ( / f t  <**) B'c3 ce M * ) T ( i f  f t  e-4^  d * )  G £
'G 'c ( ? f t ^ < f t )
T f t  f t  B' (fo ^  d<t>) H'cEceA^ - ‘)GcG'ceA,'(T- ‘) ds M 9.
TH'sDghG's(X - 1 -  NTGs{o? I n -  D'ghDgh) - 1G's) - 1GsD'g„H s
—  7 f t  f ?  eA‘‘H'cH ce - M t- ) G cG'ceA'i T- t) dsdt
■ ( * - ' - £  f t  e^<r -'>GcG ^ - ‘> di) _1
• f t  f t  eA^ T~t^ GcGl(.e~A'‘<-t~^H’clIceA‘a ds dt 
= T M S(X ~1 -  $ T M s)- l M i
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T N H'sDguG's(X~' -  NTGe(a2IN -  D'^D oh^ G ' ^ G sG^
—. / 0r Jf eA‘ ’ H'cHc e-A !(‘ -*)GcG'ce'4'«<T- * ) dt
■ ( X - 1 - ¿ ; 0T e ^ ( T- ') G tG ^ M  d t)_1 
• f l  eA:(T_,)G cG ^<T- i* dt 
=  m i X - 1 -  ¿ T M « ) -1 Ma,
TN2GSG'S(X- l -  NTGs(a2IN -  D'GHDaH)-lG's)-'GsG's 
—  T /<? e^(r- ‘)GcG'ce^(r - ‘) dt
. ( x -i  _  Jj /0Te^ (ï--<)GcG 'e « T- ‘)dt)“*
• /J* tA^ T~t'1GcGtceA'^ T~t^  dt 
= TMe(X~l -  ¿TMs)~1May
T D'bh-DchG's(X~1 — NTG$(cl2In — lG$) 1G a D'qu H s
— * t So f l  BC (/o e ^ ' <**) H’cHce -M t-^G cG'ceA'^ T-^ ds dt
. ( x - 1 -  4 , / 0r e^ (T-i)GcG'ce^(T- ‘)dt)“1
. /0T /4r eA‘ t-T- ,'lGcG'ce-A'A‘—'1 H'cIIceA*‘ ds dt 
= TM9(X~1 -  ¿TMa)~lM^
TND'B[jDghGs(X ~1 — NTGs(a2Ipi — BgbDgh) lG$) 1 Gt,G'5 
— ► i  /0r /,r B' (/*  da) B í^ce-^(<-»)GcG'ceAí(T- ,) ds dt
■ ( x -1 -  4r /0r eMT-*)GcG'ce^(T- ‘)dt)_1 
. g  eA'tT-t)GcG'ceA‘ lT- ‘Ut 
= TM%(X~l-
TND'sHDGHG'siX-1 -  NTGs(a2IN -  D'GHDaH r lG's)-xGsD'GHDBH 
— * T fo f l  K  (/o e'*‘ "  <**) H’ca ce-A'(,-)G cG'ceA'P -,'> ds dt
■ (X “1 - ¿ f l  eA‘ (T- ‘>GcG,ceA'(T- ‘)dt)"1 
• /oT /iT eA^ T- t)GcG’ce-A'^ t- ) H‘CHC ( /0* e'4" ’ de) Bc ds dt 
=  TM9( X - 1 -  ¿ T M e r 'M i .
Thus, we can take the limits of the expressions as N —► oo for the controller in Theorem 3.3.1. 
Also, note that, except for Mi and M6, all of the other terms Mi~M9 tend to zero as T -+ 0. The 
exceptions Mi H'CHC and Me -* GCG'C as T -+ 0. Thus, the expressions for the controller gain 
and design equation are close to those of the continuous-time optimal gain and Riccati equation, 
agreeing with them in the limit as T —► 0. For small enough T, the solutions to these equations 
exist if the continuous-time solutions exist.
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Next, we state and prove the following theorem for the solution to Problem 3.2.1.
T h e o re m  3 .4 .1  Given the continuous-time plant
x — Acx +  Bcu +  Gcw o, z (0 ) =  0,
and performance variable
with (Ac, Hc) detectable, then the controller
u(t) =  K cx(kT), t 6 [kT, (k +  1)T); k =  0 ,1 ,2 ,
where
K ' =  - { /  +  TB'sXBs +  M 3 +  ¿ [ M 7 +  TM3X B s +  TB'SXM\ +  T2B'sX M 6XBs]
+  ( ¿ ) 2 i ’(M 9 +  TB'SXMs)(X-1 -  ¿ T M « ) “ 1 (Mg +  J } "1
■ {B'SX (I  +  TAS) +  M 2 + J j [M8 +  MaX(J +  TAs) +  TB'SXM'S +  TB'sX M eX (I  +  TAS)}
+  +  TB'gXMe) ( x - 1 -  ¿ T M « ) ' 1 (M ' +  M6X (I  +  TAS))}
(3.22)
and X  >  0 satisfies
- ( 2  -  Tn)nX =  A'SX  +  X A S +  TA’gXAs +  M j
+  ¿[JW 4 +  M 5X  (I +  TAS) +  (I + TAs)'XMi +  (I +  TAS)'XM 6X {I  +  TAS)]
+ (¿r)2 T(Mi + ( I + TAs)'XMe) (X "1 -  ¿ r M 6) _1 (Mj + MgX(7 
~ {B'SX{I + TAS) + M2 + 4j[M8 + MgX(/ + TAs) + TB'gXM'g + TB'eXM6X(I + TAs)}
+  +  TB'sX M s) ( A - 1 -  ¿ T M e ) ' 1 {M's +  M g X ( /
■ { /  +  TB'gXBs +  M 3 +  Jj [M7 +  TMgXBs +  TB'gXM'g +  T2B'sX M eX B s]
+  (-h )2T(Mg +  TB'SXMa) ( X " 1 -  ¿ T M e ) " 1 (Mg +  T M e X ^ s ) } '1 
• {B'SX {I  +  TAS) +  M 2 +  J j[M a +  M 9X ( /  +  TA s) +  TB'SXM'S +  TB'SX M 6X (I  + TAs)}
+  G ? ) 2 r (M g  +  TB'sXMe)( X " 1 -  ¿ T M , ) ' 1 (M ' +  M 6X ( /  +  T ^ ) ) }
(3.23)
where X " 1 -  =  X ~ l -  4 j  / 0T r 4«<T- ,)G cG 'e A=<r - ‘> dt >  0, and
I  + TB'gXBs + M3 + ¿j[M7 + TMgXBg + TB JX M ' + T 2B'gXM6XBs]
+  (■¿¡)2T{M3 +TB'gXMe) ( X " 1 -  ¿ T M e ) " 1 {M^ +  TM6X B S) >  0,
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where rj is less than the degree of stability of the unobservable modes of (AC,H C), results m a stable 
closed-loop continuous-time system with Riemann Hoc norm from wQ to z less than a.
P r o o f
Let w(i) be any Riemann-integrable signal in £ 2 not identically zero. Then there exists some 
finite real number c >  0 such that
r  00
/  w(tyw(t) dt < c.
Jo
Since w(tyw(t) is Riemann integrable, the Riemann sums
§ • E  —  j f  M tYw w  dt
t= 0
as jv -»> 00. Let C > c. Then there exists Ni >  0, such that, for all N > Nu
T 00 T  T
iV Lo
Thus, for all N > N\,
G f 2.
By Theorem 3.3.1, for each N >  iVi,
T v^oo
...
where is the regulated output of the closed-loop system (3 .1), (3 .2 ), (3.3) with the control
gain X c =  X ^ .
Note that the equation for X c, (3.22), and the design equation, (3 .23), written as 0 =  F (X ,M )  
where M  is a variable containing all of the coefficient matrices M 1- M 9, are C°° functions of X  and
M  if
I  +  T B 'X P s  +  M 3 +  ¿ [ M 7 +  T M 9X £ 5 +  TB'sXMi +  T 2£ J X M 6X £ 5]
+  ( ¿ ) 2 T (M 9 +  TB'sXMe) ( X “ 1 -  ¿ T M 6) _1 (Mi +  TM6X B S) >  0.
Applying the implicit function theorem by verifying that ||jji(Xoo, M)| ^  0, it can be shown 
that, if the design Equation (3.23) has a solution X «  >  0, then, in a neighborhood of X ^  >  0 and 
M i - M 9, the solution X  is a continuous function of the coefficient matrices.
Since the expression for K c (3.22) is continuous in both its coefficients and in X ,  for any e >  0, 
there exist S >  0 and X 2(c) >  0, such that, for N > N2 and ||X -  Xoo|| <  IIk n ~ K Zo\\ <  €* 
Since the coefficient matrices are the limits of Riemann sums as N —► 00, for any 6 >  0, there exists
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N3(S) > 0 , such th a t ,  for all N >  JV3 , ||X ;v -  Xoo\\ <  6. T h u s, given €  >  0 , -  K CJ\\ < e for
every N >  max(JV2, N$).
Since, for all JV, As +  BsK% is stable w ith degree of stab ility  77 and since K% —► K^, there 
exists N4 >  0 , such th a t ,  for N >  JV4 , As + BSK is stable. Let e > 0 . Since As +  BSK CN is stable 
w ith a  given degree of stab ility  77 for each JV, th ere exists P jv such th a t
rp OO rp rp
N E < e / 3 .
i= P W
Let P  — supjy P/v• (B ecause of all th e  controllers have th e  sam e degree of stab ility , th e  suprem um  
is fin ite .) T hen,
rp OO rp rp
< e/ZE  **& (*•« ) '* * s ,( * v )N
i - P
an d , since K c —► and also has degree of stab ility  77,
rp OO rp rp
j f j 2 z><so(ix y zKz,(ijf)
= p
T
< e/3.
Since th e  discrete tra je cto ries  ZK*{ijj) vary continuously w ith  K c, and since K c -+ K ^ , there 
exists N5(e) > N4 >  0 , such th a t ,  for all N >  max(JV5, JVa) ,
T T T T T T
i=0 JV
< e / 3 .
Thus, for JV >  max(JV'5,iV1),
i i s . ' i M )
However,
< a  +  l E S W ^ M ^ j "
^ ^ y . . T  .
n £ 0 ~ k' n ' - ' - n
converges to  a  constant s , and th u s, for large JV, this is bounded by a  +  £7, w here £; is arb itrary .
Since is continuous in ¿, th e R iem ann sum s above converge to  integrals as N —► 00.
T hus,
JSo
However, this holds for every s' > 0 . T hus,
<  OL +  S '.
I.=0 ZKfA tyzK^ t )
¡So w(t)'w(t)-
T he d istu rb an ce w(t) was also an  a rb itra ry  R iem ann-integrable signal in  £ 2 not identically zero, 
and hence
sup
w€£2r\m
JSofK^tYzKcJt)
JSo
<  a .
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□
For the decentralized sampled-data problem, the control gain is the same as for the state- 
feedback case (3.22) with the same design equation for X  (3.23), as was the case for the two-rate 
problem. The other gains for the sampled-data problem are found as follows:
VNGsK d = G sT -1 ((D'ghHs + NG'SX (I  + TAS)) + (D’ghDBh + TNG'SX  BS)K C)
4 ,( 7  -  ^T M eX y'K M 's  +  M6X (I  +  TAS)) +  (Mg +  TM6X B 6)K C]
=  G K d,
and
f (7 -  ^ T M 6X ) " 1M 6 • • • (7  -  ±sT M sX )-lM6 N
TNG s^ G ^ c
Gs,c~£ D (g h D b h
i
 ^ ( / -  ¿¡T M eX y'M e ■■■ { I -  -^T M eX y'M e
{ i - ^ ¡ t Ma r 1 y
( /  -  ^T M (,X )~lMeXBs N
1
TNGs,cT - 1G'sX B s ~
( /  -  ¿¡T M eX r'M eX B s  ^
Thus, we obtain the following solution to Problem 3=2.3.
T h e o re m  3 .4 .2  Given the decentralized continuous-time plant
p
x = Acx + Y^ Boui + £<^ 0, z(0) = 0
¿=1
y>(kT) = Cix(kT) +  Wi(kT), k =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  i € { l , 2 , . . . ,p } ,
and performance variable
' Hcx \
Ui
z =
\
with unobservable modes of (A c, Hc) in D then the decentralized discrete-time controller
Ui(t) =  JSrffc(JfcT), t € [kT, (k +  1 )T ); ¿ = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,
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for i =  1 ,2 , where £i(kT) is the state of the full-state observer at the ith subsystem
=  {As +  B\Kf +  B\K]
+ M 1 -  ■ZiTM6X ) - 1{(Mi +  M 6X (J  +  TAs)) +  (M£ +  TMsX B s)Kc]}(i(kT) 
+  K°(yi(kT) -  CiUkT)), ii(0 ) =  0,
at time kT, and where K c, K°D, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy (3.22), (3.23), and 
' { I -^ iT M e X r 'M e  ••• ( J -  J j T M g X ^ M s  N
W  = ± T + T-^KbKft
\ ( I - £ T M 6X ) - lMs ••• ( I -^ T M e X y 'M e  )
+  (I +  T A ,-T K °DCD)
• ((1 -  T r jfw -1 -  TK%[I +  TB'gXBs +  M 3
+  M M , +  TM9X B S + TB'gXMh +  T2B'SX M 6X B S)
+  ( ¿ r ) 2 2 W 9  +  TBgXMs)(X ' 1 -  ¿ T M « ) ' 1 (Mg +  TM6XBS)]K'D)-1
( I  +  T A f - T K ° DCD)',
(3.24)
where
Af :=Ae -
aj
( ( I  -  j ,T M eX)~lMeXBs  ^
V ( I- ^ T M e X r 'M e X B g  J
t r - A
TSC j-
A D ------ 2or
- i  Mt \( I - j , T M 6X ) - l '
V ( I - ^ T M e X r 'M '
K cd ,
such that
X " 1 -  b  I  eA^ T-^G cG y ^ T-^  dt >  0,
(1 -  Tti)2W ~1-TK % {I  +  T B ’gXBs +  M 3 +  Jj [M7 +  +  +
+  (z i) 2T(M9 +  TB’gXMe) ( x - >  -  ¿ m ) " 1 (Mg +  TM9X B S))K% >  0,
and
I + TB’gXBs +  M 3 + Jj [M7 +  TMgXBs + TB’gXM’9 + T2B’sXMeXBc]
+  ( £ ) 2 t (M9 +  TBgXMs) ( X " 1 -  j,T M s ) " *  (Mg +  TM6X B S) > 0,
and A .—KqCd has eigenvalues in D -^, where ?/ is less than the degree of stability of the unobservable 
modes of (A ci Hc), results in a stable closed-loop continuous-time system with Riemann Hqq 
from we to z less than a.
norm
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P r o o f The proof of this is similar to that of Theorem 3.4.1 and is omitted. °
Note that (3.23) reduces, as T 0, to the continuous-time state Riccati equation
0 =  A'X  +  X A c -  XBCB'CX  +  —cXGcG'cX +  H'CHC. (3.25)c
Using this fact, we find that the solution, for small T , is close to the continuous-time solution 
X . We make use of this in Section 3.6 to solve (3.23).
3.5 Reliable Sampled-data Decentralized Controller Design
In this section, decentralized controller designs are developed that are reliable to certain sets of 
sensor outages. Specifically, the designs are developed for sampled-data decentralized controllers 
that guarantee a given tf^ -n orm  bound on the continuous-time closed-loop system and closed- 
loop exponential stability for the system without failures and the system with any combinations 
of subsystem sensor outages in a prespecified set of subsystems. This is done by finding a reliable 
controller design for the two-rate system in Problem 3.2.4 and then taking the limit to obtain the
sampled-data results.
Let 11 C {1 ,2 , ... ,p }  be the indices of the susceptible subsystems, and let uj C ft be the indices 
of the subsystems that actually experience failures.
Define the following matrices:
• Cs,u as Cs with the blocks not in u> set equal to zero
• Cs,o as C$ with the blocks not in ft set equal to zero
• K°d w as K°u with diagonal blocks not in u> set equal to zero
• %b n 35 %b with diagonal blocks not in ft set equal to zero
• Cs,q Cs — Cs,uj • CS£  := Cs — C$,q
• q :=  Kb ~ K by(JJ-
The following theorem gives the reliable design for the two-rate system when subsystem sensor 
failures may occur (i.e., when =  0 Vi € u> C ft).
T h e o re m  3 .5 .1  For the decentralized system (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), with (As,H$) detectable and 
with observer-based feedback =  K & , with observer (3.13), a sufficient condition to guarantee
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that the closed-loop plant is stable and that IIT^^Hoo <  ot for all subsets of subsystem sensor failures 
u> c  n  is
K ' =  - [ I  +  TB'SX B S +  j,D'BHDBH
+  {g/ n ^'bhd gh +  VNTBgXGsj T -1  [^ ¡D 'ghDBh +  •/NTG’sXBg^]~'L 
■[B'sX (I  + TAs) + j ! D'BHHs
+ ( ^ D bhDgh +  VNTB'gXGs) T ' 1 ( j -D 'aIIHs +  VNTG'SX (I  +  TAS))},
K d = T " 1 (-j=D '0„(Hs + D BHK C) + VNG'sX ( I+ T (A s + BSK C))\ ,
where
T  :=a2I-  TNG'gXGs -  
and K°d block diagonal, X  > 0, and W  >  0 satisfy
0 =  A'SX  +  XAs +  TA'gXAs +  +  a2C'sflCs,a
+ (7n H 'sD °h  + V N ( I+  TAsYXGs)T- 1 ( j -D 'a„H s + + 2'As))
-{B '(X {I  +  TAs) +  j,D'B„H s
+  {t Z d 'bhd gh +  VNTB'sX G s) T - 1 {-j-D 'GHHs +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAS))}'
• [k'Dkt) +  TB'sXBs +  jjD'bhDbh
+  {^ n DbhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T - 1 ( ^ D 'GHDBH +
■{B'sX {I  +  TAs) +  jjD'B„H s
+  (t n Dbhd gh +  VXTB'gXGs) T - 1 (-}-D 'ghHs +  V n G'sX (I  +  TAsj)]
(3.26)
and
W  =  TNGs,c T -lG'SiC +  T $K °dK%
+  [ /  +  T(A, -  Gs,c 7 - l[D'aHDB„  +  TNG'tX B (]K‘D) -  TK°DCD]
• ( W-1 -  TK%[I +  TB'SX B S +  jjD'BHDBH
+  { t n D'bhd gh +  VNTB'gXGs) T ' 1 (-j-D 'aHDBH + VNTG'SX B S)]K % )-2 
■ {I + T(AC - G s.c T - ^ D ' ^ D b h  +  TNG'gXB s]K b ) -  TK°DCD]', 
such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  K ^ C d  are in the stability region,
X - 1 -  TNGs(a21 -  D'ghDgh) - xG's >  0,
W  1 — TK%[I +  TB'gXBs +  jjD'bhDBh
+  ( ^ 7 d 'bhd gh +  '/NTB'sX G s)r~'l (^ -D ,aHDBH + VNTG'sX B s)]K cd >  0,
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and
11 +  T(Ae -  Gs,c"£~l {D'ghD Bh  + TNG'sXBsjKb) -  TK°DCD\ +  0.
Proof See Appendix B.4.
The only design equation that was modified to obtain reliability for this two-rate problem was 
the design equation for X . Thus, the only design equation in the sampled-data controller design 
that need be modified is the design equation for X . The modified design equation is thus
0 = AgX + XAs + TA'sXAs + M\ + c*2CqCq
+ ¿r[M4 + MSX ( I  + TA S) + (J + TAs)'XM $ + (J + TA S)'XM 6X ( I  + T  As)]
+ ( ¿ ) 2 T (M S + (/ + TA eyXM e) ( X '1 -  ¿ T M 6) 1 (M( + M6X ( I  + T A S))
-  {B'SX (I  + TA s) + Mi + ¿r[Afs + M3X (I  + + TAs)]
+ (4 j)2 T(M 9 + TB'gXMe)(X "1 -  j i T M e ) " 1 (M i +
■ {I  +  TB'gXBs +  M3 +  -p[M7 +  TMgXBg +  TB'gXMg +  T2 B'gX M6X  Bs]
+  ( J j ) 2 T(Mg +  TB'gXMe) ( X " 1 -  ¿ T A f 6) _1 (Mg +  TM eXBg)}-1 
■ (B'SX (I  + TAg) + M2 +  ¿ i [M s +  M9X (I  +  TAg) + TB'gX M( +  TB'gX M6X (I +  TAs)} 
+  ( 4 j  yT(M9 +  TB’gXMe) ( X ' 1 -  ¿r  (Mi +  +  T A { ) ) } .
(3.27)
3.6 Numerical Methods
In this section, numerical schemes for the solution of the sampled-data equations axe discussed. 
First, iterative methods found for evaluating the design equations are presented. Then, the method 
of Van Loan [32], for evaluating integrals of exponentials by taking the exponential of a block 
matrix, is specialized to the integrals in the sampled-data design equations.
To find the solution to the design equation for X ,  first find the solution to the continuous­
time Hoo algebraic Riccati Equation (3.25). This can be done by evaluating the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the associated Hamiltonian.
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Next, for small T , iterate the update equation
SX =  A'5X  +  X A S +  TA'SX A S +  M1
+  ¿ [ M ,  +  M i x ( *  +  T A t) +  ( I  +  T  A+  ( I  +
+  ( J * ) 2 T (M 5 +  ( /  +  TAsYXMe) ( x * 1 -  ¿ T M S) _1 (M ( +  M 6X ( /  +
-  {B'SX (I  +  TAS) +  M2 +  ¿ [ M s +  M9X (I  +  TAS) +  TB'SXM'S +  TB'sX M eX [I  +  TAS)}
+  ( ¿ ) 2 T (M 9 +  TB'sX M 6) (x - 1 -  ¿ T M 6) -1  {Mi +  M9X { I + T A S))Y
■ {I + TB'gXBg + M 3 + ¿ [ M 7 + TM9X B s + TB'SXM'9 +
+  ( ¿ r ) 2 T{M* +  TB'sXM e) ( x ~ ‘ -  4 * 6) -1  (M g +
■ {B'SX (I  +  TAS) +  M2 +  ¿ [ M 8 +  M g X  ( /  +  TAS) +  TB'sXM i  +  TB'SX M 9X {I  + TAS)\
+  ( ¿ ) 2 T (M 9 +  T 5 S X M 6) (x ->  -  ¿ r M 6) ' 1 (MJ +  M 6X ( /  +  T A i ) ) } .
To evaluate the integrals M\-Mq in this equation, we apply the method developed by Van Loan.
Let
R :=
Then, from [32],
where
-Ac H'CHC 0 0 ^
0 Ac GcG'c 0
0 0 - K K H c
0 0 0 Ac j
Fi(T) Gi(T) B 1(T) K 2(T) >
0 F2(T) G2(T) H2(T)
0 0 F3(T G3(T)
0 0 0 FJT) j
n  = e -A'CT ? F2{T) = Fi(T) = e
G l CD =  G 3(T ) =  [ T dt, G2(T) =  F  eA^T-^G cG'ce -A'A dt,
Jo Jo
fjn ^
Bri(T) = f  f  e -A'AT- t'>H'cHceAA>- a'lGcG'ce-A‘, dsdt,
*/ 0 v 0
rj% ^
B2{T )=  [  f  e ^ - ^ G c G ' ^ - ^ - ’ l H i E ^ ’ dsdt,
*/o Jo
T  s t
Kt(T) =  I  Jo Sa e' AiiT~,)Hc ^ e M ’~t)GcG'ce -A'At-^ H ,cB ceA‘ ‘r da dt ds.
All the integrals can be expressed in terms of these five. (Note thatu :s : f(s,a ,t) ds dadt =  f(sycr,t)d(Tdtds. )
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3.7 Example
In this section, we compare the performance of the iloo-norm-bounding decentralized sampled- 
data controller designs on Example 2.8.1 with and without a degree of stability with that of the 
decentralized ffoo-nonn-bounding discrete-time controller design, which was designed for the dis­
cretized plant.
For the comparison, the performance is measured in the following manner: The Hamiltonian 
matrices for the two-rate problems were found to be of the form (4 .22), following the development 
for multirate systems to be described in Section 4.5.2. The limit was then taken, as N —► oo, of 
the sequence of Hamiltonian matrices to obtain the matrix:
fHf  +  Hqh -  THGg{I  4- TH'p 4* TH'gh)~xHhh HGg(I  4- TH'F 4- TH'gh ) 1
- ( /  +  TH'f  4- TE gh)~1Hhh - { I  +  THf +  THgh)~1(Hf  +  Hgh)
(3.28)
where
\
V GKa
' As +  BSK C +  G Ki 0 
0
f As +  BSK ‘  BsKf) 
G Kd
: Ae -  K^Cd
l d
0 \
A
0
0
0 As 4- BSK C 4- G K d }
(3.29)
 ^ —Mq M& • • • Me j
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Table 3.1: Performance comparison for sampled-data and discrete-time decentralized controllers.
Sampled-data Discrete
design a an no degree of stability ajj degree of stability aH discrete norm
8 3.48 3.28 3.50 3.50
4 3.01 2.86 3.05 3.05
2 1.988 1.925 1.993 1.994
and
S gh •= —o a2
M's +  M^K* M^Kl \
~(M'S +  MgKc)
-(M i +  M iK ‘ ) -M i K l  ;
H h h :=
/
V
Mx +  K c,M2 +  M iK c +  K c,(M3 +  I)K C Af'JTf, +  K C'{MZ +  I)K% 
K%M2 +  K%{MZ +  I)K C K%(M3 +  I)K cd
The smallest a  of the desired precision is then found for which this matrix has no eigenvalues on the 
boundary of D?. We denote the resulting a  by ajj. For the discrete-time designs, let G K d — GKd 
in (3.28) and (3.29). The comparison is given in Table 3.1. The sampled-data designs with a degree 
of stability were found by taking rj to be l/1 0 0 th  of the degree of stability of the continuous-time 
system. The sampling interval is T — 0.01.
3.S Conclusions
Sampled-data and zero-order-hold state-feedback and decentralized controller designs were found 
to bound the continuous-time Ho© norm of the closed-loop system. The decentralized controller 
design was modified to guarantee the iZoo-norm bound in spite of outages in a prespecified set of 
sensors. An example was worked to demonstrate that the resulting design performs slightly better 
than the standard discrete-time design. In the example, the performance was measured by the 
infimum of the a  such that a certain matrix had no eigenvalues on the boundary of the stability 
region. Whether this corresponds to the actual continuous-time ^  norm of the system is left for 
future research.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROLLER DESIGNS FOR SYSTEMS WITH SENSORS 
AND ACTUATORS OPERATING AT MULTIPLE RATES
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, j^-norm -bounding and sensor-outage reliable decentralized controller designs 
axe developed for multirate digital control systems with sensors and actuators operating at differ­
ent, rationally related, sampling and zero-order-hold rates. The norm for the multirate system is 
selected to correspond to the underlying continuous-time norm so that the design norm need not 
be redesigned for the multirate system.
A  single-rate sampled-data representation of the multirate problem is obtained using the lifting 
techniques proposed by Meyer and Burrus [13] and generalized by Buescher and Grizzle [14], [15], 
and D. G . Meyer [16]. An approximation of the underlying continuous-time norm by means of 
Riemann sums is chosen to serve as the design norm for the multirate system.
The decentralized controller has observer-based controllers at each subsystem, as before. Each 
observer is chosen to have a predictive form, as proposed by Buescher [15], so that the controllers
as applied to the multirate system remain causal.
The new, lifted, single-rate system has disturbance and control throughput terms at the mea­
sured output and a disturbance throughput term at the regulated output. The iZoo_norm-bounding 
controller design methods based on the generalized bounded real lemma of Chapter 3 are extended 
to this case. Because of difficulties in extending the reliable design to the case with a disturbance 
throughput term at the measured output, a slightly more conservative sensor-outage decentralized 
reliable design is developed and a bound is found for the ifoo-norm bound of that design as applied 
to the original multirate system.
The solutions to the basic and reliable multirate decentralized control problems are presented 
in the divided-difference operator formulation.
4.2 Lifting Multirate Control Problem to Single-rate Form
In this section, the multirate decentralized control problem is defined and a single-rate repre­
sentation is obtained using the lifting technique of Meyer and Burrus [13], Buescher and Grizzle
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[14], [15], and D. G. Meyer [29], [16]. The Hqq norm is chosen for the multirate and lifted problem 
to approximate the underlying continuous-time Hoo norm.
Suppose that the continuous-time system
p
x =  Acx +  B3cUj +  Gcwq, x (0 ) =  0, 
j-1
yi =  C ;x  +  w,-, 6 { l ,2 , . . . ,p } ,
/  H r X \
z =
Ui
\  up /
is to be controlled with different, but rationally related, sampling rates for different sensors and 
actuators in the system.
Let T be the common longer period for which the overall system sampling is periodic. Suppose 
that U{ is piecewise constant on t £ [m ^ ,(m  +  1) J )  and y,- is sampled at t — where m =  
0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  and i £ { l , . . . ,p } .  Assume also that tn,- is piecewise constant on t £ [m j?,(m  +  l ) f ) ,  
m =  0 ,1 ,2 , —
Let N  be the least common multiple of the fc; and lj, i ,j  6 { l , . . . ,p } .  Suppose that wQ is
piecewise constant on t £ [mj^, (m  +  1 )^ )  and that z is sampled at m ^ ,  m — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .
The evolution of the system from kT to (k +  1 )T can be expressed in terms of the same state
variable and extended control and output variables as
c a((Jfe +  1)T) -  x(kT) A * • . ^  0
Sx : = ----------------------------------=  Asx +  ^2 S5U +  Gsw°’ x ( ° )  =
j= i
y* — C\x +  ^2 DbCj1** +  Dgcw° +  w\ * G {1 , 
i= i
(4.1)
(4.2)
where
u\kT) :=
U j(k T )\
«>•((*+
V °j((* +
, to °(A T ):=
< Si(AT) >
y'(kT) := » .( (*  + £ ) T ) , v\kT) :=
< # + ¥ ) r ) ) 1
io0(AT) \ 
®o((* + ^)T)
® o((* + ^ ) T )  / 
to,(AT) 
< ( * + ¡ 7  m
v
*< ((*  + )
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*AcT
As :=■
— I
Ci :=
a
CieM ^ )T
\
Si ~ (
 ^CleA^ )T
i ' lV )Ti  f " 1 e Ac‘ dt B{ 
T Jo
. . .  e M i J) T l  f ^ ^ d t B i  
T Jo
eM n r-)? !. j  N eAct dt Gc ... e A c^ T ^  ( N e Act dtGc 
T Jo
Dbc7 -
\ 7
and and D'ac are found as in [13] and [15]. For example, suppose tliat yx is sampled at m
and U2 is sampled at m j. Then
/  0 0 ^
Cl IqT/6 eAet dt B* 0
C l e A c(T /6 )  J-3T/6 e A ct fa  B 2 ( j l  j V 6 eA ct fa  q 2 
All other cases are found similarly by expanding out the evolution equations resulting from the 
sampling.
Now consider, as we did for the sampled-data case, the Uoo norm for the system with wq and 
z sampled at t — m ig, m =  0 ,1 , . . .  . We require that, in the limit as N —► oo, the norm that we 
impose on the system correspond to the Hoc norm of the underlying continuous-time system.
As before, we note that
___________________ % S £ o  * ( » $ ) '* ( » $ ) ___________________
% E £o  “’o(*w)'u'°(iw) + £ j= i T! £ £ o
JT 2(<M*_______
/o”  wo(t)'wo(t) dt +  Jo”  dt
if JV -*■ oo. Note that
^ E S o  z( } T t ) ' -^ E £ o I (iF )'-ffi-ff':x ( ‘ w ) +  2 I J = i ^ E S o “ j ( i^ ) ' “ i ( ! w ) 
=  & E S o  x(i%yH +  E U  £  S “=o uKkT)'ui{kT)
and
and
w ESo m ( i v ) ' w ° ( i 7r) + Ej=i ^ ESo w A i 7 r Y w i ( i J !)
= & Efeo w0(fcr)'™0(iT) + E?=1 5 E“=o
Hcx(kT) \ 
Hcx(kT +
Hcx(kT +  (S=i)T)
=  Hgx(kT) +  ^2 Dsh, u^[kT] +  D{jHw°(kT), 
i= i
w|
H
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where
H e -
(  Hc \
Hr.eM & T
HceA^ T )
, Doh :=
A
Bc!0” eA**dtGc
K HceA‘ (-Mv2')T J0N eAct dt Gc ... Hc$ j  eA‘ ‘ dtGc 0 ,
and DbHj is the appropriate matrix, as can be found in the expansion. Thus,
s n o ___________________ i g g o i C i i M j ) ___________________ =  „  )
v o t i  %  ESo M i & ' M i T r )  +  E?=i & E£o » # & » # $ )  E&o*.(My*.(*r) ’
where
®°(fcT) : = - L ™ ° ( i r ) ,  w'(kT) := ^ r w\kT),
w(kT) :=
w”{kT)
, i,t(kT) :=
 ^ u j°(*r )  
, tó (*r )
and
5 (* r )  :=
J sx(fcr) +  E i=x  DBHlu’ (kT)) +  Da„w°(kT) X
,k.u > m
Then the equivalent single-rate problem that we would like to solve is the following:
/
P ro b le m  4 .2 .1  ¿riven the discrete-time decentralized plant
p
6x =  A$a; +  Bju  ^ -1- Gsw°y s (0 ) =  0, 
i= i
y‘ =C'sx + '£ i D'b c u’  + + JUw*
J=1
with ¿he performance-output variable
(  Tjv (-®41 + Ej=l DbHjU  ^ + Dqhw0 ^
^ r u l(fcr)z =
k -uP(kT)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
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design a decentralized discrete-time controller of the form u; =  Kf£if where 
(■
a ziu untcu ^  ... ---------
6(i = + £  BiK'+VNGsK^  & + K-  ^ C j+ £  D'b^K ^+V n D'ocK ^  i . j  .
6(0) = 0,
for which the closed-loop system is stable and has norm from wc to z less than a given value a.
Note that the observer form is predictive. It uses the same form of estimates for control inputs 
at other channels and the disturbance w° as before.
4.3 Multirate Controller Design
In this section, the discrete-time decentralized controller design that solves Problem 4.2.1 is 
presented.
Define the following composite matrices:
Bs :=(Bj B| • • -5 J ) , DBh := (DBHi DBh7 • * * £>b h p), V'b c  -=(d bCi d b c 2 * * * d b c p)>
( g A (  D lB C  ^
G s ,c  ’=
l
, D b c  : =
*
k G s J ^ & B C  )
D'bc 0
D b c ,d *=
\
0 D\B C
\ 0 0 DPbc j
D1—  ^
Dbo 0 ••• 0 ^
D g c  :~
' GC
{ d g c  )
D g c ,d *=
0 DlGC
0
0 • • • 0 DpnGC /
( K\ 0 . . .  0 ^ ( K c 0 ••• 0 >
( K{ \
1
0 K% : 0 K c :
K c v * , Kbr- » K c,d 5
• 0 : **. 0
v 0 -
o K } J V 0 o
o
'  K d 0 . . .  0 ^ '  K\ 0 ■ • 0 ^ ' C\ 0 . . . 0 ^
n K d : 0 K% 0 C]
\
K dD := J k d ~ , Cd ’■=
: ••• 0 : 0 : 0
\ 0 ••
0 K d ) o . . . 0 k ; } © o
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and
1 ± r  0  0  ' 1 V t l l  o . . .  o ^
k B  := 0  v z 1  ; 
: 0
, Id  :=
..
. 
o
 
o
l 0 -  0 7 Z 1 J o - 0  y / V  j
Ae :=
As +  BSK C +  VNGsK d 0 •••
0
0 As +  BSK C +  VNGsKd )
~B\K\
-B )K {
■BpsK .|
- b *k ;
\
-JSflATf •••
Then the following theorem gives sufficient conditions for the multirate decentralized controller 
design.
T h e o re m  4 .3 .1  For the decentralized system (4 .3), (4 .4), (4.5), with (A$,HS) detectable and with 
observer-based feedback U{ =  Kf£i, with observer (4 -6), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the 
closed-loop plant is stable and that ||Ttyei||oo <  a is
K c =  —[k'DkD +  TB'SX B S +  jjD ’BHDBH
+  ( Tu QbhDgh +  VNTB'sXGs) T -1  { j -D 'aHDBH +  VNTG'SX  Bs) ] ' 1 
■[B'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j,D ’BHHs 4 '7
+  ( t n D'bhOgh +  VNTB'sXG)T">  [~^D'ghHs +  +  ) )] ,
K d =  T - 1 0 = D ' a„(H s +  DBhK c) +  VNG'SX (I  +  T{AS +  BSK C))\ , (4.8)
where
T :—a2I- TNG'gXGs -  D'GHDaH,
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and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, andW  >  0 satisfy 
0 =  A'SX  +  X A S 4- TA'SX A S 4- jjH'sEs
+  {^ ¡H 'sDgh +  VN {I + TAsYXG) T " 1 + VWG'SX (I  +  TAS))
— [B'SX (I  +  TAs) 4-
+ (j s D'b h D gh + jN T B 'sX G i)  T ' 1 + VNG'sX ( I  +  ))]' (4 g)
■ [k'DkD +  TB'sXBs +  jjD'BHDBH
+  ( ^ 7D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T " 1 D'aHDB„  +  ViVTG'sX.Bi) ] -1
• [B'SX (I  +  T A$) 4- j?DfBHHs
+  {^ ¡D 'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T - 1 (-^¡D'qhHs +  VNG'sX (I  +  T A 5))]
and
W = TN(Gs,c -  X°dDgc)T~1 {G stc -  K0dDgc)'
+  [ /  +  T(Ae -  (Gs,c~ KlDac^-^D'aHDBH +  TNG'sX B s}K‘d)
-  TK°d (Cd +  Dbc,dKc,d +  Dgc,d K d -  DbcK cd )]
. (W ~x -  TK%[WDkD +  TB'SX B S +  jjD'BHDBH
+  ( ^ D ' bhDgh +  VNTB'sXGs) T - 1 {^ ¡D 'ghDbh +  y/NTG'sX B s)]K b )-x 
• [I +  T(Ae -  (Gs,c -  K 0dDGc )^~1[D,Gh d bh  4- TNG'8X B 8]KCD)
-  TK°d(Cd +  Dbc,dK c d 4- Dcc,DKdD -  DBcK cd)]',
(4.10)
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — K°d (Cd 4- Dbc,dK c,d +  Dgc,d K d ) are *° stability region, 
T >  0,
W _1 — 4- TB'SXB$ 4- pfDfBHDBH
+  { -^ D bhDgh 4- '/N T B ,sX G s)T~1( -^ D ,ghDbh  4- V~NTG'SX B s)]K CD >  0,
and
11 4- T(Ae -  (Gs,c -  +  TNG'sX B 6\Kcd)
— TK b (Cd 4* Dbc,dK cCiD 4" Dgc,d K d ~ DbcK d )I ^  0.
The choice of K°D =  a 2W D(C D 4- DBc,dK c,d +  DGC,DKdD -  DBcK cd )'(IdId )~\  where W b is the 
block diagonal part of W , results in one solution.
P r o o f sketch:
Let et- :=  & -  x. Then the closed-loop system matrices can be expressed as
F _ (  As +  BSK C BsKb \ G =  (  °  V
\yN(Gs,c -  K°DDGc)K d Ae -  K°DCD+)  ’ \-VN(Gs,c -  K°DDac) K°DlDJ
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# e  =
=  f +  DbhK°) DBhK% 
kDK c kDK cD )
E ,=
where
Cd+ '—Cd -f Dbc,dKc,d +  DgCiDKd ~ E bcK q .
As before, let X e ~  (J  £ )•  Applying the conditions of the generalized bounded real lemma, as in 
Chapter 3, the conditions in the theorem are derived. □
4.4 Reliable Multirate Controller Design
For the reliable case, the disturbance throughput term in the measured output equation creates 
difficulties in the development of the design. Consequentially, a bound is found on the conservatism 
of the design found by disregarding that term, and such a reliable design is developed.
To accommodate the throughput term in h)0, consider the composite noise v :=i)<3£tó0+
Since w is independent of w° and since the sum of two signals in ¿2 is also in ¿21 the noise v is free 
to take on the full range of values, and thus we can base the design for disturbance rejection on 
the closed-loop system from (™°) to z. Then, we obtain
a >
1 ” " i
/
\ * / 2 \
where
/3:= 1 It
gwi>
-
§
I  + D qCD g c V n D'o c !d Ì
\  D° °  7n ‘d ) 2 7 n 1'd d g c ¥ d ‘d  )
For small T , Dqc is small and j f ^ D  has eigenvalues no greater than 1, and thus j§ is close to 1. 
The resulting (conservative) IZoo-norm bound for the original system is j^ a.
The results for the reliable multirate case with the control throughput term in the measured- 
output equation are different from those for the single-rate reliable case. If a sensor outage occurs, 
terms relating not only to the sensor, but also to the actuator, go to zero.
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First, the decentralized multirate controller design problem and solution are restated for this, 
more conservative, problem. Then, the decentralized multirate design is modified to produce a de­
sign that is reliable to subsystem sensor outages of the type jf* =  0 for each susceptible subsystem i.
The following is the single-rate controller design problem with the composite disturbance con­
sidered:
P ro b le m  4 .4 .1  Given the discrete-time decentralized plant
Sx =  Asx +  Bsui +  ^ G sw°, z (0 ) =  0,
i= i
yi =  +  +  V iv v
j= 1
with the performance-output variable
( - j -  (Rsx +  E j= i  Dbh3^ j) +  Dghw 
i
Vliz =
o \
^ u 'ik T )
\ 7 Z uP{kT) /
design a decentralized discrete-time controller of the form — Kf£i, where
[As + BiKf +  Y l
V j#*
; B’sKj + y /N G sK ^  f , +  K °  ^  +  £  B'bc,K ]
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
( i  , i i ( 0 )  =  0,
(4.14)
for which the closed-loop system is stable and has FToo norm from (“  ) to z less than a given value 
a.
The fZoo-norm-bounding decentralized controller design that satisfies Problem 4.4.1 is as follows:
T h e o re m  4 .4 .1  For the decentralized system (4‘U), (4-1%), (4-1$)> (As,Hs) detectable and
with observer-based feedback m =  i f f  ft, with observer (4 .14), « sufficient condition to guarantee 
that the closed-loop plant is stable and that ||T^o .^||oo <  a *5
K c =  ~[k'DkD +  TB'SXB$ +  jjD1bhDbh
+  {-Jü D'b h D gh + V N TB 'sXG s) T T 1 ( ^ D 'ghDbh + VNTG 'SX B S) ] ' 1 
• [B'SX ( I  + TAs) -I- jjD ß fjH s
+  (jzD'BHVoH +  VNTB'sXGs)  T - 1 +  VNG'SX (I  +  ))] ,
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K d =  T - 1 (J = D 'aH(Bg +  DBHK C) +  VÑG'gX(I+T(A¡ +  BSK C))\ ,
where
T := a 2/  -  TNG'gX-  D'aHDGH, 
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
0 = A'SX  + X A s + TA'gXAs +  j¡H'¡Hs
+  H'sDgh +  VW(I +  TAs)'XGs) T - 1 { ^ D 'ghHs +  +  ))
-[B 'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j,D'BHHs
+  {t ñ d 'bhDgh +  SVTB'gXGs)T- 1 +
■ [k'DkD +  TB'gXBs +  j,D'BHDBH
+  +  SÑTB¡XGe'j T _I +  S Ñ T G ¡X Bs'j]'1
■{B'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j,D'BHHs
+  {t ü O'bhDgh +  VÑTB'gXGs) T -1  (^ ,D 'ghHs +  +  T A 5))]
and
W  =  TNGs,CT~1G'sc +  t n ^ k °dk °¿
+  [I +  T(Ae -  G s ,c T l [D'aHDB„  +  TNG'SX)
-  TK°d (Cd +  Dbc,dX gd  -  DbcK cd)}
■ ( W-1 -  +  TB'gXBs +  t,D'bhDbh
+  { ^ D 'e r Ogh +  VÑTB'gXGg) T - 1 ( ^ £ l ' o ííD Btf +  -/ÑTG'SX Bg)]K'b )~l
■ [I +  T(Ae -  Gs,cT:-1{D'ghDbh +  TNG'sX B 6]K l)
-  TK°d (Cd +  Dbc,dK°C'D -  DbcK ‘d)]',
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — Kb (Cq +  D Bc ,d K g) are *n stability , T  >  0,
-  TI<Y{k'DkD +  TB'gXBs +  j,D'BHDBH
+  Jñ Dbhd gh +  VÑTB,sX G s)T~1( ^ D ,ghDbh +  y/ÑTGgXBs^Kfo >  0,
and
\I +  T(Ae -  Gs>c”£~l [DqjjDbh  +  TNG'sX B 6]Kcd)
-  TK°d (Cd +  DBc)DK q D -  DBCK cd)\ ¿  0.
The choice of K% =  a2 j¡Wd(Cd +  DBc,dKc,l> ~ DBcK ¿ ) #, where WB is the block diagonal part 
of W , results in one solution. Because of the “simplification” made, a different starting point is 
required for the iterative numerical algorithm to converge, as discussed in Section 4.5.
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Now, this decentralized problem is modified to guarantee reliability to subsystem sensor outages. 
Let ft C {1 ,2 , ... ,p }  be the indices of the susceptible subsystems, and let u C ft be the indices of 
the subsystems that actually experience failures.
Define the following matrices:
• Cs,u as Cs with the blocks not in w set equal to zero
• Cs,n as Cs with the blocks not in ft set equal to zero
• K°d u as K°d with diagonal blocks not in w set equal to zero
• K°d n 35 &D with diagonal blocks not in ft set equal to zero
• DbCu> as Dec with rows of blocks not in u set equal to zero
• Dec,q as Dec with rows of blocks not in ft set equal to zero
• Cs,a *•= C$ — Cs,u • C5^ :=  Cs ~ Cs,n • :=  ~ ^ d ,uj
• Dbc,q :=  Dec — Dbc,u • &bc, n :=  &bc — Dbc,Q'
The following theorem gives the reliable controller design for the case in which subsystem sensor 
failures may occur (i.e., when yj =  0 Vi 6  w C fi).
T h e o re m  4 .4 .2  For the decentralized system (4-ll)> (4-l%)> (4-13)> (As,Hs) detectable and 
with observer-based feedback m = Kfti, with observer (4 .14), « sufficient condition to guarantee 
that the closed-loop plant is stable and that ||r(*o^||oo <  a  for all subsets of subsystem sensor 
failures u> C ft is
K c =  —[k'Dki) +  TBgXBs +  jj D'bhDbh +  jja2 D'Bc,q )^bc,u
+  { ^ D ' bhDgh +  VNTB'SX G S) t - ‘  { ^ d 'ghd bh +  VNTG'SX B S) ] - »  (4 1 5 )
• [13$X (J  +  TAs) +  jff^BHffs +  jfa2^BC,iiCs,a
+  ( ^ D ' bhDgh +  VNTB'nXGs)  T - 1 D'ghHs +  VNG'SX (I  +  T A s))],
where
T  - -a 21 -  TNG'sXGs -  D'aHDGH,
D'aH(Hs +  DB„ K C) +  V n G'sX (I  +  T(AS +  BSK C)) )  ,
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and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  > 0 satisfy
0 =  A'SX  +  X A S +  T A'SX  As +  j,H'sHs +  W c
+ (t n B sDgh +  VN (I  +  TAs)'XGs T ' 1 + VNG'SX (I  +
-  [B'SX (I  +  TAS) +  j}D'BHHs +
+  ( v n E'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G e) T -1  ( ^ D 'a„ H s +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAsj)}'
’ +  TBgXBs +  jjDbhDbh  +  jia2^BC,Q^BC,n
+ { ^ D 'BHDGH +  VNTB'gXGs)t- 1 { ^ D 'ghDbh +  VNTG'sX B s)]-1
■ 11 B'SX (I  +  TAs) +  jjD'BHHs +  W D 'BC,aCs,n
+  D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T - 1 {^ ¡D 'ghHs +
(4.16)
and
W  =  TNGs,c ? - lG'SiC +  TN $K °dK%
+  [I +  T{At -  Gs,c T - l[D'aHDBH + TNG'SX) 
-T K °d (Cd +  Dbcj>K%d -  DBcK~d )\
■ (W ~l -  TK%[k'DkD +  TB'sXBs +  j,D'BHDBH +  W DBC,nB BO,a
+  D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sXGs) T - 1 { ^ D 'ghDbh +  •/NTG'sXBs)\KcD)-'
■ [I +  T(Ae -  Gs,c r - 1ID'GHDB„  +  TNG'sX B s]Kcd)
— TK°d (Cd +  Bbg,dX g b  — DBcK B)Y,
(4.17)
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — K b (Cd 4- Dbg,dX g b ) are in the stability region, T  >  0,
W - 1 -  TK$[k'DkD +  TB'SX B S +  j,D'BHDBH + W DBCflEBC,n
+  ( ^ D 'bhDgh +  y/NTB'sX G s)r+  >  0,
and
\I +  T(A' -  Gs,c r-'[D 'aHDBH + TNG'SX B s]Kb )
-  TK°d {Cd +  DBc,DKfcD -  DbcK q )\ ±  0.
4.5 Numerical Issues
4.5.1 Modifications to numerical update schemes for multirate equations
The multirate designs require a slightly modified numerical update scheme for the solution 
of the decentralized design equations for W. In the single-rate update schemes of Section 2.6, 
Kq was chosen to be cPWdCq and the iteration was consistently started at the solution to the 
continuous-time algebraic Riccati-like Equation (A .4).
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In developing the multirate design equations, B$, Cs, et cetera, were expanded in the lifting, 
and the weightings kD and lD were introduced into the design equations, as determined by the 
derivations based on Lemma 3.3.1. Appropriate weightings must be found for both K°D and for the 
continuous-time design equation to find the starting point for the iteration. This is accomplished
as follows.
The form of the design equations from each theorem is found when T -  0. The solutions of 
the design equations are close to the solution of these “continuous-time” design equations for small 
T . However, these design equations are not necessarily the design equations for the continuous­
time controller designs. In particular, they axe different from the continuous-time controller design 
equations for Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, due to the “simplification” that removed the throughput
term in wq from the measured-output equation.
The form for K°D is chosen in each case to make it possible to solve the design equation for
T  =  0, as done by Veillette in [25].
For Theorem 4.3.1, the design equations reduce as follows: (4.7) and (4.8) reduce to
B\' N
Bl'
BV
K c =
BV
B?
X , K d =
_ 1 ___1_
V W a2
n' \
\ G' J
X , (4.18)
where there axe fc,- blocks of B'J, i =  1, and N blocks of G'c. Consequently, (4.9) becomes
0 =  A'CX  +  X A C +  \ X G CG'CX  -  X B CB'CX  +  H'CHC, (4.19)
and (4.10) becomes
0 =  AtW  +  WA'e +  j,GcG'c  +  W X DBDB'DX DW  +  
-  K°dCD'W  -  W C’n.KS,
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where now Gc and Bd refer to the continuous-time block matrices and
( c l  0 ..............  0 \
Cl 0 ..............  0
0 Cl 0 • • • 0
CDe:= 0 Cl 0 • • • 0
0  . . . . .  0  c ?
0 ....  0 eg j
To make this last equation solvable, K°D is chosen to be K°D =  cPWdCq^IdI'd)-1 • Then, the 
initial value of W  is chosen as the solution to
0 =  A 'W  +  WA'e +  I i Gc G'c +  W X dBd B'dX dW  -  
+  o?{W  -  WD)C'Dt{lDl'D) - lCDc(W  -  WD).
Note finally that Cfie( l C =  CpCp, where now Cp refers to the continuous-time block 
matrix. Thus, this is the continuous-time design Equation (A .4). Hence, in this case, the choice of 
the initial point for the iteration is the solution to the continuous-time design Equation (A .4) if the 
choice K°d =  a2WDC'De(lDVD) - 1 is made for the observer gain when T =  0. However, this choice 
of observer gain is the value of
Kb =  c?WD{CD +  Dbc,dK cC'D +  -  1 (4-20)
when T =  0. The choice is made of this observer gain (4.20) form for Theorem 4.3.1.
For Theorem 4.4.1, the design equations reduce to (4.18) and (4.19). The design equation for 
W  reduces, when T =  0, to
0 =  A 'W  +  W  A’e +  A, GcG'c +  W X DBDB'DX DW  +  NA,K°dK%
-  K°dCD'W  -  WC'D'K%.
If Kp =  jjoPWpCb', then this becomes
0 =  ACW  + W A1' +  4 ,  GcG'c +  W X DBDB'DX DW  -  Xo?WC'DCDW  
+  j,a \ W  -  WD)C'D'(lDl'D) - lCD'(W  -  WD),
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which may be solved iteratively. The observer gain for Theorem 4.4.1 is chosen as
K°d = - ^ cì2W d (C d + D b c ,d K c ,d  ~  D b c K cd )'i
which reduces for T =  0 to K q —
For Theorem 4.4.2, the gains again reduce to (4.18) when T — 0, but the design equation for 
X  becomes
0 =  A'CX  +  X A C +  \ x G cG'cX  -  X B CB'CX  +  B'CHC +  o 2 £  ljC'c'C'c. (4.21)
«  iea *
The design equation for W  reduces as for Theorem 4.4.1. The solution to this has to be calculated 
based on the solution X  to (4.21). Thus, the observer gain is of the form
K% =  i a2Wo(CD +  Dbc,dK c,d ~ DbcK cd ) '
for Theorem 4.4.2, but the initial condition is diiferent, which is reasonable since the reliable 
theorems produce controllers that perform quite differently from the other theorems.
4.5.2 Hamiltonian method for computing the norm o f a system with a disturbance 
throughput term in the regulated-output equation
The Hoo norm of the designs in Chapter 2 were calculated, after the design gains were computed, 
by finding the smallest value of a  for which the appropriate Hamiltonian matrix had no stability 
region boundary eigenvalues. However, the closed-loop systems for the multirate designs, in this 
chapter and in Chapter 3, have disturbance throughput terms in the regulated-output equations. 
The form of the Hamiltonian used to calculate the Hoo norms of the designs in Chapter 2 was for 
the system with no throughput terms.
The appropriate Hamiltonian for use for the systems with throughput terms is obtained as 
follows. For T  /  0,
Q = F,X + X F + T F 'X F + H lH +(H 'E+(I+TF)'XG )(a2I-T G 'X G -E 'E )-'(E 'H + G 'X (I+ T F ))
o =  {(I+TF)' +  TH'E(a?I -  E'E ) -lG ']X L-l[(I+TF) +  TG(a2I  -  E 'E y'E 'H ]
- X  +  T H ' { I  -  J j EE")-xH,  
where L : = /  — TG(a21 — E'E)~1G'X,
<=> 0 =  X [(I+T F)  +  TG(a2I  -  E'E)~lE'H}
- ( I -  TXG{a2I -  E 'E )-lG')[(I+TF)' +  TH'E(a2I -  E 'E )-'G ')-'X  
+  ( /  -  TXG(a2I -  E 'E )-1G')[{I+TF)' +  TH’E(a2I -  E 'E ^ G ^ T H 'i l  -  ^ E E 'Y 'U
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•*=>• 0 =  X[I +  TF +  TG(a2I  -  E'E)~lE'H
-  TG(a2I  -  E 'E )-XG'[(I + TF)' + T -  -  ■^EE'^H ] 
-  [( I + T F ] )' + Tff'E (a2I  - E 'E)-lG'\-1X  
+ [(I+TF)' +  TH'E(a2I-  E'E)~lG']~'iTH'(I-  ^ ¡E E '^H ]
+  X[TG(a2I  -  E 'E )-lG'[(I+TF)' +  TH -
Thus, the difference-equation form of the Hamiltonian matrix is
m  / m „ „  m 12„ \
 ^M u,, M-22,, J
where
AfUl,  =  /  +  TF +  TG(a2I  -  E 'E )-'E 'H
-  TG(a2I  -  E'E)~lG'[(I +  TF)' +  TH'E(a2I  -  £ ' £ ) - 1G '] - ‘ T / / ' ( /  -  ^ E E ')~ lH, 
M u,, =  TG(a2I  -  E'E)~lG'[(I +  TF)' + TH'E(a2I  -
M2i,, =  - [ ( /  +  TF)' +  TH'E(a2I-  E‘E ) -lG ']-lTH‘(I -  ^ E E ')~ lH,
M u,, =  [ ( /  +  TF)' +  TH'E(a2I  -  E 'E ^ G 'Y 1.
Subtracting I  and dividing by T , we obtain the Hamiltonian matrix for the system with throughput 
terms, in the divided-difference form:
where
Ms =
M nts M\2,s 
M21,6 M22,S
(4.22)
MllrS =  F  +  G(a2I  -  E 'E y 'E 'H
-  TG{a2I  -  E 'E )-lG'[{I +  TF)f +  TH'E{a2I  -  E ,E Y 1Gt]~1 H \I -  ^ E E ^ H ,
Mi2,s =  G(a2I  -  E 'E ^ G ^ I  +  TF)' +  TH'E(a2I  -  E 'E ^ G '] -1,
Mn ,s =  - [ ( /  +  TF)’ +  TH'E(a2I-  E 'E ^ G '^ H ’il  -  -^ E E 'y 'H ,or
Mu,s =  - [ ( /  +  TF)' +  TH'E(a2I  -  £ ' .E ) - IG '] -1(.F' +  E'E(a2I  -  E'E)~'G').
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4.6 Examples
In this section, an example of the multirate designs is presented. The example presented is 
Example 2.8.1 with u\(t) =  ui(mT/4) for t € [ m T /4 ,( m +  l ) T /4 ) ,  U2(t) =  U2(mTl2) for t €  
[ m T /2 ,(m +  l ) T /2 ) ,  yx sampled at t =  m T /3  and y2 sampled at mT/ 2, for m =  0 ,1 , . . . .
The resulting lifted system matrices are
‘ a \
CleAc(T/3)
C1 Ac(2T/3)
As =
oAcT _  jr
c l  = c l  =
Cl
CleA‘ (T/D
)
\
eAct dt B\ ••• eJMT,4)i  J o '4 eA*‘ dt b ‘  r  eA,‘ dt ’
Bg =  £ 12 eAc‘ dt B\A eA'-‘ dt ,
G i =  (
eA .( lir /12) ^  J T/U eA<t dt Gc . . . e^c(T /12)l f T, 
T Jo
1 yT/12
T  Jo
1 0 0 0
= C.le-4.(T/12) j-T/4 e/l.< fll C l t f ' u eA‘ 'dtBl 0
0 ^
0
o 0 0 0
CleAA m ) ¡ l jA eA*t dtB\ C2 J0T/4 dt B\ 0 0 
1 n \
Dbc,  -
0 0
C l t f ^ e ^ d t B l  0
 ^Cl e M W  £ /2 eAct dt B\ C\ / 0T/6 e ^ ‘ dt B\
(  He
Dbc2 -
y C l f ^ e ^ d t B l  0
HS =
\
HaeM T /12)
HcSm i  iT /u ) y
D g c  —
(  0 . . .  0 0 0 ( 
c ieAc(3T/i2) J^112 eA^ dtGc ••• o 0 I
i c c1eAc(7T/ 12) ¡q / 12 eA°* dtGc ••• Cc1ej4ct4T/12) / 0T/12 dt Ge ••• Clc 112 eAct dt Gc 0^
\
n2 _  *^ GC ~
o . . . 0 0
£»26>ic{5T/i2) J ^ /i 2 e>M dtGc C2c lo /U eA^dtG c 0
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Dgh *•=
He fo
0
T/ 12 Aet dt Ge
DbHx =
H c e A 4 W T /1 2 )  jTe A ct d t  q c
$ !  0 0 0 \
$2 $1 0 0
$3 $2 $1 0
 ^ $4 $3 $2 $1 )
Hc / qT/12 eArt dt G,
DbHo =
where
0 1
( Hcf^T/l2eA^dtBl }
$1 = H e f i ^ e ^ d t B l , $2 = Hc€Ac(T/12) J3T/12 eAct ¿f q I
{ He JoT^12 eAct dt Bl j  ^ HceA‘ (2TW  foT/12 eAct dt B\ j
$3 =
' HceA^ ZTl12'> J2T/12eA^ dt Bl S
H c e A '( 4 T /U )  J -3T /12  gA ct d t  B 1
HceM*T/U) J3T/12 eAct dt Bl
' Hc fo^12 
Hc/o T/12 eAct dt
$ 5 =  Hc / 03T/12 eAc< di B2C 
He JqT' 12 eAct dt Be 
y HeSaT/l2eA‘ ‘ dtB*
$6 =
J C<*M6T/12) ¡3T/12 eArt dt Bi ^
$4 =  HceA‘ (7TW  foT/U eA'J dt Bl
HceMST/i2) f3T/n eAct dt Bi
I H e S fn2eA-l dtB2c
HceMTIi2) jT/2 dt B2
H c e A c (2 T /l2 )  J -T /2e A ct d t  B 2
B c e M 3 T /1 2 )  f i / 2  e A ct d t  B 2 
H cg M * T /1 2 )  j T / 2  gA ct d f  B 2
JJ0eA‘ <5r/ 12> J0r /2 eA'A dt Bl )
and
kp :=
V
7 a1 0 0 0 0 0
0 T i1 0 0 0 0
0 0 7 a1 0 0 0
0 0 0 7 a1 0 0
0 0 0 0
7 21 0
0 0 0 0 0 77^
Id :=
V
V si
0
0
0
0
0
V 31 
0 
0 
0
0
0
V zi
0
0
0
0
0
V2I
0
0
0
0
0
y/2.I
First, it is demonstrated in Table 4.1 that the resulting norms from the multirate design of 
Theorem 4.3.1 are close to the norms from the single-rate design of Theorem 2.4.1 and that the
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norms from the more conservative mnltirate design of Theorem 4.4.1 using the same design values 
are higher. In this case, the multirate decentralized controller could be found for a lower value 
than that of the single-rate decentralized controller. The minimum design value for the centralized 
observer-based controller was 1.7. Recall that the decentralized controller is slightly conservative 
in the way that it was formed. Therefore, nothing can be concluded from this about the “optimal” 
value of the problem.
Table 4.1: Hqo norms for varying a . Decentralized single-rate and multirate controllers.
Single-rate Multirate Conservative Multirate
a imioo imu i m u
20 3.64 3.64 4.52
16 3.63 3.63 4.47
12 3.59 3.59 4.36
8 3.50 3.50 4.07
4.33 3.13 3.13 3.15
4 3.05 3.05 no solution
2 1.994 1.992 no solution
1.82 no solution 1.76 no solution
Next, in Table 4 .2 , performance in the presence of sensor outages is compared for the multirate 
decentralized controller design of Theorem 4.3.1, the more conservative multirate decentralized 
controller design of Theorem 4.4.1, and the reliable decentralized multirate controller design of 
Theorem 4.4.2.
The norms are measured from the remaining disturbances entering the system to the regulated 
output for the full multirate system. The multirate system matrices for the system with sensor 
outages yi =  0 for all i €  w were computed as
(  As + B sK c B SK% \
Fe =
\ VN{Gs,c -  K°DDac)K d -  K d,u(Cs,v +  A . -  K°DCD+ -
(  Vn g s o \
-V N (G s,c -  K°dDgc) ~ K°d qId ,q )
H -  {  +  D bhK^  ~7n DbhK d 'j
'  ~  \ kDK c kDK cD J ’
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and
Ee
'  DGH 0
o o j -
where C d +  := C o  +  D b c ,d K c ,D  + D g c ,d K d  ~  D b c K cd , Id ,q is Id  with the diagonal blocks with 
indices in w set to zero, and Z?gc>  is D q c  with rows of blocks not in u set to zero.
Table 4.2: Hoo norms in the presence of sensor outages for multirate decentralized designs.
Multirate Conservative Multirate Reliable (to y\ = 0)
a no failure
©II oII no failure 2/1 =  0 $ II © no failure 2/1 =  0 to II O
29 3.66 unstable 5.37 4.57 unstable 7.32 7.15 8.86 7.20
26 3.66 unstable 5.37 4.56 unstable 7.29 7.65 8.68 7.77
Again, as for the single-rate designs of Chapter 2, the closed-loop system becomes unstable if 
yi =  0 when the Hoo-norm-bounding designs are applied. The reliable controller design (for outages 
of yi) stabilizes the system for any single sensor outage. Because the multirate reliable design is 
more conservative, the norm bounds resulting from the multirate reliable controller are higher than 
in the single-rate case in Table 2.2.
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, Jioo-norm-bounding and sensor-outage reliable decentralized controller designs 
were developed for control systems with sensors and actuators operating at different, rationally re­
lated, sampling and zero-order-hold rates. A  simplified problem was solved in the reliable controller 
design case adding to the conservatism of the design. A  bound was found on the conservatism of 
the design. The numerical scheme for finding the solution to the decentralized design equations of 
Chapter 2 was modified to apply to the design equations resulting in this chapter. An example was 
then worked, and a new Hamiltonian matrix was derived to determine the H00 norm of the resulting 
closed-loop system, which has a disturbance throughput term in the regulated-output equation.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presented a unified approach to designing Jioo-norm-bounding and reliable decen­
tralized controllers for the continuous-time, discrete-time, sampled-data, and multirate control 
problems.
In Chapter 2, a unified approach for continuous- and discrete-time systems was presented for the 
JJoo-norm-bounding and reliable controller designs of [1] and [3] for state-feedback controllers and 
centralized and decentralized observer-based controllers. The reliable designs guaranteed stability 
and a performance-norm bound despite sensor or actuator outages in a prespecified set. In addition, 
the decentralized design was modified to guarantee a prespecified degree of stability for the closed- 
loop system. A  unified form of the bounded-real lemma in [1] and [3] was proved to derive the 
controller designs. Numerical techniques were presented for the solution of the design equations 
arising in the discrete-time decentralized problems.
In Chapter 3, a new state-space approach to sampled-data iZoo-norm-bounding controller de­
sign was presented. Explicit design equations were derived for decentralized iZoo-norm-bounding 
controllers by finding the limit of a sequence of two-rate decentralized controller design problems, 
each with the disturbance and regulated-output variables measured at multiple instances between 
sampling periods. A  more general bounded real lemma was found to accommodate the form of 
the two-rate problems with a disturbance throughput term in the regulated-output equation. The 
decentralized design was then modified to guarantee stability and a norm bound despite sensor 
outages in a prespecified set.
In Chapter 4 , a decentralized controller design for multirate sampled-data digital control systems 
was found that guarantees stability and a prespecified ^ - n o r m  bound for the closed-loop system. 
This involved lifting the multirate system to a single-rate form and then extending some of the 
results of Chapter 2 to systems with throughput terms in the measured-output, as well as in the 
regulated-output, equation. A  more conservative design was found, which was then extended to 
guarantee stability and an Hqq-norm bound despite sensor outages in any subset of a preselected 
set of subsystems sensor connections. The ZZqq norm of the closed-loop system was calculated in 
the example using a Hamiltonian matrix that was derived for systems with throughput terms in 
the output equation.
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The design norms for all of the problems addressed were related back to the Hqq norm of the 
underlying continuous-time system, obviating the need for the designer to “redesign” the controller 
in each case and facilitating the solution of the single-rate and multirate discrete-time design equa­
tions. An example was worked to compare the performance obtained from each type of controller 
design and to demonstrate that the solution methods proposed are effective.
More work should be done in the area of reliable control to make it viable for application to 
real control systems.
The reliable controller designs herein were derived for the infinite-horizon problem with zero 
initial conditions. In actual systems, outages sometimes occur during operation and the designer 
will be concerned with the transient response of the system to these outages. An “JJoo-norm” - 
bounding problem with nonzero initial conditions has been considered in [33], [34], for a new 
Hoo-like performance measure with weightings on the initial and final conditions imbedded in the 
norm. This can be approached using an extension of the bounded real lemma, for the design of 
reliable controllers for systems with nonzero initial conditions and, also, finite time horizon.
The reliable designs in this thesis guarantee performance and stability for outages in subsets of 
a limited set of the sensors or actuators. One would prefer designs that would perform well in spite 
of any single outage. Alternatively, one might like to optimize, in some sense, the combined use of 
reliable control and fault detection in a system.
Other designs that guarantee reliability to sensor and actuator outages could be found. A  
development of these and a comparison with the reliable designs herein would be of interest. Also, 
sensors and actuators can fail in other manners. For instance, sensor or actuator signals could be 
attenuated without being entirely lost, a constant bias term could be added to the signals, or the 
signal might be lost and the sensor or actuator noise remain. Designs that guarantee performance 
despite these other failure modes would be desirable. Reliable designs that bound other system 
norms would also be useful, especially to solve the reliable problem against bias terms in the sensor 
or actuator signals.
Further, research could be done into how redundancy should be optimally added to the system 
to enhance system reliability. The designs developed herein, or other reliable designs, could be used 
in developing analysis tools for determining where sensors and actuators should be placed in the 
system.
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APPENDIX A
PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND THEOREMS IN CHAPTER 2
The proofs of the lemmas and theorems in Chapter 2 axe presented here.
A .l Proofs of the Bounded Real Lemmas
First, the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 is presented.
L em m a  Consider a linear system Twz with a detectable realization
px — Fx +  Gw, x(0) =  0,
z =  Ex.
If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a real a >  0 such that
(i) F 'X L "1 +  X L -'F  +  TF*XL-lF  +  ¿¡X G G ’X L -1 +  H'H < 0
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG  >  0 
where L I  — T-^G G 'X , then
(a) the eigenvalues of F  lie in Dy, the stability region for sampling interval T
(b) U T jo o  <  a .
P r o o f
(a): Let v ^  0 be an eigenvector of F  satisfying Fv =  Xv. From (i),
0 > v'iF'XL-' + XL-'F + TF’XL-'F  + ^ X G G 'X L - '+ H 'H ^
=  (2ft(A) +  T|A|2) v*{XL~l)v +  jiv 'X G G 'X L -'v  +  v'H'Hv
=  (2ft(A) +  T|A|2) v*{X +  TXG(a2I  -  TG,XG)~1G,X)v 
+  v*XG(a2I  -  T G 'X G y'G 'X v  +
From (ii), each term is positive semidefinite, with the possible exception of the first. Thus, the first 
term is negative semidefinite:
(2R(A) +  T|A|2)  t>*(X +  TXG{aiI-  < 0.
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If
then
and
(2 » (A ) +  T|A|2) v’ (X  +  TXG(a2I -  TG'XG)~lG' X)v <  0, 
v~(X +  TXG(a21 -  T > 0
2K(A) +  T|A|2 <  0.
In that case, A is in the stability region. If
(2R(A) +  T|A|2)  v’ (X +  TXG(a2I -  =  0,
then all of the terms must be zero, and thus, in particular, Hv =  0. Since (F ,H ) is detectable, 
A E Dr, which proves (a).
(b): Showing that
is equivalent to showing that
iii’tl«ii00 <  «
F :=|M |32 - a 2iM|22 < 0 ,  Vw €
First note that
5 » >,( «  +  r r x , ( «  +  r ) - , ( ty x , ( o  dt =  _ i ( 0 ) ,X i ( 0 )  =  0 .
(In the continuous-time case, the integral is equal to
lim -  x (0yX a;(0),
t—*oo
the first term of which is 0 since, by (a), the system is stable. In the discrete-time case, the partial 
sums are
x(kT)'Xx(kT) -  x(0yXar(0).
These converge to —x (0 y X x (0 ) since the system is stable.)
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Now, we show that V  <  0.
v  =  IMI23 -  a 2IM l22 -  i ( 0) 'X x (0)
=  -  a 2w (t)'w (t)
+  j,(x(t +  T)'Xx(t +  -  x(t)'Xx(t))}
=  S Z o W  {h ’B  +  $(I  +  TF)'X{I +  TF) -  £ x )  x{t)
+  2x(t)' ( ( /  +  TF)'XG) w(t) +  w(t)' (TG'XG -  a21) m(i)] dt
=  ( H'H + F 'X  +  X F +  x(t)
+ 2x(ty  ( ( /  +  TF)'XG)  +  w{ty G - a 21) ui(i)] dt.
But, by (i),
F 'X L -1 +  X L~2F +  T F 'X L -'F  +  4 ¡X G G 'X L -1 +  H'H
=  H’H +  F 'X  +  X F  +  TF 'X F  
+  ( /  +  TF)'XG(a2I  -  TG'XG)~1G'X(I +  TF)
<  0.
Therefore,
V < S7=a(x (ty { -(I  +  TF)'XG(a2I -T G 'X G )-'G 'X {I  +  TF\)x{t)
+  2:*(«)' ( ( /  +  TF)'XG) +  { -{a 21 -  TG'XG)) w(t)) dt
=  -SZ0 W « )  -  (“ 3 /  -  TG 'X G )-lG'X(I  +  TF)x(t))'
■ ( o?l-  TG'XG) (w(t) -  (a21 -  TG 'X G )-2G 'X{I +  TF)x(t)) dt
<  0, by (ii).
□
Next, tbe proof is presented for Lemma 2.5.1, which is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, 
modified to guarantee that the system has a prescribed degree of stability, as defined in Defini- 
tion 2.5.1.
L em m a  Consider a linear system Twz with a realization
px — Fx -f Gw, x(0) =  0,
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z =  H x
with all unobservable modes of F  in Dj,. If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a real 
a >  0 such that
(i) F 'X L - 1 + X L - 1 F  + T P  X L '1 F  +  £ X G G 'X L - 1 +  tf'J? <  - ( 2  -  T^rjX
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG  >  0
where L :—I — T-^GG'X, then 
(a) the eigenvalues of F  lie in D j
(b) H T Joo <  a .
Proof
(a): Let v ^  0 be an eigenvector of F  satisfying Fv =  An. From (i),
0 >  ((2  -  Tri)ri +  2 »(A ) +  T|A|2) v"(XL~1)v +  (1 -  T (2 -  +  v'H'Hv.
Since 1 — T (2 — Trj)rj =  (1 — T t} ) 2 >  0, each term is positive semidefinite, as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2.1, with the possible exception of the first. Thus, the first term is negative semidefinite:
((2  -  Ttj)tj +  2 » (A ) +  T|A|2) v*(X +  TXG(a2I  -  T G 'X G ^ G 'X )v  <  0.
If
((2  -  Tri)ri +  2R(A) +  T\A|2) v*{X +  TXG(a2I -  TG 'X G )-1^ X ) v  < 0,
then
»• (X  +  TXG(a2I  -  TG'XG)~lG'X)v >  0
and
(2 — Trj)r} -f* 2R(A) +  T|A|2 <  0, 
which reduces to the condition for A €  DJ. If
((2  -  Tri)ri +  23t(A) +  T|A|2)  » * (X  +  TXG(a2I  -  T G 'X G ) -1 G 'X )t) =  0,
then all of the terms must be zero. In particular, Hv =  0. Since all unobservable modes of F  have 
eigenvalues in D%, A € D j, which proves (a).
(b): Showing that
H a llo o  <  <2
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is equivalent to showing that
V:=||^||22 -  o 2||u?||22 <  0, Vw £ £ 2-
Note that
ST-i)X<<t +  T '^X x ^ ± p -  -  x^ ,X x^ i  dt =  - z ( o ) 'x x ( o )  =  0.
We show that V  <  0.
V  =  W 22 - a 2||™||22 - i ( 0 ) 'X i ( 0 )
=  S Z 0[z(t)'z(t)-  a2w(t)'w(t) 
+  j,(x(t + T)'Xx(t +  — a :(i) '*z (i))]  di
=  S t e o W * ) ' (H'H +  * ( /  +  +  - $ X )
+  2 i ( i ) ' ( ( /  +  TF)'XG) +  w(t)‘ ( -
=  ST=0[(x(ty(B'H +  F 'X  +  X F  +  TF'XF))x(t)
+  2*(<)' ( ( /  +  TF)'XG) w(t) +  w(t)' (TG'XG -  a21) w(t)] dt.
But, by (i),
F'XL~l +  X l r 'F  +  T F 'X L -'F  +  ¿ X G G 'X L ^  +  H'H
= H'H +  F'X +  X F  +  TF 'X F
+  ( /  +  TF)'XG(a2I -  TG'XG)~lG'X(I +  TF)
<  - ( 2  -  Tii)r)X <  0.
Therefore,
V < S Z o [ * W  ( - U  +  TF)'XG(a2I-  (I  +  TF)) x(t)
+  2 x(ty(( I  +  TF)'XG) w(t) +  w(ty ( -(a 21 -  TG'XG)) u>(i)] dt
=  -<S“ 0 [w(t) -  (a21 -  T G 'X G )-xG'X(I  +  TF)x(t)]'
■ (a21 -  TG'XG) H < )  -  (a21 -  TG 'X G )-'G 'X (I  +  TF)x(t)] dt
<  0, by (ii).
□
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A .2 Derivations of the i/oo-norm-bounding Designs for Centralized Systems
First, the derivation is given of the unified formulation of the state-feedback controller in The­
orem 2.3.1.
T h e o re m  For the centralized system (2.1), (2 .3), with ( A , # )  detectable and with state-feedback 
(2 .4), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and that HT^Hoo <  a  
is
K c =  -B 'X \ -\ I  +  TA)
where
A : = /  +  T(BB' -  \ G G r)X
and X  >  0 satisfies
(i) A 'X A " 1 +  XA~*A  +  T A 'X A -1 A -  X(BB' -  ^ G G ')X A " 1 +  H'H =  0
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG  >  0.
P r o o f Given the centralized system (2 .1), (2 .3), and the state-feedback (2 .4), the resulting closed- 
loop system is
px =  (A +  B K c)x +  Gwq 
/
z =
By the bounded real lemma, the sufficient condition is
(A +  B K ey X L “x +  XL~l(A +  B K C) +  F (A  +  B K e)'XL~l(A +  B K C)
+  ^ X G G 'X L -1 +  (.H' K *)
H
K c
=  0
(A -l)
and (ii) above. After some manipulations, using the matrix inversion lemma and cancelling terms, 
it can be shown that the first condition can be re-expressed as
0 =  A 'X  A -1  +  XA~xA +  TA'X A^1 A -  X(BB' -  -¿¡GG')X A~l +  H'H
+  (K c +  B 'X A -^ I  +  TA))'(I +  T B 'X L -xB){Kc +  B 'X A ~\I  +  TA)).
Setting K c =  —B'XA l(I -\-TA) results in the conditions in the theorem. □
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Next, the derivation is presented for the centralized observer-based controller of Theorem 2.3.2. 
T h e o re m  For the centralized system (2 .1), (2 .2), (2 .3), with (A,H) detectable and with observer- 
based feedback (2 .5), (2 .6), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable 
and that ||7Vve«||oo <  «  is
K c =  +  TA), K d =  ^ j G ' X A - V  +  TA),
k ° = (i -  - l y x r V + t a w 'yc',
a1
where
A := I  +  T(BB' -  ^¡GG')X, H := I +  T Y (C C  - -¿¡H'H), 
and X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A'XA" 1 +  X A -'A  +  TA'XA~lA -  X(BB ‘ -  ¿ G G ' ) X A ’ 1 0
att1y + n ~'ya' + tab- 'ya' - n- xy{c'c -  T h 's )y + gg' = o
such that
p(YX) <
and the eigenvalues of A +  G K d — K°C  lie in Oj, and
(  a21 -  TG'a2Y ~lG -
- (X  Y )■=
l TK°'(a2Y ~l -  X)G  a21 -  T K ^ r f Y -1 -  X )K ’
(or
X  >  0, a21 -  TG'XG  >  0,
\L-\I +  T A )-T K °C \ ^ 0 ,
and
a 2y _1 >  ( /  +  TA)'XL~l(I +  TA) +  TH 'H ).
P r o o f Let e :=(-  x .Then the closed-loop system resulting from applying the observer-based
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feedback (2 .5), (2 .6), to the centralized system (2.1), (2 .2), (2 .3), is
\ A +  B K C B K C
GKd A +  G Kd -  K°C
| | +  GeWe
z = = :H e
\ \
Applying the bounded real lemma, we obtain that the eigenvalues of Fe lie in D j  and \\TWeZ\ 0 < a 
if (i^e, He) is detectable and there exist a real symmetric matrix X e >  0 and a real a >  0 such that
(i) F iX 'L S 1 +  X 9L r xF. +  TF'eX tL r lFe +  j i X eGeG'eX eLe- 1 +  H'eHe =  0
(ii) a21 — TG'eX eGe >  0, 
where Le :=  I  — T^¡GeG^Xe.
Suppose that X e is of the form (jf ^  ) • This form creates a separation between the resulting state 
and output Riccati equations, which is desirable for computability whenever it can be achieved.
Condition (i) can be manipulated to find conditions in terms of the basic matrices. First, let
\
:=  L ,-1
O il Qi2 
ÎI21 fî22
L T~pGG'X1
T ^ G G ’X  I -T ± ,{ G G ’ +  \ ,
-1
I L -1 + L - 1T £G G 'X 1D -1T-1sG G 'X L-1 -L -^ T jjG G 'X iD -1 
-D - 'T jiG G 'X L -1 D -1
D := I — T -^ K °K °'X 1 -  
az ad
where
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The upper-left element in Equation (i) is then
0 =  (  A + B K c)'XSlu + (GKi y x 1iln  + X n n (A + BK <:) + XSh2(GK
+ H'H +  K aK c +  ¿ X G G 'X f i n  -  ¿ X G G 'X 1il21 
+  T(A +  B K cy x a n (A +  B K ‘ ) +  T{A +  B K 'yxth ^ G K *)
+  T{GKdyX\Slzi{A +  B K C) +  T(GKiy x in22{GKi)
=  (A +  B K c)'XL~l +  X L -\ A  +  B K ')  +  T(A  +  B K ‘ )'XL~\A  +
+  4 , XG G 'XL - 1 +  (H' K a)(gc)
+  T(^,GG'XL~l(I  +  T(A +  B K C)) -  
■ X 1D -l(^ G G 'X L -\ I  +  T(A +  -
The first part of this equation is (A .l ) . If the last term is equal to 0, then the state Riccati Equation 
(2.14) results. The last term can be forced to be 0 by letting
GKd =  - 4 GG'XL_1 (I +  TA +  T B K C), 
a1
which is satisfied if
K d =  -4  G'XL~l{I  +
or
Note that if
K c =  -B 'X A ~ \ I  +
then
K d =  I j G 'X i - 'C A  -  T B B 'X )A -\I +  TA) =  -^ G 'X \ -\ I  +  
a 2 a
From the upper-right element of (i), we find, after cancelling terms, that
0 =  ( /  +  T(A +  B K C))'X L -1(BK C) +  K aK c,
which is satisfied if
K c =  -B 'X L ~ \ I  + TA +  TBKC).
But K c =  -B 'X A -\ I + T A )  satisfies this. Thus, K d =  ±[G'X A -\ I + T  A) satisfies the upper-left 
element’s equation. The lower-left element of (i) reduces to the upper-right element of (i). The
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lower-right element of (i) can be rearranged to
0 =  T(A +  GKd -  K°C-  TA! GG'XL~1B K c)iX 1D~1
• (A  +  G K d -  K°C -  T-^GG'XL~1B K C) + T {B K ')'X L ~\B K c)
+  K aK c +  (-4 +  GKd -  K°C  -  T ^G G 'X L ~1B K c)'XiD~l 
+  X\D~x(A +  GKd -  K°C -  T-iIGG'XL~lB K c)
+  ( ¿ * 1  GG'XL~xTA,GG' +  ^¡XiGG' +  ¿ ¡ X ^ K ^ X t D - 1.
This reduces the problem to two cases— the continuous-time case if =  0 and the discrete-time 
case if T/ 0.
First consider the case T =  0. Note that Xi D~x - *  Xi as T -+  0. The equations then reduce 
to
0 =  K aK c +  (A  +  G K d -  K “CyXi +  X^(A +  GKd -  K°C)
+  i ,X lGG'Xl +  A! X lK °K °'X 1.
Here, K c =  —B 'X  and K d =  A^G'X, and thus
0 =  X B B 'X  +  (d  +  ¿¡G G 'X -  K 'CyXy +  X ,( A  +  ^¡GG'X  -  K°C)
+  GG'Xi +  ^ X iR oK -'X i.
From [25], this is satisfied by the design equations
K° =  ( I - ^ Y X ) ~ xYC', Y :=  a2(X  +  Xi)~x, p(YX) < a2
AY +  YA' +  \ Y H 'H Y  -  YC'CY +  GG' =  0, 
a*
which are also the limit of Equations (2.12), (2.16), and (2.15) as T -*• 0.
Now consider the case T ^  0. Multiplying both sides of the equation by T and adding and 
subtracting X\D~l , we obtain
Xi =  (I +  T(A +  GKd -  K°C - T ^ G G fX L -lB K c)),X 1D -1 
• ( /  +  T(A +  G K d -  K°C  -  T jsG G 'X L -'B K 0))
+  TK^Ko +  (TBKc)'X L -l(TBKc).
This simplifies to
X t =  ( Z - ^ J  +  TA) -  T IF C yX x D -'iL -'il  +  TA) -  TK°C)
+  ( /  +  TA)'XL~x(I + TA) T A y X K +  TA). ^
Multiplying both sides of Equation (2.14) by T, we find that
X  =  ( /  +  TA)'XA~x(I +  TA) +  TH'H,
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which we add to the previous equation to obtain, after simplification,
X  +  X x =  ( L -\ I  +  T A )-T K °C ) 'X lD -l{L -\ I  +  T
+  {I +  T AY X L “ 1 {I +  TA) +  TH'H.
*
Let Y  :=  a 2( X  +  X x)- 1 . We require that X i  >  0 and X  >  0, so that ( X  +  X x) is invertible and 
X e >  0. These assumptions on X  and X i  are equivalent to requiring that 1 >  0 and p(YX) <  a 
since X i -1  =  ¿ ( /  -  d , y x ) _1y  and X  +  X x =  and Y  is a real, symmetric matrix.
Substituting, we find that
a 2 y - i  =  ( /  +  T A y X L -\ I  +  TA) + TH'H 
+  {L -1{I +  T A )-T K °C ) '
. ( J j ( j  _  J j y X ) _1y  -  T±sK°K°' -  L - 'T ^ G G ') -1  
■ (L~1{I +  T A )-T K °C ) .
Multiplying on the left by (I +  TA)n"ly  and on the right by II-1y(J +  TA)1, where II is defined 
by (2 .13), and simplifying,
a>(I +  TA)n“1Y(-I  +  TAy
=  (i +  T A ) n - ' y ( / + t a )'x l - \ i + T A j n - ' y c / + t a )'
+ a2(I +  T A )n -1Y T C 'C n -xY {I +  TA)'
+ ( /  + IVOn-'yCL-V + TA) -  TK°C)'{I -  ¿ rX y )« -1 
. ( /  _ 4ryx)(X "1( /  + TA) -  TX‘>G)n-1y(7 + TA)’
t  :=  ( I - ^ Y X ^ i l - ^ Y X r ' Y - L - ' T ^ G G ' X I - ^ X Y )
- ( I -  £ y x )t £ k °k °'{i  -  4fXy)
=  ^ { I - ^ Y X ) ( I - T ^ G G 'X ) - \ Y - T G G ')
- ( I -  £ y x )t £ k ° k °\ i- ¿ x y ) .
where
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Thus,
a2(I +  TA)BrlY {I  +  TA)'
= (i + TA)ii“1y(7 + + TA )n-1y  ( /  + t a )'
+ a2(I + TA)U-lYTCCTi-lY{I + TA)'
+ a2[(I + TA)a~lY(I + -  ¿ X Y )
-  (I + TA)n-lYC’TK°'(I -  4 jxy )]
• [(/ -  j,YX)L~\Y -  TGG') - ( I -  ±,YX)TK°K°'{I -  ^¡XY)\~2
• K1 ~ ¿ 1  Y X )L ~ \I +  T A ) n - 'y ( /  +  TA)'
-{I-¿YX)TK°CU-1Y(I + TA)'].
Noting that
a21 -  XL~x(I + T A ^ -'Y il  + TA)'
= X L ~ 2(Y  -  TGG' -(/ + T A ^ - 'Y i l  +  TA)'),
we see that
y  -  TGG' =  (I  + TA)n~lY {I +  TA)' (A.3)
and
K°'{I -  -KxY)  =  C n -'Y il  +  TA)' (A .4)
satisfy this condition. The first of these, (A .3 ), can be reduced to (2.15) by-recalling that T  ^  0 
and dividing both sides by T , and the second, (A .4 ), is equivalent to (2.12).
Now we still must check the detectability of (Fc1He) and find conditions for (ii) to hold.
First, we check the detectability condition. We assume that (A , H) is detectable and that the 
eigenvalues of A  +  G K d -  K°C  lie in Dt and must show that it follows that (Fe,H e) is detectable. 
Let v =  Q )  ^  0 satisfy
A  +  B K C 
G K d
B K C \
u =  Xv
A +  GKd -  K°C )
(A .5)
(
Hev =
\
H 0 >
v =  0.
K c K c j
(A .6)
From (A .6 ), Hv\ =  0 and K c(vi -f V2) =  0. From (A .5),
Avi =  At>1 +  B K C(%?i +  V2) = Av 1.
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Since (A ,H ) is detectable, A is in the stability region or Vi =  0. Suppose that Vi =  0. Then, 
(A +  G K d -  K°C)v2 =  Av2, and thus A € DT. Hence, (Fe, Jie) is detectable.
Condition (ii) is
a 2/  -  TG'eX ,G e >  0, (A .7)
which can be expanded as (2.17). If we assume further that 0, then (A .7) is equivalent to
0 <  X r 1 -  T^
or to
X ~ x -  T A ,G G ' T 4 jG G ' N
T j,G G ' X ~ x -  T jr (G G ' +  K°K°') j
\
T jsG G 'X L -1 7
LX~x 0 
0 D X r 1
I  T-±,XL~xG 
0 7
a21 — TG'XG >  0
and, by (A .2 ), as long as |£_1(7 +  TA) -  TK°C\ 0, which is reasonable for small T, 
0 <  X i  -  (7  +  T A )'X l~x(I + TA) +  (7  + TA)'XA~x(I  +  T A )
= X i + X  -  T H ’H  -  (7 +  TA ) 'X L~ x( I  + TA ),
\
or, equivalently,
a2Y~x >  ( I  +  TA)fX L -1 (I +  TA) +  TH'H.
□
A .3 Derivations of the Reliable Designs for Centralized Systems
First, the derivation of the sensor-outage reliable controller design from Theorem 2.3.3 is pre­
sented.
T h e o re m  For the centralized system (2 .1), (2 .2), (2 .3), with (A,H) detectable and with output 
feedback (2 .5), (2 .6), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and 
that ||Tw.,||oo <  a for all sensor failures a; C ii is
K c =  —B‘XA~l(I +  TA), K d =  ^ G ' X A - y  +  TA),or
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k ° =  (i -  ^ ¡ y x )~ +  T A )n - l y c '
where
A  :=  /  +  T{BB ‘-  ^ G G ')X , 1 1 := /  +  TYfCa'Ca -  ¿ - f f ' - f f )
and X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A 'X A -1  +  X A - 1 A  +  T A 'X A -'A  -  X{BB‘ -  ^ G G ')X K ~ l +  H'H +  a 2Cn'Cn =  0 
A n - ‘ y  +  i r ' y A '  +  t a u - ' y a ' -  w 2Y (ca'c a - \ h 'h )y  +  =  o
such that
p(YX) < a2
and the eigenvalues of A  +  G K d — K °C  lie in Dt , and
E(X,Y) > 0
and, for all u Ç ÎÎ,
y  _  /  a21 -  TG'a2Y~xG TG'(a2Y ~x -  X)Kg, \ q 
(  T K £{a2Y~x -  X)G a21 -  T X | '(a 2^ -1  -  X)K°a
(or, instead of the conditions on E(X,y) and E(X, y),
X  > 0, a21 -  TG'XG >  0, 
\L~X{I +  T A ) -T K 0C\ 0,
and
a2y - 1 > (I +  TA )'XL~\I  +  r A )  +  TH'H  +  Ta2Ca'Ca ).
P r o o f Consider the closed-loop plant with and without sensor failures u C SI. The system without
outages is
/
Fk =
A +  B K C B K C
GKd A +  G Kd -  K°C
(
(
a  =
G 0
-G  K°
H„ =
\
H 0
K c K c
The system with outages is 
Fe =
A +  B K C B K C
G Kd -  K°CU A -
=  F .—
0 0 ^
K °C U 0
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Ge =
0 'i /  0 01«II
1 {  0 K
Titus,
G
He =  He.
Fe = Fe -  K°JCv
/=»/ _r* n* v ° v ° 1(jc(je — OrcGre -R-ue-K-we
H'eHc =  H'eHe
where
K e '=
(
K
Cue ■— [Cu 0).
We would like to see how the Riccati equations need to be changed to satisfy the bounded real 
lemma when sensor outages occur. Consider condition (i) of the bounded real lemma. First, note 
that
L ?  =  ( I - T ^ G ^ X , ) - 1
-1
-1
=  (L .-T jjtK Z .i : « * , )
= I . - 1 -  L r 'T & K 'i  I  + T^K°JcX 'L '-'K Zey lK°J'X'Lt 
Therefore, condition (i) becomes
F i x , ! - 1 +  X 'L ^ F , +  T y x , ! ; 1! '  +  +
=  F ,'X 'L '-1 +  X 'L '- 'F ,  +  TF,’X ,L ,~lF, +  ^ X ,G ,G ,'X ,L ,~ l 
+ H ’H, +  a2Ci,Cue -  +  ± K « ,X ,L r l {I  +
■ ( /  +  T & K Z .X 'L .-1K Z')-\aC U' +  +  TF,)).
Let X e >  0 satisfy
F,'X ,L ,~x +  X ,L ,-xF, +  T F ,'X ,L ,-xF, +  +  H'„H,
+  a ?C 'C u, =  0.
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Then,
F 'X . Z - 1 +  X 'L ;lFc +  T F iX 'L -'F , +  ¿ X ^ G ' X . Z ; 1 +  n',Hc
=  - ( a C we +  1;K°J'X,L'-\I +  TFe))'(I +  Tj,K°JcX 'L r 1K e) - 1
■ (aC Ue + ¿X"XeZe-'(/ + rz;))
if
<  0
0 <  I  + T-^K°JeX eL '-xK e
'o
kue"=  I  +  T £ K * ( X e +  TXeGe(a2I  -  TGJXcG^)~1G jX e)K ‘j 
This condition is satisfied if a21 — TGerX eGe > 0.
But the Riccati equation for X e depended on us and we want this design to work for all to C Q. 
Let X e >  0 be such that
where
i V X .Z « " 1 +  X 'L r 'F '  +  TFe'X eLe~lFe +  ¿ X . G . G . ' X . Z . - 1 +  HJH, 
+  a ’ C ^ C n , =  0
Cii„ := (Cn 0).
(A .8)
Then,
F i x , ! : 1 +  X 'L j'F t  +  T F lX 'L -'F ' +  ^ X ,G eG'eX eL :1 +  H’cHe
= -(<*Cwc +  lK °J 'X 'L '-'(I  +  TF'))‘(I +  TX,K°J'X'Lc- 1KZc)~l 
■ {aCwc +  ¿ i f "  X tLt- \ l  +  TFC))
+  a 2(C ^ C „ e -  Ca'Ca,)
<  0
if H (X , Y ) =  a21 -  TGJXeGs >  0.
Next, we must find out how the additional term in (A .8) affects the individual Riccati equations. 
The constant term (not containing X e) in (A .8) is
K H ,  +  a 2C ^ C n „
{H 'H  + a2Cn'Cn) + K ^ K 0
K a K e
K C,K C N 
K aK c j  ’
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Also, H does not appear in any other term of (A .8), and thus (A .8) is equivalent to condition (i) of 
the bounded real lemma applied to the standard case with every H'H  replaced with H 'H +a2Cn'Cn. 
Thus, the conditions can be found by replacing H'H with H'H  +  a2Cn'Cn. Hence,
n  :=  I  +  T Y iC 'C -^ iH 'H  +  atCn'Ca))
=  I  +  T Y (C n 'C n -jiH 'H )
and X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy (2.18) and (2.19). The gain K° is changed only through the changes 
in X , Y, and II.
Next, we must check how condition (ii) of the bounded real lemma is affected. Condition (ii) 
becomes, for all u C II,
0 <  a21 — TG’eX cGe
=  a21
(  a11 -  TG'a2Y ~lG TG'{a2Y ~2 -  X )K q
\ TK^!(a2Y~l -  X)G a2I  -  T K i 'i ^ Y -1 -  X )K i
= :  S  (X ,Y).
Alternatively, if we assume that X  >  0, then
0 <  a21 -  TG'eX ,G c
is equivalent to
0  <  x r 1 - T ^ G eG't
( X - 1 -  TXsGG'
v T-frGG' X i~ 2-  T +  K °K °' -
I
G G 'X L-1
0  ^
1 )
' LX~l 
V 0
0 \
D X1~2 +T ^K Z K Z '
I  TjpXL~xGG' \
0 /  ) '
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This is equivalent to
a21 -  TG'XG >  0
and
0 <  D X r 1 +  T ^ K IK °J . (A .9)
But (A .9) holds if 0 <  DX\~l. This is also the condition that forces E(Af, Y) >  0. Therefore, 
conditions for this will satisfy both E (X , Y) >  0 and E (X , Y ) >  0. By (A .2 ), 0 <  D X i -1  is satisfied, 
as long as |L~l(I +  TA) -  TK°C\ £  0, if
0 <  X\ -  (I +  TA),XL~1(I +  TA) +  (I +  TA),XA~1(I +  TA)
= X i +  X -  T H 'H  -  Ta 2Cn'Ca -  ( I  + T A ) 'X L - \ I  + TA ),
or, equivalently,
a2Y~l >  ( /  +  TA)fX L ’ 1 {I +  TA) +  TH'H  +  ToPCq'Cq.
W e also check the detectability condition. We must check if
(Fe, He) =  (Fe - K eC„e,H e)
is detectable. Suppose that v =  Q )  ^  0 satisfies
(Fe -  K °eCwe)v =  Au, Hev =  0.
Then,
Avi =  Au, Hv i =  0.
Since (A , H) is assumed detectable, then either A is in the stability region or iq =  0. If == 0, 
then
and
(  0 I 0
1 = ^ 1
\ V2 ) \ v2
( 0 ^
He
l " 2 >
=  A
0
v2
= 0.
This reduces to the standard case; then, since the eigenvalues of A +  GKd -  K°C  lie in Dt , A is 
in the stability region. □
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Next, the derivation is given for the actuator-outage reliable controller design in Theorem 2.3.4. 
T h e o re m  For the centralized system (2.1), (2.2), (2 .3), with (A , H) detectable and with output 
feedback
u =  K c£, wo =  K d£, m  =  
p£ = A£ +  Bu +  Gwo -  Bquci +  K°{y -  C f ),
a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and that ||T«;eir||oo <  a f ° r 
all actuator failures u C ii is
K c =  -B 'X A ~ \ I  +  TA), =  -^ G 'X A ~ \ I +  TA),
K a = - B n'X A -\ l  +  T ),
k ° =  (i -  - l y x ) _1( / + r ^ n - ' y c '  
a -5
where
A  :=  /  +  T(BWbBa' -  ~ G G ')X , 1 1 := /  +  TY(C'C -  A b 'B)
0l u
and X  >  0 and Y  >  0 satisfy
A'XA~l +  XA~xA +  TA'XA~lA -  -  ~^GG')XA~l +  HfH =  0
x a r lY  +  n  ~xy a ' +  t a v t ' y a ' -  n - xy ( c ' c  -  ^ h 'b )y  +  g g ' +  c?BaBa' =  o
such that
p(YX) < 2 
and the eigenvalues of A +  G K d — K°C +  B K C lie in D j- and
/  -  T(Ba- Ba')XeLe- 1 i ^ , )  > 0
( or
X  >0, X - 1 -  t \ g G' -  >  0, 
a1
|(i -  TBaBa'X)~\I +  TA) -  TK°C\ /  0,
and
a 2y -1  >  ( /  +  TA)'X(L  -  TBa+ TA) + T B 'B ).
P r o o f If we set u =  K c£ in the design, then, when failures occur, the actual control becomes 
u =  Thus, the actual controlled system will be
px =  Ax +  BKci  -  +
I l l
Assume the original form for the observer, with no un term. The resulting system without actuator 
outages is
f A +  B K C B K C
K GKd A +  G Kd -  K°C
\
F, =
Ge =
G 0
- G  K°
The system with actuator outages is
/
S e =
H 0
K c K c
F. =
B K C -  B „K lA +  B K C -  BWK*
K GKd +  BwK l A +  GKd- K 0C +  BuKcu
(
=  Fe -
\
-B „ K C„ - B ujK?.,w J
Ge = Ge, He =
H
= H , -
0 0
Therefore,
and
where
Fe =  Fe -  B ^ K
fjt TT __  T T /  TT TSCJ JSCIlgllg — ij. g.1.1 g " ueA we.
Bum :=
1 ^ 
j
K e ■■= ( K
We would like to see how the Riccati equations need to be changed to satisfy the bounded real 
lemma when actuator outages occur. Consider condition (i) of the bounded real lemma. First, note
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that L~l =  Le l . Then,
F'XeL~l +  X eL~l Fe 4- TF'.XcL~l Fc +  ■¿1 +  H'cHe
= F Z X ' L r 1 + X ' L - ' F ,  +  TF 'cX 'L ' - l F '  + ± ,X 'G cG'eX 'L c- 1 + H'eH c
-  K Z 'B l'X 'L '-l(I +  TFe) -  ( /  +  T F .y x .L .- 'B v .K l,
+  T K Z 'B l'X 'L '-'B v'K Z , -  KS'KZ.
=  F'XtL '-1 +  X 'L r lFc +  TF’'X 'L '-xFe +  ^ X eG ,G ',X ,L ,-1 +  H'eHe
+ (I +  T F 'Y X 'L '-lBn'(I -  TB'^X+ TFe)
-  [K2.(I-  TB'ueX tL<TxBue] +  ( /  +  T F ')'X 'L '-lB„t\
*(1 - T B l ' X ' l ' - lB „ ') -1
■ { { I -T B l 'X 'L '- 'B wt)K lt +  B l 'X 'L '- 'd  +
+  ( /  +  T F 'Y X 'L '-'B vX I -  TB'wtX eL F xBwe)~lBleX eL r \ l  +  TFe)
-  ( /  +  TFtY X 'L '-lBaXI -  TB,0aX tL ,-1Ba,)~ 1B'a,X .L . - 1d  +  TF.).
If X e > 0  and /  -  TB 'acX eL '~ xB ae >  0, then ( X ^ “ 1)“ 1 -  T B acB'ae >  0 since
( ( X ' L r 1)-1 - T B a t B ^ y 1
=  X e i , - 1 +  X 'L '-'T B n X I ~  T B 'n 'X 'L '-'B n 'r 'B 'n 'X 'L '-1 ■
From this,
(XeX,-1) "1 -  T B „ cB'we >( X 'L '- l r l -  TBacB'd' > 0,.
and thus
( ( X ^ e - 1) - 1 -  T B ^B ’J ) ' 1 <  ( ( X e£ e- 1 )-1  -  TB a.B 'a .y1 .
Expanding both sides, we find that
Bucd  ~ T B i 'X 'L r 'B ^ y 'B i '  < Baed ~ T B 'n .X . i . - ' f l o « ) " 1^ ,
from which we conclude that together the last two terms of the expression resulting from (i) are 
negative semideiinite. Also, since (XeLc~l)~l — TBu,eB,<jJe >  0, then
( I - T B '^ X d F 'B ^ y 1 =  I  +  TBle((X ,L r 1)~1 -T B ^ B l J - 'B ^  >  0,
and therefore the third to last term is also negative semideiinite. Thus, we satisfy condition (i) of 
the bounded real lemma by setting
0 =  F[XcL r l +  X d r 'F '  +  T F iX 'L '-lFe +  4 j  X eGcG'eX eL F l +  H'CHC 
+  ( /  +  T F .Y X .L .-lB a.d  ~ TB,acX tl r 1Ba.)~ 1B'0,X .L r 1d  +  TFe).
(A .10)
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Now consider how this change affects the Riccati equations. Substituting GeGfe +  a2BneB^e for 
GeG'e also changes Le. After some manipulations,
0 =  F{XtL ,-x +  X 'L C lFt +  TF'cX cL ,rlFe +  ± X eGeG'tX 'L r 1 +  H'eH,
becomes (A .10). Thus, the changes in the theorem derived from (i) can be found by substituting 
GeG'e +  a2BQeBQe for GeG'e. This is equivalent to substituting GG1 +  a2 Bn Bn for GG', as can be 
seen by expanding
7 GG' -G G '
-G G ' GG' +  K°K°'
GeG'e =
'  GG' +  a2BaBa' -G G ' -  a2BaBn'
GcG'e +  a2BncB'nc =
^ -G G ' -  a 2f in in ' GG' +  a2BnBn' +  K °K °'
This is equivalent to replacing G everywhere with (G a Bn). The changed equations are (2.23), 
(2.24), and
A  := I  +  T(BaBa' - ± G G ') X ,
and, in the observer,
(G ctBn)m -  ~z(G a # n ) ( a2 n/) X A _1( J +  T A )f
=  ± ,G G 'X \ -\ I +  TA)( +  B aB a'X A -\I +  
which accounts for the extra term in the observer.
The equivalence, and thus the substitution, was only for condition (i) of the bounded real lemma 
because its form was found to be equivalent to the standard form with the substitution. We check 
condition (ii) and detectability next.
Consider condition (ii)
a21 -  TG'eX eGe >  0
and our assumption
I  — TBfaXeL'*1 Bile >  0.
If X  > 0, they can be rewritten as
/  X - ' -T -^ G G ' T ^G G ' \
l T-^GG' X r 1 -T j? (G  I
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and
( X ~ l -  T^pGG' TjpGG* \  (  TBqBq -T B qBq
 ^ T ^ G G ’ X 1- 1 -T ^ ( G G > +  K °K of) )  > {  -T B aBQ' TBQBQ' }
Since .
/  TBoB q' - T B M
\ -TBnBft TBnBQ'
the latter is more restrictive and will guarantee (ii). But this is equivalent to
/  X ^ - T ^ ( G  aBQ) ( X .)  a B n ) ^ )
\  T j,(G  *B n) ( X ’) * “ 1 -  T M (G  M f Ba)  +  K °K °‘)
This is the same as in the standard problem except that G is replaced, as in condition (i), by 
(G aBn). But then the conditions guaranteeing this can be found, using (i), by substituting for G 
in the standard conditions. Thus, we require
0 < X - 1 -  t \ g G' -  TBnBa' a1
(or 0 <  /  -  TBa’X L -'B n ), and, if |(L -  TBaBa'X )~ \ I  +  TA) -  TK°C\ ?  0,
aPY-1 >  ( I  + T A )'X (L -T B aBSi,X ) -\ I  +  TA) +  TB'H
=  (I  + TA)'XL~\I +  T A )  +  T H 'H  
+  ( /  +  TA)’X L -'T B n{I -  T B n 'X L -'B n Y 'B a'X L -1 {I +
Now, check the detectability condition. We require (Fe,H e) to be detectable. Suppose v =  
(¡£) ^  0 satisfies
/  A +  B K C- B WKZ BK0 -  BUKZ \ ci M II M
\ G Kd +  BWK CW A +  G Kd — K°C  +  BWKZ) \ V2 /
H 0
K C-K Z  K C-K Z
Vi
v2
=  0.
Then, Avi =  Xv! and Hvi =  0. Since (A,H) is detectable, either vx =  0 or A is in the stability 
region. If z?i =  0, then
(A  +  GKd + B „K C„ -  K°C)v2 =  Xv2
and
[BKC -  B „K cw)v2 =  0,
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and thus
(A +  -  K°C  +  =  
Thus, A is in the stability region and (Fe,H e) is detectable. □
A .4 Derivations of the Controller Designs for Decentralized Systems
First, the derivation for the ffoo-norm-bounding decentralized controller design of Theorem 2.4.1 
is presented.
T h eo rem  For the decentralized system (2 .7), (2 .8), with (A, H) detectable and with observer- 
based feedback (2.10), (2 .11), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable 
and that HT^Hoo <  a is
Kf =  -B \X , ¿ € { 1 , 2 , . . . , ? } ,  K d =  \ c x ,or
where
X-.= X A ~ \ l +  TA),  -.= I  +  T(BB'-L:=I - T ^ G G 'X
ql* a1
and K q block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
A 'X A -1  +  X A _1 A +  T A ' X A  -  X(BB' -  ^ G G ')X A " 1 +  H'H =  0
a*
A /W  +  WA'j +  TAjWA'j +  £  -  T ^ G 'X G r lG'c +  ^K °DK%
+  (I +  TAi)WX'DBD ((I  +  TB'XL~lB ) " '  -  TB'DXDWX'DBDy l
■ B'D X D W ( I  +  T A , ) '
+  TK°dCd (W - 1 -  TX'd Bd{I  +  T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd ) - 1C'd K%
-  K lC o iW -1 -  TX'dBd{I +  T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd ) -\ I  +  TA,)'
-  (J +  TAf )(W - 1 -  TX'dBd{I  +  T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd ) - 1C'dK g  =  0
where
Af(X)  :=A. + T-^ G cG 'X L~1BB'd Xd, 
such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  K°dCd are in the stability region and either
f a2I -T G 'X G -T G 'c W -lGc TG'c W ~lK°D  ^
TK%W~lGc a21 -  K°D j
5  D(X ,W )-.= >  0
or
X > 0 ,  a 2/ -  TG 'XG  >0, | / +  -  TK%Cd \/  0,
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W - 1 > TX,DBD(I + T B ,X L~lB)B,DXD.
P r o o f W e will use the bounded real lemma with the gains (2.25) where X  >  0 satisfies (2.27) and 
derive the remaining conditions. Let e,‘ :=  £,• — x and
ei ^
e :=  *
\ ep J
Then the closed-loop system resulting from applying the dynamic feedback (2.10), (2 .11), with 
gains (2.25) to the decentralized system (2 .7), (2 .8), is
/
A -  BB'X -BB'd Xd 
• ¡^GcG*X A e — K°dCd
G 0
-G C K°d
= :  Fe [ I +  GeWe,
z = •  ° H ‘ W . '
—B/X - b 'dx d)  \ e )  \
Applying the bounded real lemma, as before, with X e =  (q Xi)’ P3^  0 )  h35 upper-left, upper-right, 
and lower-left elements zero. The lower-right element of (i) takes the form
0 =  T(Ae -  K°dCd +  T £ G cG,X L -1BB,d Xd ),X 1D -1 
• (Ae -  K°dCd +  T ^ G cG 'X L -'B B b X o)
+  X'DBD(I  +  TB,X L -1B)BtDXD 
+  (A c -  K°dCd -  T ^ G cG'XL-'BB'dXdYX1D~1 
+  X\D~l{Ae — K qCd +  T -¿zGcG(X L~1BBd Xd )
■f {-¿¡XiGcG'XL^T-^GGq + -¿¡XiGcGq +  -¿pXiKpKfyXiD 1
where D :=  I — T -^K qK qX i — T~^Gc(I — T^jG'XG) 1G'CX i .
Now consider two cases, T =  0 and T ^  0. The case T =  0 reduces to
0 =  (Ae -K °DCDyX 1 + X 1(Ae -K °DCD) +  X ,DBDB,DX D 
+  “ ijX iGcGqX i +
where
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f X  0 ••• 0 ^
* £ > :=  °  X
: **. 0
 ^ 0 ••• 0 X  j
Substituting Kp  :=  a2WjjC'D and multiplying on the right and left by W  :=  X\~l , we arrive at 
the design equation from [25]:
0 =  WA'e +  AeW  +  WX'DBDB'DX DW - a 2W CfDCDW  
+ £ GcG'c +  a2{WD -  W)C'dCd (Wd -  W).
This is called a Riccati-like equation in [25] since, if the final term were a constant, it would 
be a standard Riccati equation. The unified form (2.28) reduces to this fornr when T =  0 and 
Kj) :=  oP'WdC'-q . The choice made in [25] for Wd was the block diagonal part of W. This was 
done to “minimize” the nonnegative-definite final term of the Riccati-like algebraic equation.
Now consider the case T ^  0. Multiplying by T and adding and subtracting X\D~l ,
X x =  TXqBd (I +  TB,XL~1B)B,d Xd
+  [ /  +  T(Ae -  K°dCd +  T^¡GcG*XL~*BB^Xd )]'X\D~x ( A . l l )
• [ /  +  T(Ae -  K°dCd +  T-^GcG 'X L -'B B ^X d )].
To simplify this expression, define Af as in (2.29). Then,
X i  =  TX’d Bd{I + T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd 
+  [(I +  TAf ) -T K °DCD]'
■ ( X r 1 -  T & G c (I -  T$G'X)- - T ^K °DK % )-1 
■{{I +  T A j)-T K °DCD}.
Subtracting the constant term and multiplying on either side by [ ( /  +  TAj) — TK°dCq]~1 , or 
its transpose, we obtain
( X , - 1 -  T ^ G C(I -  T ^G 'X G Y 'G 'c -  T K°dK q )~1
=  [ ( /  + T A ,) -T K °DCD]'-l{X 1 -  TX'dBd (I +  T B 'X L -iB)B'DXD 
■l(I +  TAt) -T K °DCD} -1.
Inverting and subtracting the constant term, we find
X i _1 =  [ ( /  +  TAj)  -  TKfjCoKXi -  TX'DBD(I  +  TB'XL~l B)B'DXD)~'
■{(I +  T A ,) -T K °dCd)'
+  T j,G c (I  -  T ^ G 'X G r'G 'c  + T^K °DK%.
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Substituting W := X i  l , we arrive at
W  =  [ ( /  +  TAf) -  TK°dCd](W - 1 -  TX'DBD(I +  TB,XL~1B)B,dXd)~1
■ [(I +  TA} ) -T K ° dCdY (A -12)
+  T ^ G c (I  -  T jjG 'X G y 'G ’c +  T^K°DK%.
Rearranging tbe terms reduces the above equation to (2.28). We arrange it this way to par­
allel the associated difference equation that converges numerically in our examples to the desired 
solution, as discussed in Section 2.6.
The substitution for K°D corresponding to the substitution in the continuous-time case would 
be K°d := a 2WDC'D, where WD is the block diagonal part of W . From working examples, we 
find that this choice results in minimal Boo norms close to those obtained for the continuous-time 
decentralized system.
Now, part (ii) of the bounded real lemma can be expanded directly as (2.30). If, further, we 
assume that X  >  0, then a21 -  TG'eX eG, >  0 is equivalent to X « ” 1 -  T-^G,G't > 0, which can 
be expanded as
I  0 \ /  L X -1 0 \ /  T+sXL-'GG'c
t ^ G cG'x l - 1 i  J \ o c x r 1 J \ o i
or to
a21 -  TG’X G  >  0
and, by (A .11), as long as \I +  TAf — TK qCd \ ^  0, to
X i  -  TX'DBD(I +  TB'XL~1B)B'd Xd >  0,
or to
W ’ 1 -  TX'DBD(I +  T B 'X L -lB)B'DXD >  0.
Now, we check the detectability condition. We assume that (A , J?) is detectable and that the 
eigenvalues of Ae -  K°dCd are in the stability region Dt and check the detectability of
(Fe,H e) =
A -  BB(X  -BB'dXd
 ^y -¿pGcG'X Ae — KpCo 
Let v -  (Wl) ^  0 satisfy Fev = Xv and Hev =  0. Then
Avi -  B(B'Xvi -f B'd XdV2) =  Avi,
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+  B'DXj)V 2) — 0, and Hv\ =  0,
and thus Av 1 = Xvi and Hv 1 =0. Since (A ,H ) is detectable, either A G or ui = 0. If Vi = 0, 
then (Ae — K°dCd )v2 =  Au2. But then A G iAr- □
Next, the derivation of the sensor-outage reliable controller design of Theorem 2.4.2 is presented. 
Theorem For the decentralized system (2 .7), (2 .8), with (A,H) detectable and with observer- 
based feedback (2.10), (2 .11), a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable 
and that ¡|TWeZ||oo <  a for all subsystem sensor failures u C H is
Kr =  -B<X, i e  {1 ,2 , K d =  \ g 'X,or
where
A := I  + T{BB‘ -\ G G ') X ,  L : = I - t X;GG'X  a2 a2
and ICq block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
A'XA" 1 +  X X -XA + T A 'X A -'A  -  X{BB' -  —¡G G ')X \~l 
+  H'H +  a2C'nCa =  0
Af W  +  W A) + T A j W A 'j  +  £ G C ( I  -  T ^ G ' X G ^ G ' c  + $K °DK%
+  ( /  +  TA,)WX'd Bd ( ( /  +  T B 'X L -'B )-1 -  TB'DXDWX'DBD)~l 
• B'dXdW (I +  TA/Y
+  TK°dCd (W -1 -  TX'd Bd ( I +  T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd ) - 1C'dK%
-  Kf)CD(W ~1 -  TX'd Bd(I  +  TB,X L -1B)B'dXd) -\ I  +  TAjY
-  (I +  TAj)(W ~1 -  TX'd Bd(I +  TB'XL-'iB)B'DXD) - lC'DK% =  0
where
A ,(X ) := A e +  T ^ G cG'XL-'BB'oXd ,
such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  K qCd are in the stability region and either both Ed (X, VF) >  0 
and, Vo; C fi,
2  D(X,W )-.=
a2I  -  TG'XG -  TG'CW~■2GC TG'c W ~lK °dq \ >  Q
\ T K ^ W -^ G c <*2i - t k %j v ~ 'k °Dq J
X > Q , a21 -  TG'XG >  0, \I + TAj — TK qCd \ /  0,
W ~x >  TX'dBd (I + T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd.
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Proof Since yt- =  0 Vi € w, the closed-loop system with outages has changes only in the K°iyi 
terms in the observers. The resulting closed-loop system matrices are
Fe =
A -  BB'X  
¿2GcG'X -  Kb^C*
-B B ’DXD 
Ae — KqCd
Ge
' G 0
v -G c  K f a )  ’
i - i  -  :  ) .
\ -B 'X  -B 'DXD )
We want to find conditions to guarantee that, for all w C ft, the closed-loop system will be 
stable and ||T«,e^ || <  a.
Note that the form of the changes to the closed-loop system matrices is the same as in the
sensor-outage centralized case, i.e.,
Fe =  Fe -  K LG G eG ' =  G eG ' -  S e =
except, in this case,
K e-.= I ° j ,  Cwe:=(C„ 0 ) .
Thus, following the development of the sensor-outage centralized case, if a21 -  TG'eX eGe > 0, 
the conditions that guarantee condition (i) of the bounded real lemma can be found by replacing H 
with (J i  ) in the conditions derived from (i). Thus, the change is only in (2 .33), since H appears 
only in that condition.
Next, we check when condition (ii) of the bounded real lemma,
a21 -  TG’eX eGt >  0,
and
a21 -  TGgXeGe > 0,
which is required from condition (i), hold for all u C ft. This requires that >  0 and
Ed (X ,W ) >  0 Vo; C ft.
If we assume further that X  > 0, these two conditions reduce to LX~l >  0, D X i “ 1 >  0, and 
DXx-1  +  TjpKb u >  0. The third of these inequalities holds whenever the second inequality 
holds, but the first two inequalities are the same as in the basic decentralized case. Since H does 
not appear in ( A .l l ) ,  the resulting conditions axe the same as in the basic decentralized theorem.
Finally, there are no changes in the conditions resulting from the detectability condition since 
the change in Fe appears only in the lower-left element. □
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Next, the derivation of the actuator-outage reliable controller design of Theorem 2.4.3 is given. 
Theorem For the decentralized system (2.7), (2.8), with (Ay H ) detectable and with observer-based 
feedback
p(i =  ¿ 6  +  E  BA  +  +  K °'(vi ~  <%•)
ieii
« . =  Kf& , v) =  Kw'0 =  K % ,
for i 6  {1 ,2 , . . . ,p } , a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop plant is stable and that 
||?Wz||oo <  a  for all a; C 0  is
K f =  -B [X , < € { 1 , 2 ,  K d =
where
A-.= I  +  T{BaB'a - ± G G ') X ,  L := I - T ± G G 'X  
and K q block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
A 'X A -1  +  X h~lA +  T A 'X A -'A  -  X(B aB'a -  A_1 +  H'H  =  0
A jW  +  WA'j +  T A ¡W  A'j +  ¿K °DKff
+ < *B c ,a )( I- T£ (a%,n)X(G <*Ba))- '(a%?J
+  (I  +  TA i)W X 'DB D {( I + T B 'X L - 'B ) - 1 -T B 'oXd WX'o Bd) - 1 
■B'dXdW {I +  TAi )'
+  TK ijCniW -1 -  TX'd Bd(I + T B 'X L -1 B)B'dXd ) - 1C'dK%
-  K b C o iW -1 -  TX'dBd{I +  T B 'X L -xB)B'd Xd ) -\ I  +  TA,)'
-  (I +  T A f^ W -1 -  TX'dBd{I  +  T B 'X L -1B)B'dXd ) - 1C'd K% =  0
where
Af (X) :=  Ae +  T^(G caB c,n)ia% )x ( L -T B QB'ilX r iBB'DXD
n
+  BD,nB'D nXD +  TBc,qB'qX(L  -  TBaB 'n X rlBB'DXD 
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — BcB'dXd — K^Cq are in Dt and
I  -  T -  B 'c^ X 'L ' -1
Bn
\ ~Bc,n )
>  0
or
X - 1 -  T -^G G ' -  TBaB'n >  0, | I + T A j  -  TK°DCD\ 0,
W '1 > TX'DBD[I +  TB'X(L  -  TBnB'aX ) - lB]B'DXD.
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Proof Suppose we start with the standard observer form (2.10). If the failures occur as u , =  0 Vi £ 
the changes occur in the state equation and the observer row of the output matrix. The resulting 
closed-loop system matrices are
1 A -  BB'X  +  BUB'WX  -BB'dXd +
v GcG'X-  Bc^SIjXAe -  K°dCd -  Bc^B'D wXD
f G 0 \ H 0 ^
Ge =
K - G C Kb ) ’
He =
- b ’qx ~B'D qXd j
The relationship between the system with failures and the system without failures can thus be 
expressed as
Fe = Fe -  BW'K cwt, G e =  G„,
S'tHt = H’eH, -  KZ'Kl,,
where, in this case,
K e-.=  ( -B I X  -B 'DmXD) .
The form of the changes is the same as that in the centralized actuator-outage case. Therefore, 
if X  >  0 and I  -  T B ^ X ^ L ^ 1 B^e >  0, the changes in the conditions that guarantee (i) in the 
bounded real lemma can be found by replacing C?eG ' by GeGfe +  a2 B^cB^e. But
GeG'e =
' GG' -GG'c
 ^ —GcG* GcGq +  KpKp
and
GeGfe +  a2 BçieBfQe —
GG* + o^ B qB q —{GG'c + a2 B qB qq)
—(GcG' +  a2Bc,nBn) GcG'c  4- ajBc,qB'Cq +  K°DK°LJ
Note that, if we change from the basic observer to one with an extra term corresponding to aBçu this 
is equivalent to substituting (G olBq) for G and (Gc &Bc,n) f ° r Gc in the conditions guaranteeing 
part (i) of the bounded real lemma in the basic decentralized case.
The modified conditions axe thus (2.39), (2.40),
A := I  +  T(BaB 'n -± G G ')X ,
and (2.41) where the Bd^B'D qXd term is a result of the presence of G in Ae.
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The change in the observer is 
(G olBçi)wq =  M G “ Za)(aa') X A -\ I  +
=  ¿ G G 'A -f ,  +  BQB'nX i„
Thus, the new observer is (2.37).
Now consider condition (ii), a21 -  TG'cX eGe >  0, and I  — TBQeX eLe~l Bne > 0 .  If X  >  0, 
they can be rewritten as
X - 1 -  T ± G G ’ T ^ G G ’c
T ^ G cG ’ X r 1 -  T £ (G cG'c +  K°dK%)
>  0
and
X ~ l -  T~hGGf T ^ G G ’c
Since
T ^ G cG ’ X r 1 -  T ^ iG cG ’o +  K°DK%)
1 B q  B q — T B q B q q
TBftB'n -TBnB'cn
- T  Bc,n Bq T Be, n B'Cq
> 0 ,
~TBc,a Bq TBc,aB'Cq 
the latter is more restrictive and will guarantee (ii). But this is equivalent to
X - ' - T ^ G  cBn)(a°',) T M G a * a ) ( J r )
T £ ( G c cBo m ) ^ )  * i_1 -  ((Gc aBClil)(J 'fn) +
>  0.
/
This is the same form as in the standard decentralized problem except that G is replaced by 
(G aBn) and Gc is replaced by (Gc aBc#), as in (i).
Thus, we obtain the conditions at the end of the theorem.
Now check the detectability condition in the bounded real lemma— that (Fe,H e) is detectable. 
Let (J£) be an eigenvector of Fe in the null space of He. Then,
A -  BB'X + BaB'uX -BB'DXD +  BuB'DiWXD ^ (
£  Gc'X- B c^B iX  Ae -  K°DCD -  BC,UB'D^X D
( H0 ^
 ^ -B 'X  +  BIX -B 'DXD +  j
Then Avi =  Ai?i and Hv\ = 0 .  Since (A,H) is detectable, either v\ =  0 or A € Dt - If v\ — 0, then
=  A
(Ae -  K qCd -  Bc,u>B'D u,Xd )v2 -  \v2
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and
(B'DXD -  B'd^X d )v2 =  0,
and thus
(Ae -  K°dCd -  BcB'dXd )v2 =
Thus, A G Dt , so (Fe,H e) is detectable. □
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APPENDIX B
PROOFS OF THEOREMS AND LEMMAS IN CHAPTER 3
The proofs of Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 from Chapter 3 are provided 
here.
B .l Proofs of Generalized Bounded Real Lemmas
First, the proof is presented for Lemma 3.3.1.
L em m a  Consider a linear system Twz with a detectable realization
px =  Fx +  Gw, x(0) =  0,
z =  Hx +  Ew.
If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a real a >  0 such that
(i) F'X  +  X F  +  TF 'X F  +  H'H
+  (H'E  +  ( /  +  TF)'XG)(a2I  -  TG'XG -  E'E)~1(E'H  +  G 'X(I  +  TF)) <  0
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG - E ' E >  0 
then
(a) the eigenvalues of F  lie in Dt , the stability region for sampling interval T
(b) U T jo o  <  a.
P r o o f
(a): Let v ^  0 be an eigenvector of F  satisfying Fv =  Xv. From (i),
0 >  vm(F'X  +  X F  +  TF 'X F  +  H'H
+  (H'E  + ( /  +  TF)'XG)(a2I  -  TG'XG -  E'E)~'(E'H  +  G 'X(I  +  TF)))v
=  (2£(A ) +  T|A|2) v*Xv +  v*H'Hv
+  v*(H'E +  ( /  +  TF)'XG)(a2I  -  TG'XG -  E'E)~l(E'H +  G 'X(I +  TF))v.
From (ii), each term is positive semidefinite, with the possible exception of the first. Thus, the first 
term is negative semidefinite:
(2S(A ) +  r|A|2) v’ X v <  0.
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If (23fc(A) +  T|A|2) v*Xv <  0, then vmXv  >  0 and 2£(A ) +  T|A|2 <  0. In that case, A is in the 
stability region. If (2&(A) +  T|A|2) v*Xv =  0, then all of the terms must be zero, and therefore 
Hv = 0. Since (F ,H ) is detectable, A G D T , which proves (a).
(b): Showing that
ll^u/zlloo — a
is equivalent to showing that
V :=\\z\\2 2 -  a 2H l 22 <0 , Vu? G £ 2.
First note that
ST=gX('t +  +t T ^— xW X x ®  dt =  - x ( 0 ) 'X * ( 0 )  =  0.
(In the continuous-time case, the integral is equal to
Urn x(tYX) - * (0 ) 'X * (0 ) ,
t—* oo
the first term of which is 0 since, by (a), the system is stable. In the discrete-time case, the partial 
sums are
x(kT)'Xx(kT) -  x{Q)'Xx(Q).
These converge to -a ;(0 ) 'X x (0 )  since the system is stable.)
Now, we show that V <  0.
V =  ||*||2a -  a 3||u>||22 -  * (0 ) 'X x (0 )
= <S^o[z(t)'2(t) -  a2w(t)'w(t)
+  $(x(t +  T)'Xx(t +  T) -  x(t)'Xx(t))] dt
=  SZo[x(ty (H'H +  y ( /  +  TF)'X(I  +  TF) -  i x )  x(t)
+  2 x{ty(B 'E  +  (I +  TF)'XG) w(t) +  w(i)' ( + TG'XG -  a21) w(t)] dt
=  S ” 0 W * ) ' +  F'x  +  X F + TF'XF) x(t)
+  2 x(t)'( H'E  +  {I + TF)'XG) +  u ( +  TG'XG  -  a21) w(i)] dt.
But, by (i),
F’X+XF+TF'XF+H'H+(H'E+(I+TFyXG)(a2I -TG'XG -E'E)-l(E'H + G'X(I+TF)) 
<  0.
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Therefore,
V < S 'Z a{x(t)'(-(H 'E +(I+TF)'X G )(a2I -T G 'X G -E 'E ) -l(E 'H +G 'X(I+TF)))x{t)
+  2x(t)'(H'E+(I+TF)'XG)w(t) + w(t)' ( - (  )) w(i)]
= -SZ0 [«>(*) -  (a21 —TG'XG— E 'E )~ 2(G'X(I+TF)E'H)*(<)]'
• {c tl -T G 'X G -E 'E )  [»(1) -  (a2I -T G 'X G -E 'E ) -1(G'X(I+TF)+E'H)x(t)} dt
<  0, by (ii).
□
Next, the proof is provided for Lemma 3.3.2.
Lemma Consider a linear system Twz with a realization
px =  Fx +  Gw, x(0) =  0,
z =  Hx -f Ew
with all unobservable modes of (F\ H) in Dj.. If there exist a real, symmetric matrix X  >  0 and a 
real a >  0 such that
(i) F'X  +  X F +  TF 'X F  +  H'H
+  (B ’E +  (I +  TF)'XG){a2I  -  TG'XG -  E 'E)~\E'E  +  G'X (I +  TFJ) <  - ( 2  -  Tv)r,X
(ii) a21 -  TG'XG -E'>0 
then
(a) the eigenvalues of F  lie in D j
(b) H T Joo <  a .
P r o o f
(a): Let v ^  0 be an eigenvector of F  satisfying Fv =  Xv. From (i),
0 >  v*(F'X  +  X F  +  TF'X F  +  H'H  +  (2 -  TtfrjX
+ (H'E + (I + TF)'XG)(a2I  -  TG'XG -  E'E)~l(E'H +  G 'X(I  +  TF)))v
=  (2ft(A) +  T|A|2 +  (2 -  Trt)ij) v*Xv + v*H'Hv
+  v*(H'E +  ( /  +  TF)'XG)(a2I  -  TG'XG  -  E 'E )-\E 'H  +  G 'X (I+T F ))v .
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From (ii), each term is positive semidefinite, with the possible exception of the first. Thus, the first 
term is negative semidefinite:
(2R(A) +  TJAj2 +  (2 -  Tr))n) v*Xv <  0.
If (2R(A) +  T|A|2 +  (2 -  Tri)rj) v*Xv <  0, then v*Xv >  0 and 2^(A ) +  T|A|2 +  ( 2 -T 7 ?)r? <  0. Then, 
X|^|2 -f ^  < —tj + £ t]2. In that case, A is in D j .  If (2&(A) + T|A|2 +  (2 — T t])t]) v*X v —  0, then 
all of the terms must be zero, and therefore Hv =  0. Thus, v is an unobservable mode of (F,H), 
and hence A €  D?, which proves (a).
b: Part (b) is identical to the proof of part (b) of Lemma 3.3.1 since
F 'X + X F + T F 'X F + H 'H + iH 'E H I+ T F y X G X a il-T G 'X G -E 'E y 'iE 'H + G ’X il+ T F ))  
< - ( 2  -  Tf})7]X < 0.
□
B.2 Derivation of State-feedback Controller for Sampled-data Two-rate Problem
Next, the derivation of the controller in Theorem 3.3.1 is presented.
T h e o re m  For the discrete-time plant
8x =  Asx +  B$u +  (y/N G$)w, x(0) =  0,
with the performance-output variable
■^-(Hsx + Dbhu) + Dgh™ 
u
with (As, Es) detectable and with state feedback u =  K cx, a sufficient condition to guarantee that 
the closed-loop discrete-time system is stable and has IT«, norm from w to z less than a given value 
a is
K c = __[/ + T B fsX Bs + j fD ‘b h D Bh
+  ( ^ D 'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T “ 1 ^ F qjjDbh +  y/NTG'sXBs)] 1 
• [B'§X (I  +  TAs) +  jjD'gfjHs
+  {t n DbhDgh +  VNTB'sXGe)  T - 1 {^ ¡D 'ghHs +  VNG'SX ( I  +  TAs))],
where
T  :=a2I  -  TNG'sXGg -  D'aHD GH,
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and X  >  0 satisfies
0 =  A'SX  +  XAg +  TAgXAg +  j,H'sHs
+  {-7n Hsd oh +  V N (I  +  TAsYXGs) T _1 +  +  TAsj)
-  [B'sX(I +  TA() +  jjD'bhHs
+  ( ^ D 'BHDaH +  VNTB'gXGs) T _1 +  +  T A s))] '
■{I +  TB'sX B s +  ^D'b„D bh
+  D'bhDg„  +  VNTB'sX G s) T - 1 +  ) ] - *
■[B'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j rD'BHB s
+  D'bhDGh +  VNTB'gXGs) T " 1 ( ^ D 'ghHs + VNG',X(I +  TAS))\
and
X - 1 -  TNGs(o?I -  D'aHDaHr'G's > 0.
P r o o f For Problem 3.2.2, we choose u =  K cx and solve for the closed-loop system matrices Fe, 
Ge, He, and Ee. The closed-loop system is of the form
Sx =  (A s +  BeK c)x + (V n Gs)w=: F .x +  G .w ,
(  ^ ( Hs +  DBHK • )>
X +
' Dgh y
* V KC J 0 J
Requiring condition (i) of the bounded real lemma to hold with equality, we obtain 
0 =  (As +  BsK cyX  +  X(As + BsKc) +  T(AS +  BSK C)'X(AS +  BSK C) +  K C'K C 
+  j,(H s +  DbhK')'(H s +  DbhK ‘ )
+  ( ^ ( # i  +  DB„K °)'D aH +  VN (I  +  T (A S +  BsK'))'XGs)
■ (a21 -  NTG'gXs-  D'aHD afr)"1
• (jn D 'alJ(Hs +  DB„ K ')  + VNG'SX (I  + T{AS +  BSK ‘ )))
=  A'SX  +  X A S +  TA'gXAs +  j,H'sHs +  { +  +
• (a 2/  -  NTG'gXGs -  D'OHDG,t)~l ( ^ D 'ghHs +  VNG'eX (I  + TAS))
+  K c'\B'gX{I +TAe) +  j,D'BH Hs +  ( ^ - D'BHDaH + VNTB'SX G S)
■ (a2/  -  NTG'SX G S -  D'ghDghY 1 +
+  [B'gX{I+ TAe) +  jjD'BBH6 +  (-fa.D'bh +  )
• (a 2/  -  NTG'gXGs -  D'ghDgh) ' *  +  + TAsj)]'K‘
+  K C'[I +  TB'gXBs +  jgD'BHDBH +  D'BHDaH +  VNTB'gXGs)
• (a 2 /  -  NTG'gXGs -  D'aHDaH T l
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0 =  A!SX  +  XAs +  TA’gXAs + j,H'gBg +  H'sDgh + V N (I + TAg)'XGg)
• (a2I  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'g h D ghT (^ 7 + + TAg))
— [B'SX ( I  + TAg) + jfD 'g llHs + +
■ {o?I -  NTG'SX G 5 -  D'GHDGHy l ( ^ = D'a„H s +  /NG'SX(T +  TAS))}'
■ ( /  +  TB'sXBg +  j,D'BHDBH +  (■j $D'bhDGh +
• (a2I  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'g h D g h T 1 ( ^ D ' g h D b h +  VNTG'gXBg))-1
■ [B'SX (I  +  TAg) +  j,D'B„Hg +  ( j -D 'BHDGH + VNTB'gX Gg)
■ (a21 -  NTG'sXGg -  D'g h D ghT(^ D 'GHHg +  +  TAg))} 
+  {K c +  [I +  TB'sXBg +  j,D ’BHDBH +  {-^ D 'bhDgh +  VNTB'gXGg)
• (a2/  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'g h D ghT (7 3 7 +
■ [B'SX {I  +  TAg) +  jjD'BHHg +  ( ^ -D ‘bhDqh +
■ (a 2/  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'ghDghT 1 ( ^ 7D'aHSg +  VNG'SX {I  +  T A s ))] } '
• { /  +  TB'gXBg +  j,D'BHDBH +  (^ 7 D'b„ D gh + VNTB'gXGg)
(a 2/  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'ghDghT+ }
■ {K ‘  + [ I +  TB'gXBg +  j,D'B„ D BH +  (^ 7  +  VNTB'gXGg)
• (a 2/  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'ghDghT 1 (^ ¡D 'g„ D Bh +  VNTG'gXBg)}-1
■ [B'SX (I  +  TAg) +  jjD'BhHs +  ( ^ 7D'Bh Dqh +  VNTB'gXGg)
■ (a2/  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'g h D g h T 1 ( ^ 7D'a„Hg +  VNG'SX ( I +  TAg))]}.
The solution to this can be found by setting
K c =  - [ /  +  TB'gXBg +  j,D'BHDBH +  ( ^ 57D'bhDgh +  VNTB'gXGg)
■ (a 2/  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'g h D g h T 1 +  VNTG'gXBg)}-1
■ [B'gX{I +  TAg) +  jjD'BHHg +  { ^ D ' b h D g h +  VNTB'gX Gg)
■ (a2!  -  NTG'gXGg -  D'g h D g h T 1 jd 'gh h s +  VNG'SX {I  +  T A { ))] ,
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where X  >  0 satisfies
0 =  A'SX  +  XAs +  TA'sXAs + jjH'sHs +  ( j -H 'sDgh +  V F (J  +  TAsJXGs)
• (a21 -  NTG'sXGs -  D '^ O gh) ' 1 D'a„H s +  VNG'SX (I  +  T A «))
-  [B'SX (I  +  TAS) +  j,D'BHHs +  +
■ (a21 -  NTG'SX G S -  D ^ D oh) - 1 ( ^ D 'ghHs +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAS))] '
• ( /  +  T B J X B s +  j,D'B„D B H +  (-^ D 'bhDgh +  s/NTB'sX G s)
■ {a21 -  NTG'SX G S -  D'a„D aHy l (-^ D 'aHDBH +  ) ) “ »
• [J?pT(/ +  T A 5) +  +  ( ^ D 'BHDan  +  VNTB'sXGs)
■ (a2I  -  NTG'sXGs -  D'aHDG„ ) - 1 +  y/NG'sX { I + T A S))\.
Condition (ii) of the bounded real lemma reduces to a21 — TNG'sXGs -  DghDgh >  0. A s N 
increases, so does the dimension of this matrix. However, if X  >  0, then this condition is equivalent 
to
X “ 1 -  TNG$(a2I  -  D'ghDgh) - xG'6 >  0.
To find conditions that guarantee detectability of the closed-loop system, let A, v, be an 
eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for Fe, He, such that
(A$ +  BsKc)v =  Av,
( ^ R s  +  DBHK ‘ ) j p =  o
Note that A$v =  0 and -j-H $v  =  0. For all integers TV >  0, A is in the stability region if (A$, H$) is 
detectable. Thus, the detectability of (A$, H$) guarantees the detectability of (Fe,H e), for integers 
TV >  0. □
B.3 Derivation of Decentralized Controller for Sampled-data Two-rate Problem
The derivation of the decentralized controller design in Theorem 3.3.3 is presented next. 
T h e o re m  For the discrete-time decentralized plant
p
6x =  A$x +  B*s u i  +  (VN G s ) u>, x(0) =  0,
*=i
with the performance-output variable
- -  (  VN{S s X  + £j=l D BHui )  + ^
/
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with (As,Hs) detectable and with observer-based decentralized discrete-time controller Ui — 
where
6(i =  f  As +  BiKf +  £  B\K] +  (VNGs)Kd^  & +  K?(yi -  £,(0) =  0,
a sufficient condition to guarantee that the closed-loop system is stable and has Hoo norm from Q  
to z less than a given value a is
K c =  — [I -j* TBgXBs +  jjD'bhDbh
-1- (^ -D 'bhDgh +  VNTBgXGs) T “ 1 D'ghDbh  +  VNTGgXBs>)]~1 
■[B'sX (I  +  TA5) +  ±D'bhHs
+  (t n D'bh  +  VNTB'sX Gs)T- 1 + + 
K d =  T " 1 ( j = D 'a„(H s +  DBhK c) +  VNG'SX (I  +  T(AS +  ) ) )  ,
where
T  :=a2I -  TNGgXGs -  D'aHDaH, 
and K B block diagonal, X  > 0, and W  > 0 satisfy
0 =  A'SX  +  X A S +  TA'sXAs +
+  (-jjjH'sDaH +  VN (I +  TAs)'XGs)T_1
-{B 'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j,D'BHHs
+  +  VNTB'gXGs) -1  ( ^ D 'ghH5 +  s/NG'sX (I  +  ) ) ] '
• [ /  +  TB'sXBs +  j,D'BHDBH
+  D'bhDgh +  VNTB'gXGs) T _1 {-^ D 'GHDBH +  ■)]->
■ [B'sX (I  +  TAs) +  j7D'BHH8
+  { ^ D 'BHDaH +  VNTB'gXGi) T _1 ( ;j^D'G„ H 6 +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAS))]
and
W  =  TNGs.cT-'G'gc +  T -^ K 0DK B
+  [ /  +  T(A, -  Gs,c ~t-lD'aHDBHK i  -  TNGs,c r - 1G'sX B 5Ki,) -  TK°DCD)
■ (W -1 -  TK%[I +  TB'gXBs +  j;D'BHDBH
+  {■Jz D'bhDgh +  VNTB'SX G S) T -1  ( - +  VNTG'SX B s)]K b )-1
■ [I +  T{Ae -  Gs,c r - lD’aHDBHK cD -  TNGS'CT-'G'gXBsKb) -  TK°DCD]\
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suck that the eigenvalues of Ae — K°dCd axe in the stability region and
X - 1 -  T > 0,
W - 1 -TK%[I+TB'sX B s+^D 'bhDbh
+ ( f a  D'BHDGH +  VNTB'sX G t ) t -\ ^ r > 'aHDB„  +  VNTG'sX B s)]Kb > 0,
and
\I +  T(Ac -  G s,cr-1D'aHDBHKb  -  TN) -  TK°DCD\ ±  0.
P r o o f Now consider Problem 3.2.4. Given the form chosen for the controller and observers, we 
find the closed-loop system matrices Fe, G e, He, and Ee. Let et- := f ,  — x, i =  1, Then,
*  > * N w \
ei ei W\
;
II
; +  Ge :
V ep ) K ep J » »  /
z = He
X \  
el
w \
W\
+ Ee
\ eP / \ w p J
where
F e =
+  B \ K {
V N G tK d ( A t + Y .^! B ’t K j + V N G f K ^ - K i C i
b-sk ;
~BPf K‘p
• / N G sK d
-4.
- B \ K { ( ^ + 2 , * ,  B ^ K ^ + '/N G sK d)~  KpCpJ
2 ; = i  D ’B H K i) 7 n D b h * t  ••• ^ f iD B H K i  ^
K\ K f 0
K i 0 ^  J
and
G c =
' VNGs o •
- V n g s k i
•• 0 > 
0
, Ee =
{ Dgh 0 . 
0 0 •
•• 0  ^
0
K -\/N G s  0 K°P j  ^ 0 0 • ‘ 0 /
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This can be written in a shorthand form if the following composite matrices are defined.
M ^  W\ ^ f Kl ^ f  Ge6 := ; , w := ; , K c:= , Gs,c ■ - ’
 ^ eP ) l  J v K i ) U ' J
o o
oou
h 1 K{ 0 . . .  0 ^
1!<5
..
. 
o £
o
, Kb-.=
0 K\ : 
: 0
II
... 
o
CMN
o
 
«••
o o
oo o . . . 0 k ; )
and
A e :=
Bs :=(B§ Bs---B%), D b h  \ - {D xb h  d b h * * * d b h ) i
As +  BsK c +  VNGsK d 0 ••• 0
0 :
+
-B ]K {  -B }K \
-B\K\  •••
0 At +  BSK C +  y/NGsK d ,
\~BrsKl
- b ”sk ;
\ -B \ K i
The shorthand for the closed-loop system is
*  \ (  AS +  BSK C BSK CD
e  J y y / N G s , c K d A e — K p C D  J  ^ e
X I | VNGs 0 
-V N G 6,c K°d
W
w
z —
' + D b h K c) - f y D b h K cd  \ (  x \
[  K< K h j [ e  )
+
D g h 0
0 0
w
w
Choosing X e >  0 to have the diagonal form Q > 0  where X  >  0 and Xi >  0, and expanding 
condition (i) of the bounded real lemma, we find conditions on K c, K°, and K d. The upper-left
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element becomes
0 = (As+BsKcy x + X (A t+ B sK e)+T{Ai+BtKcy x (A s+BsK c)+ K c'K c 
+ ^ (H s+ D b h X c) '(B s+ D Bh K c)
+ (:jx {H s + D B„ K c),D G H + 'JN {I+ T{A s+ B sK ‘ )yXGs)
■ T " 1 (■^-D'aH(H s+ D BHK c)+VNG'sX ( I+ T ( A s+ B s K ‘!)))
+ TNfaHt + D BBK V D a H T -'0 w + W l + n A t + B 'K n Y X G ,r -'f fw - K d'f f " !)
■ XiD~l
■ ( $ jG s,c r - 1D'aH(Hs+ D BHK ')+ V N G s,c T- l G'sX ( I+ T ( A s+ B sK ‘ ))-G s,cK'1) ,
where
T  := a 2/  -  TNG'sXGs -  D'g hD gh
and
D  :=/ -  TN G s,cT~ l G'S'CX\-  T ^ K ° d K% Xx.
The final term will be zero if K d is chosen to satisfy
K d =  T - 1 (-j =D'gh{H( +  DBhK ‘ ) +  VNG'sX (I+ T (A s  +  ) ) )  .
The remaining equation that must be satisfied is then
0 = (At + B 6K c)'X  + X (A S + B SK C) + T{A S + B SK ‘ )'X {A S + B SK ‘ )
+  K C,K '  +  j ,(E s + DbhK c)'(Hs +  DBHK C)
(B .l)
+  +  DBh K c)'D a„  +  V N (I + T(A S +  ) T " 1
• +  DB„ K ‘ ) +  +  +  BsK°)j) .
Given the above choice of K d, the upper-right element in condition (i) of the bounded real 
lemma reduces to
0 =  K C,[ I  +  TB 'SX B S +  ^D'b h D b h
+ {-^ D 'b h D gh +  ) T - 1 B v D'g hD b h  + VNTG 'sX B s)]K 'd
+  [(I +  TAsyXBs +  jjH'sDBH
+ H'sDGh + y/N(I + T Asy XGs')T_1 ( ^ D ' aHDBH + ,
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which is satisfied by
K c =  [I +  TB'gXBs +  jrD’bjjDbh
+  ( ^ - D1bhDqh +  y/NTB'sXGs) T _1 +  v ^ T G J X I ? ^ ] -1
• [2?¿X(/ 4- TAs) + jjD ’b h H s
+  (t ñ D'Bh d ° h +  VÑTB'sXGs) T - 1 +  VÑTG'SX (I  +  T A ¿))].
This is the same form as the controller gain equation in the state-feedback case. In fact, with this 
choice of X c, (B.l) reduces to the same design equation as in the state-feedback case.
The lower-right element of the bounded real lemma reduces, for T ^  0, to
X t = [I +  T(A'C -  K qD'bhDqhT:~1G'6c -  TN -  TC'd K%]X,D~' 
• [I +  T(Ae -  Gs,cT-'D'aHDBHK'D -  TNGs,o t - xG'sX B sK'=D) -  TK°DCD]
+  TK%[I +  TB'sXBs +  j,D'BHDBH
+  {j ñ D'bhDgh +  VÑTB'sXGs) T -1  { ^ D 'aHDB„  +  BS)]K%. 
Subtracting the constant term and multiplying on either side by
[ / +  T (A . -  GSiC? - 1D'ghDbhK cd -  TNGs,c~C-'G'8X B sK cD) -  TK°DCD]~l, 
or its transpose, yield
( X f 1 -  TNGs,c r -'G 'sc  -  T ^ K i K Z ) -1
=  [I +  r (A „  -  Gs,oT -1D'ghDbhK ‘d -  TNGs,c r - 1G'sX B sKi>) -  TK°DCD]'~'
■ (X i  -  TK %[ /  +  TB'gXBs +  j?D'BHDBH
+  ( t ñ D'b h D gh + V Ñ T B ’SXG S) T T 1 D'aHD B„  + VÑTG'gXB ,) ]K ‘D)
■ [I +  T(At-  Gs,c"C-'D'aHDBHK°D-  -  TK°DCD}-\  
Inverting and subtracting the constant term, then substituting W  : = X g ,  we obtain
W  =  TJVG5,CT - 1G'5,C +  t £ k °dk %
+  [I +  T(A' -  Gs,c T-'D 'aHDBHK°D-  TNG6:Cr - lG'sX B sK ‘D) -  TK°DCD]
■ (W -1 -  TK % [I + TB'gXBg +  j,D'BHDBH
+  { ^ D 'BHDaH + y/ÑTB'gXGs) _1 {-^ D 'aHDBH +
■ [I +  T (A „ -  Gs,c T - lD'aHDB„K%  -  -
Condition (ii) of the bounded real lemma is simply
/  a21 -  TNG'gXGg -  D'GHDG„  -  TNG's¡cX lGí,c TVÑG's¡cX 1K I \ >  g 
\  T^fÑK°¿X,Gs,c a2I -T K % X 1K% J
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However, as N increases, so does the dimension of this matrix. Thus, we require equivalent condi­
tions that do not have that property. If X  >  0, then X " 1 exists. We can show that
a21 -  E'eEe -  TG'eX tG„ > 0
is equivalent to
X ; 2 -  TG'(a2I -  £ ' £ e)_1G ' >  0,
as long as a21 — E'eEe >  0. This is satisfied if a21 — DqHDqh >  0* Using the matrix identity
/  0 
CA~l I
\ I A 0
0 D -C A ~ lB
if \A\ *  0,
we show that X - l TGe(a2I -  EiEe)“ 1^  >  0 holds if both
X - 1 -  TNGsia2!  -  D'aHDaH) - lG's >  0
and
W  -  TNGS,C{C?I -  TNG'sXGs -  D'a„ D G„)-'G 's,0 -  ±:TK°dK% > 0.
or
The first of these conditions is equivalent to a21 -  TNG'sXGs -  DqHDgh >  0, which implies 
a21 — DqjjDqh >  0. The second condition is equivalent to
W - 1 -TK Z[I+TB 'sX B 5+jrD'BHDBH
+  ( 7 3 7 D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) r - 2{^ -D 'aHDBH +  >  0,
as long as
I I  +  T(A, -  Gs,c T:-1D'ghDbhK cd -  TN-  TK°dCd \ /  0.
Now consider under what conditions (Fe,H e) is detectable. Let A, Q ) ,  be an eigenvalue- 
eigenvector pair for Fe, He, such that
/  As +  BsKc BsK ‘d  ^
\ VNGs,cK d Ac -  K°dCd f
' 7 n (3 s +  d bhK c) - ^ D bhK cd \ /  oj \  _  q
V K ‘ K b j  { » 2 )
Thus, Asvi =  Aiq, ~^HsV\ =  0. For all integers N >  0, either v\ =  0 or A is in the stability region 
if (As, Hs) is detectable. Suppose vx =  0. Then (Ae -  K°DCD)v2 =  Av2. Thus, if Ae -  K°DCD has 
eigenvalues in the stability region, then A is also in the stability region. □
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B.4 Derivation of Reliable Decentralized Controller for Sampled-data Two-rate 
Problem
Next, the derivation of the reliable controller design of Theorem 3.5.1 is presented.
T h e o re m  For the decentralized system (3.10), (3 .11), (3.12), with detectable and with
observer-based feedback u,- =  Kffa  with observer (3 .13), a sufficient condition to guarantee that 
the closed-loop plant is stable and that ||Tfi.i||oo <  a  for aU subsets of subsystem sensor failures
u c  n  is
K c = — [/ + TBg X Bs  4- jjD 1BIjD b h
+  ( j f t D'b h D g h +  VNTB'SX G S) T - 1 (J ~ D 'g h D Bh  +  VNTG'SX B s) ] - '  
•[B,sX (I+ T A s) + j jD BHHs
+  ( ^ 7D'buDqh +  VNTB'SX G S) T ' 1 { -^ D ’ghH6 +  VNTG'SX (I  +  TAS))],
K d =  T - 1 ( - ) =D'Gli(Hs +  DBHK c) +  V n G'sX (I+ T (A 6 +  BSK ‘ ))} , 
where
T  :—a2I -  TNG'sXGg -  D'GHD GH,
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
0 — A'SX  + XAs 4- TA‘sXAs 4- yjHgHs 4-
+  H'sDgh +  VN (I  +  TAsYXGs) T -1  {j^ D 'allHs +  VNG'SX (I  +
-  [B'SX (I  +  TAs) +  jjD'bhHs
+  (-jzD'BHDaH +  VNTB'eX G s) T _1 D'aHHs +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAS))]'
• WpkjD 4- TBg X Bs  4- jjD'b h D b h
+  { -^ D 'bhDgh +  VNTB'SX G S)  T -1  [-^ D 'GHDBH +  VNTG'gXBg)]-1
• [BgX(I + TA$) 4-
+  ( ^ - D'BHDGH +  VNTB'SX G S) T _1 (-^ D 'ghS s +  VNG'SX (I  +  TAsj)}
and
W  = TNGs,Cr - 1G'StC +  T±,K°dK%
+  [7 +  T(Ae -  GsgT^ID'guDbh +  TNG'sX B s\Kcd) -  TK°dCd]
■ (W -1 -  TK%[I +  TB'eXBs +  jjD'BHDBH
+  ( ^ —D'b[jDgh +  VXTB'gXGsj T -1  {^^D'qBDB]j +  V~NTGrsXBg'j ]Kq )
■ [I +  T (A e -  Gs,c r - l{D'aHDBH + TN - TK°DCD\',
such that the eigenvalues of Ae -  K°dCd are in the stability region,
X - 1 -  TNGs(a2I  -  > 0,
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W -'  -  TKq [I +  TB'SX B S +  j3D'BHDBH
+  D'bhDgh +  '/NTB'sX G s)X~1( -^ D ighDbh  +  '/NTG'gXBs)]KcD >  0,
11 +  T(Ae -  Gs,c r - l[D'aHDBH + TNG'sX B s]Kcd ) -  TK°DCD \ ±  0.
P r o o f  Suppose that the sensors with indices in the set u C 12 experience outages =  0, Vi 6 w. 
Then the system matrices change to
As 4- BSK C BsK cd
VNGs,c K d -  K°d^Cw Ae — K qCd
VNG s 0 
-V N G s,c
( 7 n (S s +  DBHK c)
K ‘ K
^ ( a
W
W
where
• Kb,w ia Kb  with diagonal blocks not in u> set equal to zero
• Cu is C with the blocks not in uj set equal to zero
.  Kb,Q:=K°D -K °D,„.
Let these new system matrices be denoted Fe, Gei He, and Ee. Then,
Fe = Fe -  K ^ C ^ , Ge = Ge -  K°we(0 / ) ,  He =  He, Ee =  Ee,
where
K c -=
K°d,„
Gu/e l— (Cu, 0).
Define also Cae :=  (Cn 0).
Now, condition (i) of the generalized bounded real lemma may be rewritten in terms of the 
original system matrices. Note that
(<x2I - E ' cEe) * =
(a 2/  -  D'GHDGH)- '  0
o
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Then, the terms in the expression can be reduced as follows:
G „(a 2/  -  K E e) - xG'e =  G'(o?I -  E'cE')~lG'e -  - ^ K ^ K * .
Thus,
(a21 -  TG'cX eGc -  E'CE ') -1
= T ((a21 -  E'eE ')-xG'c -  ^  (?) i f " )
■ X '( l -T G '( a 2I  -  E''E')-'G ‘CX '  +  T ^ K ^ K ^ X C) 1 
• (G e(a 2/  -  E’'E ') - '  -  4 , ^ ( 0  I)) +  (a21 -  K E c) -\
and
(H‘'E t +  (I  +  TF')'XtGt)(c<2I -  TG'eX tG,  -  E'eEe)-\E'tBe +  <5'eX « ( /  +  T F e))
=  (B'eEe +  ( /  +  TF')'XC(G„ -  # 2 ,( 0  / ) ) )  (a 2/  -  E'cE^)~l
• ((< ? ; -  (?) C )  X*(I +  T f . )  +  £ ^ e )
+  ( H'eEe(a2I  — E'eEe)~lG'eX e +  ( /  +  TFe)'Xe (Ge(a2I  — E'eEe) 1 G'eX ' — -^ ¡K ^ K ^ X ^
■ ( i  -  T G e(a 2/  -  E,'E ') -1G'eX ' +  T-^K^K^  
. (G ,(a 2/  -  E'tE 'T 'K H t +  (G ,( a 2/  -  -  j,K°ueK°J'Xe) (I +  TFej) .
Expanding condition (i) of the generalized bounded real lemma in this manner, and regrouping 
terms, we find that
FIX, + X'Fe +  T  F 'X 'F '  + S'eH'
+  (H'E' +  (I +  TF')'X'G')(a2I -  TG 'X ' -  +  G'eX '(I  +  TFC))
=  r eX '  +  X 'F e +  TF'X'F ' +  1%Ht +  a2C’W'C „'
+  (H‘CE'  +  ( /  +  TF')'X'G')(a2I  -  TG'eX eG e -  E'CE ')-\E 'CB ' +  G'CX C(I +  TFe))
_  ( ! ( /  +  TF')'X'Le~1K °' +  aCl' +  £ TB'tE'(a2I  -  E''E')-xG ''X 'L '-xK ^ )
*  ( /  +  T ^ K Z 'X 'L '-'K ! ! , ') '1
■ {\K tLX 'L '~\I  +  TF') +  aCwe +  ±TK°J'X'L'~lG'(a2I  -  E''E ')-xE'eB ')
where
L' -.= I -  TG'(a2I  -  E‘'E ') - lG''X'.
Thus,
F 'X .  +  X 'F ' +  TF'XeF' +  B'eB '
+  {B 'EC +  (I +  TF')'X'G')(a2I  -  TG'eX eG e -  +  G'CX '{I  +  TFe)) <  0
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for all uj C ft if
FIX. +  X tF +  TFIX'F' +  H’eH' +  a2C ^C nc
+  {W'E' +  ( /  +  TF')'XcG'){a2I  -  T 6 " X eG , -  E '^ yH E ^ H , +  G'eX c(I  +  TF€)) <  0
(B.2)
and
I  +  T ^ K y X 'L ' - 'K *  >  0.
a2 &« e e u>e
Expanding a 2CneCn»>
a2Ca'C a'
f a2C'aCa 0
o o y
Thus, when expanding out (B .2), the extra term cx.2CqCq enters at the upper-left element. This 
results in the extra term in the design equation for X ,  (3 .26), and no changes from the basic design 
in the expressions for X c, K d> and the design equation for W.
Condition (ii) of the generalized bounded real lemma and I  +  T-^K^eX eLe~lK °e >  0 are 
satisfied for all w C ii if X  >  0, X " 1 -  TNGs(a2I  -  D'ghDgh) - 1G's >  0, and
W  -  TNGs,c(<*2I  -  D'aHDaH -  TNG'sXGs)~lG's c  -  T ^ K °DK% >  0.
(This last condition implies that
W  -  TNGs,c{a2I  -  D'aHDaH -  TNG'sX G sy lG'sfi -  T ± K °DK% +  T ± K °D„K % „ >  0, 
which is required by condition (ii).) The condition on W  is equivalent to
W - 1 -  TK%[I+TB'SX B S +  j,D'bhDBh
+ D'bhDGh  +  VNTB'5X G s) r - \ ^ D 'GHDB„  +  VNTG'SX B s)]K°d >  0, 
if
I/  +  T(A'-  Gs,c r - l\V'aHDBH-  -  TK°DCD\ /  0.
Finally, the same detectability proof follows as before since only the lower-left element of Fe is 
affected by the outages and it has no effect on the proof. □
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APPENDIX C
PROOFS OF THEOREMS IN CHAPTER 4
C .l Derivation of Reliable Decentralized Controller Design for Multirate Problem
The following is the derivation of the sensor-outage reliable decentralized controller design for 
the multirate controller design problem in Theorem 4.4.2.
T h e o re m  For the decentralized system (4 .11), (4 .12), (4 .13), with (As,H$) detectable and with 
observer-based feedback ut =  with observer (4 .14), a sufficient condition to guarantee that
the closed-loop plant is stable and that | | r ^ s ||oo <  a for all subsets of subsystem sensor failures 
uj C ft is
K c =  +  TBfsXBs +  jjD'bhDbh A
+  { ^ D 'BHDaH +  VNTB'SX G S) T - 1 { -^ D 'ghDb „  +  VNTG'sXBs)}-1
• [B'SX (I  A T  As) A A jjct2
A D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T “ 1 (^ ^ D (ghB s A y/NG’sX (I  A TAs))],
K d =  T ' 1 (-j =D'gh{Hs +  DBhK c) +  VNG'SX (I  +  T(AS +  BSK°))) ,
where
T  :=a2I  -  TNG’sXGs -  D'ghDGh , 
and K°d block diagonal, X  >  0, and W  >  0 satisfy
0 =  AlsX  A XAs ATA'sX A s +  jjH fsH$ A j^^Cs&Cstf
A {^ j^H'sDgh +  VN (I A TAsYXGs) T _1 ( -j—DghHs +  y/NG'sX (I  A TA$)J 
-  [B'SX (I  A TAs) A jfT)BHHs +  jia2T>Bc,i
+  {-^D 'bhDgh + y/NTBfXGij _1 +  ( /  +  TAs)) ]'
■ [k'DkD +  TB'gXBs +  jjD'BHDBH +  jj<*2D'BcflDBC,n
+ { A D 'b « D gh + ^ T B 'sXG s) T_1 { A D 'gh D b h  + •SX TG 'sX B s)]~'
• [B'SX (I A TAs) A jjD'BHHs A jjO2DfBc,nCs,n
+ ( A D B » DaH + ^ T B ' sXGs) T " 1 ( J f, + VNG'SX ( I  + TAs))]
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and
W  = TNGs.cT-'G 's'C +  TN ^K°dK%
+  [I +  T(AC-  G s.cr -1 [D'GHD B„  + TNG'sXBs\K%)
-  TK°d (Cd +  DBC)DK'CtD -  DBc K'd)\
■ (W - 1 -  TK%[k'DkD +  TB’sX B 5 +  };D'bhDbh  +  jf c?D'BOtaDBC,a
+  ( ^ j  D'bhDGH +  VNTB'sXG s)T- 1 { ^ D ’ghDbh +
• [ /  +  T(A, -  Gs,c r-'[D'auDBH + TNG'SXBS)K%)
-  TK°d (Cd +  Dbc,dK c,d ~ Db
such that the eigenvalues of Ae — K q(Cd +  Dbc,d^ c,d ) are the stability region, T  >  0,
W - 1 -  TK$[k'DkD +  TB'gXBg +  j,D ‘BHDBH +
+  (t ñ d 'bh d gh +  VÑTB'sX G s) ? - \ j - D 'aH +  y/ÑTG'sX  BS)]K% >  0,
and
|/ +  T(Ae -  G s, c t - 1 [D'aHDBH +  TNG'sX B s]K l )
-  TK b (Cd +  DBc,d Kc,d -  DbcK d )I /
P r o o f  This proof differs from other sensor-outage reliable proofs in the way in which the terms in 
modify the design equations, as will be seen. As before, the system matrices with and 
without outages are first found and the required changes to the design equations are found to meet 
the conditions of the generalized bounded real lemma for all possible outages in the prespecified 
set.
The closed-loop system matrices when no outages occur are
F, =
As +  B$KC BsK%
VÑGSíCK d Ac -  K°d {Cd +  -  DbcK ‘d) I ’
G. =
VÑGS 0
-\fÑGs,c VÑK°d
i
Er =
-1- D B h K c) - ^ - D B h K cd  
kDK c kDK cD
Suppose that the sensors with indices in lj experience outages. The closed-loop system matrices 
become
V
Fe =
Ge =
A s +  B6K e BsK eD
^VÑGí,c K i -K ? >iU(Cít„+ D B c ,uK ‘ ) A '-K ° d (Cd + D bc ,d K'c d - D b c K cd ) -K °D uDb c ,uK cd I '
V Ñ G s 0 
- V Ñ G s,c V Ñ K
V E '= ( 7ü{lh + DbhKC) 7ÑDB”Kb\
D¿>) ’ ' {  kDK< kDK% ) ’
£ „  =
Dgh 0
0 0
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The difference between the system matrices of the system with failures and the system matrices 
of the system with no failures is thus
F, =  F,-  K°W,CW„  G e =  G e -  K°,('0 v'iVT), =  E „  =  £ « ,
where
K °  —lv«e * Cw,  :=  (Gs>u, +  Dbc,uK c D eo^K b). 
It can be shown, following the derivation in the proof of Theorem 3.5.1, that
Kb, „
F>eX e +  X ,F , +  TFiX,Fe +  H',B,
+  (H',E, +  (J +  TF,)'X,G,)(et2I  -  TG‘,X.  -  +  +  T f , ) )
=  FiXe +  X ,F , +  T F i X , F , - V  E',E, +  ^ o :2G^eCu,e
+  (B ‘,E , +  (I +  TF ,yX 'G c)(a2I  -  TG',X- +  +
~ ( / * & !  +  T F,)' X ,L ,~x K °, +  +  -
■ [l  +  T N ^ K ^ X ,L t- 2K Z ,y l
■ \ v n ± K Z X .L .-\ I  +  TF.) +  ^ a C u.  +  VN±TK°JtX 'L ' - lGc(a2I  -  E'.E.)-'E'.E.)
where
Thus,
£ , : = / -  T G «(a 2J -
FiX, + X ,F , +  T F',X,F, + H',B,
+  ( H’,E, +  (I +  TF,)'X,G,)(aH -  TG',X-  +  + TF,)) 0
for all cj C fl if
FiX, +  X ,F , +  TF',X,F, +  B',B, +  ^c?C'a,Cn,
+  (BiE, +  ( /  +  TF,)'X,G,)(a2I-  TG',X,G, -  +  G',X,(I +  < 0
(C .l)
and
i  + t n \ k °j, x , l , - 1k i , >  0.
a J
The term jjct2CfneCne can be expanded to
jfCt2{C5,n +  D Bc,QKcY(Csta + Dbc,qK c) j?ot2{C6,n +  Dbc,qK c)'{DBc,qK cd ) \ 
Yja2{D Bc,nKcD)\Cs,n + D BC,nKc) j?a2(DBC,nKcD)'(DBc,nKcD) )
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Let X e =  ) in (C .l) . First, consider tlie upper-left element. It can be expanded out, and
the same choice of K d as in the derivation of the controller satisfying Problem 3.2.4 forces the last 
term to zero. That leaves
0 =  (As +  BsK cyX  +  X(AS + B6K C) +  T(AS +  BSK C)'X{A6 +  BSK C)
+  K cf(k'DkD)K c +  ±(H S +  DBHK cy(H6 +  DBHK C)
+  jra2(Cs,a +  DBc,nKc)'(Cs,n +  DBc,nKc) (C .2)
+  +  DbhK'YD gh +  +  T(AS +  ) T -1
• (^;D'aH(ns + DBHK ‘ ) + + + BsK‘ )j) .
The upper-right element reduces to
0 =  K«[k'DkD +  TB'sXBs +  jjD'BHDBH
+  (t n D'bhDgh +  V n TB'sX G s)  T _1 +
+  [(I +  TAsyX B s + j ! H'sDB„
+  (vN HiDafl +  VN(I+TAe)'XGsT- 1 +
+  jja2(Cs,n +  DBc,nKcy(DBc,nKn),
which can be rewritten as
0 =  K c,[k'DkD +  TB'$X  Bs +  jjD fBHDBH +
+  {-Jz D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sXGs) T - 1 ( ^ D 'ghDbh +
+  [(-f +  TAs)fXBs +  jjH'sDBff+  jjot2CfSilDBctn 
+( ^ H 'sDgh +  ^/N(I + T A s),XG 5) t: - 1
This is satisfied by (4.15). W ith this choice of K c, the design equation for X ,  (C .2), becomes (4.16). 
The lower-right element becomes, for T  /  0,
Xi = [I +  T{At -  Gs,c'C-1[D'aHDBH + TNG'sX B e]KcD)
-  TK°d (Cd +  Dbc,dK c,d -  DecKb)]'
■ X , { l -  TN Gs,cT-1G'SiCX 1 -  T N ^ K f j K ^ )
• [ /  +  T{Ae -  Gf:Cr - l{D'aHDBH +  TNG'SX B S]K%)
-  TK°d (Cd +  Dbc,dK c,D ~ DbcK cd)]
-f TKp[k'DkD +  TB'SXB$ -f jfDsfjDsH
+  {Jz D'bhDgh +  VNTB'sX G s) T " 1 { -^ D 'ghDbh +  Sff,
+  K%D'BCflDBC,aKb.
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The last term can be incorporated into the previous grouping. Then, the inversion and change of 
variables results in (4.17).
The derivation of conditions to guarantee condition (ii) of the generalized bounded real lemma, 
/  +  T N ^ K ^ X e L ^ K ^  >  0, and the detectability condition, proceeds as in the proof of every 
other sensor-outage reliable case. a
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